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Abstract 

Directed energy deposition is an additive manufacturing process characterised by the 

concurrent delivery of material and energy in order to consolidate material into a desirable 

component geometry. The process is useful as a coating technique to improve wear and 

chemical resistance in the nuclear industry; it is used to repair worn dies in the automotive 

industry, and is also used for the near-net shape manufacturing of large components in the 

aerospace industry. The material deposition efficiency, and particularly the powder catchment 

efficiency (the ratio of consolidated powder to total powder input) is critical to both the cost-

effectiveness of the process, and its overall accuracy. Loss of this powder into the 

surrounding environment can also be hazardous. To tackle these issues, this work uses 

magnetic fields to improve the level of control over powder flow and improve catchment 

efficiency in laser powder directed energy deposition.  

Magnetic control of powder flow has potential to be a practically implementable technique to 

precisely change the quantity and direction of powder entering the melt pool in laser directed 

energy deposition (LDED). This work demonstrates the use of magnetic assistance, and 

examines how different directed energy deposition parameters, such as the powder feed rate, 

laser power and scanning speed affect the efficacy of magnetic assistance. In addition, the 

dependence of process performance on magnetic parameters including the size, strength and 

placement of magnetic fields, is also determined and discussed. Hardness, surface roughness, 

composition and porosity are also examined. Magnetic fields are shown to provide a 50.8 % 

improvement in catchment efficiency, increasing the width of tracks by at least 25%, whilst 

also reducing the dilution in depositions made using ferromagnetic powders. An improved 

powder catchment efficiency has potential to drastically reduce the cost of manufacturing, 

especially considering the large size of components which can be manufactured using this 

technology and the high cost of powder (which can easily be above £400 per kg).  

Furthermore, magnetic field strength is shown to have a positive relationship with track size, 

suggesting that altering magnetic field strength may allow magnetic assistance to be used in a 

discrete fashion. The technique is also proposed and examined for its potential as a new 

control method, by varying the placement and dynamically changing magnetic fields during 

deposition. Similar geometric outcomes were achievable over specific portions of the 

deposition, when switching magnetic fields dynamically, suggesting that magnetic assistance 

is an effective dynamic control technique. It is currently difficult to alter track dimensions 
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during operation, therefore this technique has the potential to give the technology significant 

greater potential. 

The fundamental mechanism of magnetic assistance is also examined and discussed in detail, 

by comparing the effects of magnetic powder pre-loading over a large magnetic field in 

contrast to feeding powder over a smaller coaxial magnetic field. 

This work acts as the first in this field, thus considers the potential future of magnetic 

assistance in three dimensional additive manufacturing, though it is limited to two 

dimensional tracks in this work, due to the magnetic field being located beneath the substrate. 

To develop the technique in a greater range of materials demonstration of enhanced 

deposition through magnetic assistance of more complex alloy systems, in particular those 

that are not entirely ferromagnetic is also performed, using composite bespoke powder 

systems. Further to improving the materials efficiency; in future, the technique has potential 

for use as an adaptive control technique, to vary the powder catchment efficiency in process, 

dynamically altering the dilution into the substrate and the track geometry as is necessary, 

though currently it is mainly restricted to ferromagnetic alloys, or those with a significant 

component. 
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1 Introduction 

The laser directed energy deposition process is both a coating and near-net shape additive 

manufacturing technique which is seeing expanding use due to its process flexibility and the 

ability to conduct the manufacturing process in a range of different setups (e.g. 3 axes, rotary 

or robot kinematic systems). Process parameters can be optimised to reduce the dilution of 

the cladding material (by reducing laser power) which limits the changes to the body 

material; or the process may be operated as an additive manufacturing process with high 

dilution being used to ensure subsequent layers are well boned to each other. Material feed 

rates may also be altered significantly, so that the process can be used to manufacture large 

structures relatively quickly, or to create more precise near-net shape components with 

reduced machining being required. However, the current inability to change powder 

catchment (except in one work using a solenoid valve) during manufacturing reduces the 

process flexibility and consistency. 

The process, it is still under-utilised in industry, the inefficient use of expensive powder 

materials means that the processing route is considered more often for high-cost, low volume 

manufacturing. As powder material is pneumatically delivered much of it is not consolidated 

into the final component, hence powder catchment efficiencies could be improved, which 

would lead to significant reductions in processing costs. Configuring the large number of 

parameters correctly is also complex and means that the final products must undergo rigorous 

inspection procedures in order to qualify them. Adaptive control techniques have been 

developed to attempt to reduce the variability of these parameters, with some success. 

Particularly, adaptive control over laser power has been shown to improve track consistency 

and dimensions, but powder input is more difficult to adaptively control than other 

parameters and thus is not of primary consideration. The use of body forces produced via 

magnetic fields has the potential to alter and control the trajectory of powder in-flight, to 

increase powder catchment efficiency and improve the ability to dynamically control the 

behaviour of powder between the nozzle and the melt pool. Previously, changes to the nozzle 

design, laser mode and parameter optimisation have improved catchment efficiency, but this 

could be improved further using more novel techniques. To date the use of magnetic fields 

has not been seriously considered within the laser directed energy deposition process, 

because of the challenges in modelling such an approach, while it may be limited to specific 

groups of materials. A challenge of this work is to show that the use of magnetic fields can be 

applied as widely as conventional methods. This thesis instead examines various methods of 
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using magnetic fields to change powder delivery and alter the geometry and properties of the 

resulting depositions experimentally.  
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1.1 Research Aims 

The overall aim of this thesis is to: improve and understand material efficiency and 

deposition geometry in the laser directed energy deposition process, via the use of magnetic 

assistance. This aim can be broken down into the following objectives: 

1. Establish if magnetic fields may be used to improve powder catchment efficiency by 

modifying the trajectory of powder streams. Magnetic fields may represent a new way 

to change the deposition process in a reliable manner.  

2. This new method could help to avoid the lengthy process of parameter optimisation to 

improve catchment efficiency which is currently required. 

3. Further examination will reveal the effect of changing laser power and powder feed 

rate on track geometry with the application of magnetic assistance. Relationships 

between magnetic field strength, track width, track height and catchment efficiency 

should be established. This is required to understand the scope of the new process 

addition and to begin to understand how magnetic assistance may be used and to 

begin to determine a processing window. 

4. Establish and quantify the relationship between magnetic field strength and any 

improvement in powder catchment efficiency, including on an inclined substrate. 

5. Ascertain the underlying mechanisms through which the established relationships 

occur. 

6. Develop and improve equipment which enables magnetic fields to be used to control 

powder trajectory and track geometry and identify technological barriers. 

7. Identify and assess the methods trough which magnetically assisted DED may be 

utilised, particularly for adaptive control.  

8. Determine the effect and potential of different material compositions on the 

magnetically assisted process. Establish whether the magnetic permeability of the 

powder or substrate material have a meaningful effect on track geometry or powder 

catchment efficiency. Furthermore, invent new methods to advantageously tailor 

materials to suit magnetic assistance in LDED.  

9. Understand the effect of magnetic assistance on the microstructural phases and 

mechanical properties produced. Though the primary focus of this work is to 

investigate magnetic fields for their usefulness as a manufacturing process tool, 

effects on the material and microstructural properties should be assessed to ensure the 
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process can create useful products. This has never been attempted when using 

ferromagnetic materials and hence represents a new area of research. 

Upon completion of these objectives an understanding of whether and how this new 

technique can be used will be gained. This research aims to uncover the fundamentals of this 

process, to inform future work which will be conducted in this area. 

1.2 Thesis Overview 

Relevant existing research on and around the topic of magnetic assistance in directed energy 

deposition is examined in Chapter 2. Discussion is made of the sub-systems and the different 

phenomena which amalgamate to produce the overall LDED manufacturing tool. This 

includes the mechanisms of material addition and the phenomena which occur around and 

inside the molten pool. Further to this, the state-of-the-art of LDED material deposition and 

control is also characterised. The use of magnetic fields in material melting and their 

potential in particulate processing is also discussed, though these works have different aims 

to the research conducted here. From this literature review, the research gaps needs are 

identified. The prominent research gaps identified for investigation are: the need for more 

material efficient systems and the development of more advanced control techniques, 

magnetic assistance is identified as a possible remedy for these gaps. 

Chapter 3 describes the methods, systems and materials which were used in experiments and 

the subsequent analysis in this thesis. Four core research chapters present new experimental 

research into various aspects of magnetic assistance in LDED, these chapters were developed 

in the order of the aims in Section 1.1 and the flow of these is detailed in Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1 Flow of experimental chapters conducted for this thesis. 

In Chapter 4 the feasibility of using commercially available permanent magnet tools is 

assessed and the effect on the process is examined. This study formed the foundation for the 

following three sections, by evaluating whether magnetic fields of this strength could be used 
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to change the geometry and surface characteristics of depositions. The design of the 

experiments and the equipment used reflects this aim. 

In Chapter 5, equipment is developed to allow greater manipulation of parameters. An 

electromagnet is used to give control over the strength and size of the magnetic field. This 

allows a more refined examination of the parameters and their effects on tracks, also allowing 

determination of which of the mechanisms theorised in Chapter 4 are most impactful. 

Chapter 6 uses the same equipment to examine different, novel techniques which could be 

used to: improve control over the LDED process, determine the capability of magnetic 

assistance in a greater range of possible use cases, and use a different ferromagnetic powder. 

Chapter 7, the final experimental chapter includes further development of powder feedstocks 

for magnetically assisted LDED, to expand the range of materials which can be used with 

magnetic assistance. This will allow more complex alloys to be used in the process and hence 

widen the usefulness of the magnetic assistance. This work investigates whether alloying 

composite powders, in-situ, is an effective method to combine the benefits of magnetic 

assistance with the material properties of using non-magnetic alloys. 

Chapter Error! Reference source not found. summarises the overall conclusions of the t

hesis. This chapter presents some of the potential impacts of this works findings and details a 

number of suggestions for future work which build upon the conclusions made here.  
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction to Laser Directed Energy Deposition 

Powder directed energy distribution (DED) additive manufacturing has its roots in the laser 

cladding of components to improve their hardness [1] or corrosion resistance [2]. More 

recently, this process has been developed into a flexible additive manufacturing process by 

building successive layers of cladding material into near-net-shape component geometries. 

DED refers to any process where “focused thermal energy is used to fuse materials by 

melting as they are being deposited” [3]. This means that the energy source is not required to 

be a laser, plasma arcs and electron beams are also commonly researched [4], but are beyond 

the scope of this thesis. In this work the terms DED and LDED have been use in preference 

to laser cladding in spite of the two-dimensional nature of the experiments because the long 

term goal of this work is to improve the additive manufacturing process where this term is 

more commonly used.  There are many embodiments of laser DED (LDED), though 

fundamentally the process uses a laser beam to melt an input material (normally wire or 

powder, though pastes have been used too [5]). An automated kinematic system is used to 

move either the nozzle or the workpiece, so that tracks can be produced in a defined path. 

The tracks produced are built in successive layers to produce 3d components. An inert gas is 

normally required to convey powder and shield the melt pool from oxidation [6]. Unlike 

other additive manufacturing processes, localised (rather than enclosed) shielding means that 

large components can be made, whilst the process does not always need to be operated with 

the layers being added in the vertical direction [7–9] (depending on the kinematic system), 

allowing complex geometries to be produced without support materials. 

The LDED process is commonly used in manufacturing, to repair mould tools [4] and in the 

energy industry [10] whilst uptake is growing for use in aerospace components, including for 

aerofoils and high temperature rocket nozzle components [11]. DED is useful when 

manufacturing large, complex components with tall, thin walls as it is easily scaled to large 

volumes using kinematic robotic arms [6,12,13]. It is also advantageous due to the range of 

materials which can be used and blended, [14] and the mechanical properties which can 

result. These properties include the ability to functionally grade materials, particularly layer 

by layer [6]. Compared to conventional subtractive manufacturing, DED is also useful to 

reduce design complexity, as assemblies can often be combined into a single component 

using additive manufacturing, this is especially useful in the aerospace industry to reduce the 

total mass of parts [15,16].  
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A large range of process parameters can be used in powder LDED depending on the 

application. The parameters may be balanced at different levels, for example if very high 

throughput is required, feed rates up to 48.3 g/min have been demonstrated, although feed 

rates as low as 6.8 g/min [17] are more common. Naturally, there is a trade off in terms of 

track quality such as crack density at such high speeds. DED is well known to have higher 

deposition rates than other metal AM processes, especially when using a wire feedstock. 

Post-process machining is normally required, especially when using wire feeding [13]. In the 

following literature review the various sub-systems required in LDED are first elucidated. 

Following this, the precise nature of material is explained according to the state-of-the-art. 

Linked to these mechanisms are the properties that tracks and components in DED are 

measured by, and how these products may be improved against these metrics, which are 

discussed in the context of their geometric and material properties. The final sections of the 

literature review will then describe the fundamentals of magnetic materials and how magnetic 

fields have been used to alter the process. The literature review then concludes with a 

summary of gaps in the research in this field, some of which are examined by the research 

chapters in this thesis. 

2.2 Process Systems 

Laser blown powder DED is fundamentally a dynamic process, due to the number of time 

dependant interactions which are acting simultaneously. Originally, DED comes from laser 

welding, in which a high-power laser is directed onto the material. Different interactions 

between substrate and laser are possible depending on the energy density per unit time. The 

addition of blown powder and the high velocity shielding gas which accompanies this powder 

results in further variation sensitive dynamic phenomena. These elements interact with one 

another, meaning they should sometimes be considered holistically, particularly when 

considering powder catchment efficiency, and material and mechanical properties. In general, 

the LDED systems described in this work consist of a laser to supply the energy source and a 

pneumatic feeding system to convey the feedstock material and provide local shielding. In 

this section, different manifestations of the process are also described.  

2.2.1 Definition of a Laser 

Laser stands for light amplification by the stimulated emission of radiation. Lasers are 

commonly used where high energy density is required, such as in the precise manufacturing 

or cutting of metals. Lasers operate via electron excitation. When energy is introduced to an 

atomic electron it can move to a higher energy orbit (shown in Figure 2-1) and is described as 
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being in an “excited state”. This higher orbit is not stable, so the electron will quickly decay, 

into a lower energy metastable orbit. When this occurs for many electrons it is called 

“population inversion” and the electrons will remain in this metastable state for a short 

amount of time (around 10-3s) [5]. After this time some electrons will decay further, moving 

back to the ground state, causing the spontaneous emission of a photon. If this photon goes on 

to interact with other electrons in the metastable state these electrons decay into their ground 

state, stimulating a cascade of photon emissions. As these electrons have moved from the 

same energy levels, the energy of the resulting photons is identical, this causes the light 

emitted to be monochromatic (deviating little in wavelength) and coherent (in phase) [5]. 

These two principles make lasers different from other electromagnetic radiation. 

 

Figure 2-1 Principle of photon emission in lasers. 

When the laser medium (normally a gas or crystal) is placed between two mirrors in an 

optical resonator cavity, the photons reflect internally, increasing the possibility of 

interactions, leading to greater light output. The mirror on one side is not completely 

reflective and allows some light to pass through an aperture. This light consists of the laser 

beam, the useful output. The energy and wavelength of the laser therefore fundamentally 

depends on the laser medium which is used. 

Lasers with a CO2 medium have historically been used for LDED, however modern 

developments in laser technology means that the use of lasers with a fibre source (such as 

Ytterbium) are now commonly used. These lasers offer numerous advantages over CO2 

lasers. The primary advantages in LDED are that they are more readily absorbed by metals 

and they can be delivered by total internal reflection through optical fibres [5]. This means 

that there is greater flexibility in the design of laser systems and lower power lasers can be 

used to produce the same heat input. Fibre lasers may also be pumped by diodes, simplifying 

the design of the laser system and reducing costs. 
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When the laser is incident on a surface a portion its energy is absorbed, heating the material. 

This is the interaction which is used to melt materials in LDED. 

2.2.2 Powder Feeding 

The powder feed system is generally composed of 3 sub-systems, powder conveyance, 

powder metering unit, and powder delivery system. A typical configuration is shown 

diagrammatically in Figure 2-2. The conveyance system is required to push the powder 

onwards. The metering unit to ensure a controlled feed rate is used, before the delivery 

system introduces the powder to the energy beam via the nozzle.  

Figure 2-2 Typical DED Powder Feed Systems 

Feeder designs are generally evaluated based on a few key principles: the stability, 

repeatability and consistency of flow; the responsiveness to allowing dynamic control over 

powder feed rate; the particle feed velocity; the availability and need for carrier gas; the 

ability to introduce multiple materials in a controlled manner; and the compatibility of the 

feeder with certain nozzle designs. 

Stable flow is extremely important in powder DED, to ensure that the process may create 

tracks of consistent, known dimensions, as well as producing known material and mechanical 

properties. The powder feed rate also affects the thermal history and crystal structure of the 

component. Flow rate is often determined over a short test of around 1 min duration when 

using a new material or powder size distribution. This has been shown to not necessarily be 
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accurate, as flow rate may take time to stabilise over longer periods of around 20 mins as 

shown by Steen & Lin for a screw feeder [18].  

Various feeders have been designed and tested including: gravity-based; mechanical wheel 

[6]; fluidised bed; vibration and ultrasonic [19]. The success of each design of feeder depends 

on the particle size distribution, material density and flow properties including powder 

geometry. It is well understood that, for good flowability, powders should have high 

sphericity and that when powders with similar densities are mixed to produce functionally 

graded materials (FGM), they should have similar diameters [20], be smooth and have few 

satellites [21]. Therefore, gas atomised powders are the most widely used.  

However, stable powder feeding remains an issue when using open-loop controlled powder 

feeding. For example, Whiting et al. measured a 10% deviation in flow rate when using a 

constant feeder disk rotation speed and have developed an acoustic emission device to 

measure the powder feed rate in real-time [22]. A few other researchers have suggested using 

optical detectors or lasers to monitor powder feed rates [23], so that powder feed rate can be 

made more consistent. But, acceleration and deceleration of the motion system means that 

consistent flow does not necessarily lead to a track with consistent height. Vibration and the 

jerk in the process can cause powder to be jetted from the nozzle inconsistently. Tang et al. 

showed that this can lead to variable powder capture and feed-forward control systems 

(where measurements and simulation are used to alter parameters in real-time) are being 

developed to improve track consistency further [24]. However, varying powder feed rates 

alone can lead to increased variation in track dilution and therefore, coupling the variable 

flow rate to variable laser power has been suggested, further complicating the system. 

Where the use of multiple powders has been researched, it is common to premix these 

powders in a simple manner to obtain the intended composition [20], however this does not 

enable the functional grading of parts. An alternative to this is to use multiple feeders, so that 

the powder ratios can be dynamically controlled and functionally graded parts or accurate 

alloys can be produced in-situ. Jeng et al. were one of the first to do this, noting that 

improvement to powder feeding was needed to improve the process [25]. Naturally, any 

longer-term issues with powder feeding will be further exaggerated when using multiple 

feeders, even if consistency is good over short time periods. This makes producing alloys 

with small quantities of alloying elements (such as modern nickel super-alloys or HSLA 

steel) more difficult. 
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A further issue with conventional blown powder feeders is the inability to effectively pause 

powder feeding. A gate valve is ineffective due to the build-up of powder and subsequent 

over-expulsion that would be produced when restarting the process. The effect of gravity 

when gas flow is turned off would also lead to further inconsistencies in powder flow. To 

remedy these issues, gravity, vibration and ultrasonic piezo feeders have been tested without 

carrier gas. Sometimes very high powder catchment efficiencies have been demonstrated 

using these methods, for example Wang and Li suggested they could achieve close to full 

powder catchment efficiency using an ultrasonic powder feeder [19]. Some of these possible 

configurations are shown in Figure 2-3, as reviewed by Singh et al., these methods are not as 

well developed as gas-feed LDED, but have scope for future development [6].  
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Figure 2-3 Alternative designs to pneumatic powder feeding [6]. 
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The alternatives to pneumatic powder feeding are generally only used experimentally; either 

to investigate whether these powder feeding techniques can be used successfully, as 

demonstrated by Wang and Li [19], or to simplify the process so that, for example it can be 

examined via X-ray imaging to better understand process mechanics [26]. Three different 

vibrational feeding mechanisms have been identified. The “sealskin” mechanism is where the 

coefficient of friction is reduced for powder travelling forwards compared to that holding it in 

place, hence vibration moves it forwards. The “jerk” mechanism moves backwards more 

slowly than it moves forwards, causing powder to move forwards [27]. More recent research 

has investigated the use of combined radial and jerk vibration. This is done by using radial 

vibration to lift the powder away from the conveyance surface while it is moving backwards 

[28], but this has not yet been examined in relation to DED. The most notable research in this 

area is from Wang and Li, who demonstrated coaxial vibrational feeding leading to a very 

high deposition rate and excellent catchment efficiency (reportedly close to 100%) [19]. Chen 

et al. used a vibrational system to better understand the melt pool dynamics, although they 

suggested that it did not allow sufficient powder velocity for material to enter the melt pool 

[29]. Vibrational feeding is therefore a research area which requires significantly more 

investigation, given the success of the few studies which have examined it. 

It is clear that current open-loop solutions to gas fed powder DED require further 

development, making closed loop solutions a popular research area, whilst vibration and gas-

free solutions show promise [6]. Thus far, controlling powder after it has left the nozzle 

annulus has not been attempted, therefore this is an area of possible future interest. 

2.2.3 Coaxial Powder Nozzle Designs 

Coaxial nozzles are more commonly used in industry than lateral (or side feeding) nozzles as, 

unlike in lateral nozzles, deposition is consistent in any direction within the XY plane, 

offering higher versatility. Side feeding nozzles have been shown to cause asymmetry in 

depositions when powder velocity is high [30]. The powder feed direction and strategy is also 

important in side feeding nozzles, whereas coaxial nozzles are omnidirectional and hence are 

more useful to industry [6]. Moreover, powder catchment efficiency in side feed nozzles is  

also reduced (by around 15%)  [31]. Hence this work mainly focusses on coaxial nozzle 

designs. 

There are several different designs of blown powder coaxial nozzles which are used in both 

industry and research. Aitzol et al. summarised these designs into two categories, namely 

discrete coaxial and continuous coaxial and discussed the differences in patents in this area in 
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2011 [32]. Discrete coaxial nozzles are those which use several separate orifices to deploy the 

powder, these nozzles are commonly referred to as LENS (Laser Engineered Net Shaping) in 

the research community. The different nozzle designs are shown schematically in Figure 2-4. 

Continuous coaxial nozzles are those that use a single orifice which surrounds the energy 

source. Discrete nozzles are considered to be cheaper, whilst coaxial nozzles are more 

complex, but offer greater powder concentration and therefore greater powder catchment 

efficiency (60.1% in discrete nozzles compared to 85.4% in continuous ones, according to 

Ramiro-Castro et al.) though discrete nozzles are not susceptible to catchment efficiency 

reduction when tilting the nozzle [33]. 

 

Figure 2-4 Typical different nozzle designs as discussed by Lamikiz et al.[32]. 

Within the field of continuous coaxial nozzles designs generally alter either the cooling, the 

outlet angle and concentration of powder, or the use of shielding gas to redirect powder 

outside the nozzle [32]. The most common design of continuous coaxial nozzle uses a pair of 

nested coaxial cones. These cones must withstand high temperatures without melting or 

deforming, they must also exhibit wear resistance to ensure the flow of powder does not 

erode the nozzle geometry. The nested cones are used to focus the powder stream at a focal 

point. Ideally the focal point of the powder will be at the melt pool (on the substrate surface). 

Varying the angle of the inner and outer cones changes the distance at which this focal point 

occurs [6]. The gap between the two nozzles (annulus distance) is also important, a gap 

distance between 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm is common. A larger gap reduces the chance of 

blockage, whilst a narrower gap ensures a narrower powder concentration distribution as 

described by Pinkerton et al using the equation [34]:   

Equation 2-1 𝜔 =
2(𝑟0− 𝑟𝑖) tan 𝜃

𝑟0+𝑟𝑖
𝑧  
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Where ω is the stream width, θ is the cone angle, z is the stand-off distance and r0 – ri is the 

gap width. As a narrower powder focus is associated with improved catchment efficiency this 

dimension is critical in the design of nozzles. 

Some works have associated stand-off distance with powder catchment efficiency directly, 

whereas a better approach is to consider the powder feed angle and stand-off distance 

together as shown by Pinkerton et al. [35]. Otherwise the analysis will only capture 

relationships for the specific system which cannot necessarily be extended to other nozzles. 

Eisenbarth et al. showed this best by examining the powder capture in a pinhole using two 

different nozzles with varied stand-off distances [36], also developing a simple technique to 

assess powder focus.  

Several modelling methods have been used to determine how nozzle design can be improved 

by modelling the outcomes of nozzles. Zekovic et al. proved the importance of gas flow as a 

protection mechanism for lenses [37], though this has been used for some time. Additional 

shroud gas flow channels have been theorised to compress the powder stream and many 

patents have been published which include this feature [32], though it is primarily intended to 

ensure that deposition takes place totally inside inert gas [6]. The use of powder guiding 

features such as channels has been shown to improve the powder trajectory and catchment 

efficiency in continuous coaxial nozzles (the necessity of these channels is discussed further 

in 2.3.4) [32].  

A new innovation from Kuznetsov et al. proposed a coaxial laser with axial powder feeding. 

Using this method, the laser is directed from around the central axis, whilst the powder is fed 

directly along the central axis. Theoretically, this means that a much higher proportion of the 

powder will be directed into the melt pool [38]. Later work has shown that catchment 

efficiencies over 80% are achievable using this technique [39]. Crucially, this method 

improves upon existing technology by achieving good bonding at the clad edges without 

compromising on powder catchment efficiency. This works lay the foundation for a new 

design of nozzles which may make significant improvements on those which currently exist, 

though more work is required to fully understand and characterise how this may change 

depositions. 

Clearly much attention has been given to the nozzle design to improve catchment efficiency 

and track geometry, with recent innovations such as coaxial lasers being particularly 

successful. However, even with exceptional nozzle design there is still inconsistency in track 
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geometry and catchment efficiency can still be improved. One method to improve upon these 

metrics is using adaptive control, this will enable more controllable deposition. 

2.2.4 Wire Feeding 

Though not the primary focus of this work, wire fed LDED is a common and useful 

alternative to using powder feedstock. Wire feeding is advantageous when high machine 

productivity is required, enabled because material deposition rates in wire feeding are 

typically greater than in powder feed systems (up to 48.0 g/min [40] compared to 19.2 g/min 

in a high throughput powder feed system [41]). Therefore, wire feeding is often used to make 

very large components, where using powder feed would take a prohibitively long time. The 

surface roughness is also generally improved because all of the feedstock is entirely melted, 

whereas poor surface roughness is caused by partially melted powder attaching to the surface 

of tracks in powder DED, though re-melting has been shown to improve surface finish  both 

by re-melting partially melted powder and reducing stair step effects [42]. In wire LDED the 

material utilisation is also considerably improved, with catchment efficiency being close to 

100% whilst material is often cheaper in wire form and easier to handle even in difficult 

environments, as discussed by Watson et al.  [43]. However, these advantages are 

accompanied with a loss in resolution, because tracks created using wire LDED are typically 

much larger than those produced using powder. Fundamentally the geometry of the track is 

entirely limited by the size of the wire. This disadvantage is often considered to outweigh 

many of the advantages of wire feeding as fine features may not be produced and significant 

post machining will be required [40]. Demir used wires with a diameter down to 0.3 mm to 

reduce the layer heights from 2 – 19 mm to 0.3 mm, thereby significantly improving process 

resolution, but this is dependent on using wires which have high stiffness [44]. 

Like in powder LDED there are a number of methods for feeding the wire into the melt pool, 

with both side feed and coaxial methods being possible. As in powder feeding the side 

feeding direction changes the process characteristics in wire LDED. Feeding from the front of 

the melt pool has been shown to allow a greater wire feed rate to be used and is more 

common, whereas feeding the wire into the back of the melt pool is sometimes more stable. 

Ding et al. conclude, from a review of the literature, that the stability under different wire 

orientations depends on the material of the wire [40]. This is in part because the wire tip 

should remain in constant contact with the same region of the melt pool and if this changes 

during deposition the mechanism of droplet transfer can change significantly, this in turn 

changes the track quality. Closed loop or hybrid solutions, such as resistive wire heating have 
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been suggested as solutions [45]. Coaxial wire feeding is also becoming more common as the 

technology improves. This requires complex beam shaping in order to surround the wire with 

the laser beam, allowing material to be deposited independently to the direction of travel 

without the use of complex control algorithms [46]. Due to the limited resolution and high 

distortion in laser wire DED the process is mainly limited to creating components which are 

near-net shape, but may require significant machining. 

The process advantages mean that wire LDED heads are widely available, but the component 

quality issues mean powder LDED is more common. There are many potential avenues of 

research in laser wire DED as a result. Hybrid systems have been proposed to improve 

component quality by machining between layers [47] and early research into closed loop 

control over parameters has shown that this can improve the consistency of the process [40]. 

Combining powder and wire DED has also proved to have potential uses for creating novel 

materials [48]. However, in general, methods such as wire arc additive manufacturing 

(WAAM) improve upon the advantages of wire LDED by having even greater deposition 

rates [49] and are now used to make large components; whereas powder additive 

manufacturing methods have much greater resolution. By better controlling the flow of 

powder in laser powder directed energy deposition, it may be possible to improve both 

powder catchment efficiency and improve the process resolution. This would bring together 

many of the advantages of different DED processes. 

2.2.5 Adaptive Control Techniques 

Wang et al. recently contributed a comprehensive review of adaptive control techniques in 

the deposition of both powder and wire DED. In this review it is suggested that more 

widespread use of LDED has been impeded by the lack of geometric consistency within the 

process [50]. Adaptive control is generally used to improve the process stability, this is 

normally done by monitoring the process and predicting the outcomes based on the 

measurements of either the process outputs or measurement of the inputs. Parameters may 

then be adjusted to improve or change the outcomes to achieve the desired outcome in a 

stable manner. Fundamentally, adaptive control requires a quantitative understanding of the 

effects of parameters on the physical properties in LDED; these are discussed further in 

Sections 2.3.8 and 2.4.6. Laser power has been determined to be the most influential 

parameter on LDED geometry, in full factorial experiments [30], and especially as it can be 

altered rapidly, meaning it is one of the most commonly controlled parameters [50]. This has 

been shown to be effective by Miyagi et al. who used adaptive control of the laser power to 
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reduce inconsistencies in width by 51%, when combined with measurement of the thermal 

radiation [51]. Adapting the scan speed based on the clad height has also been reported as a 

faster response method of adaptive control, with Fathi et al. using this method to deposit 

tracks which have greater dimensional accuracy [52]. These semi-empirical feedforward 

models predict future outcomes based on those that have previously been observed to reduce 

overshoot and improve response time [53]. However, Haley et al. state that passive stability 

can be achieved by selecting the correct working parameters and that a greater powder 

density can passively correct deviations in geometry more effectively [54]. Fathi et al. 

showed that the use of a feed forward PID controller can be further advantageous, by 

manufacturing tracks with consistent heights even when the substrate was uneven [52]. 

Depositing onto uneven surfaces is useful, particularly because thermally induced stress can 

cause significant distortion in substrates during manufacture. In these works, the scanning 

speed is reduced to effectively allow control of the quantity of powder which is delivered 

over a unit length. However, powder feeding has been shown to have independent effects, 

such as on the depth of dilution meaning altering scan speed may not be the best method to 

control track stability.  

Closed loop powder feeding has been used since the 1990s to ensure that powder feed rates 

remain stable, [18] leading to a process which is more consistent. However, adaptive control 

of powder feed rates is less common due to slow response time and lag caused by the length 

of feeding. A few works have sought to remedy this, as powder feed rate has been shown to 

affect the geometry of depositions. Most commonly this is done by adapting build parameters 

based on the expected geometry, for example reducing feed rate at a corner where build up 

may otherwise occur, as demonstrated by Ding et al. [55], whilst similar models have been 

used to vary the width of tracks based on geometry using laser power as the input parameter 

[56]. The powder feed rate can also be adaptively controlled close to the nozzle (to avoid 

delay issues) using a fast acting solenoid valve to discretely change powder feed rate by 

sending extra powder to a separate bin [57]. Arrizubieta et al. demonstrated that this method 

can be used to both effectively stop powder mid-flow and reduce build up when direction is 

changed. Work in adapting powder flow rate or controlling the powder stream is generally 

limited however, especially in the case of online adaptive control rather than using expected 

outcomes based on geometry. Using dynamically altered magnetic fields represents a new 

method to change the powder flow rate and capture which is as yet untested. 
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2.2.6 Summary of Process Systems 

• Lasers used as the heat source by directing them onto a suitable substrate, this 

interaction creates the melt pool. 

• Most commonly powder is metred and fed using a pressurised inert gas. Though some 

research has used alternative methods such as vibration feeders. This gas also serves 

to shield the melt pool from contamination. 

• Stable powder flow is important for the process to produce consistent geometry. 

• Discrete coaxial, continuous coaxial and lateral powder feeding may be used, only 

coaxial nozzles offer true directional flexibility. Discrete nozzles may be tilted 

without issue, but continuous ones offer better catchment efficiency. 

• Wire feeding may also be used for higher deposition rates, but with lower resolution. 

• Adaptive control mainly focuses on varying laser power, whereas varying material 

feed rate may be more effective. 

2.3 Mechanisms of Material Deposition 

To improve the LDED process the fundamental mechanisms of material incorporation and 

bonding must be well understood. The interactions of the different factors and how they lead 

to a usable product is described here, so that changes to the process can be understood in 

context. 

2.3.1 Laser Melting & Solidification 

When a laser is directed into a solid, a portion of the laser is reflected and some is absorbed 

by the material (laser energy distribution and attenuation is discussed in Section 2.3.2). This 

imparts energy as heat into the object in a concentrated area. When the substrate is heated in 

this manner the heat will conduct through the workpiece in a hemispherical shape, this forms 

the basis of the melt pool as the matter changes state. Upon melting, fluid convection begins 

to take place in the melt pool, which has been shown to cause the deepest part of the melt 

pool to be at the back of the melt pool when the laser source is moving [58].  

As the power of the laser is increased and the resulting temperature of a metal increases so 

will its absorptivity as its conductivity decreases and an oxide layer forms [59]. Trapp et al. 

showed that powder material more readily absorbs laser radiation [60], whilst Clare et al. 

showed that powder may be modified to further increase its absorptivity [61]. It is well 

understood, from laser welding, that when lasers interact with a solid metal there are two 

primary modes of penetration depending on the energy density used and the interaction time. 
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Conduction mode takes place when power density at the material is low (under ~10⁹ W/m²), 

allowing the heat to be conducted to the surrounding material. In the keyhole mode, which is 

much more efficient, higher energy densities are used (greater than 10¹⁰ W/m²) this causes a 

deep weld where material vaporisation occurs, and a cavity forms. This vaporisation and the 

resulting gas can lead to the production of pores in the material as it solidifies. In keyhole 

mode the vapour pressure also leads to the expulsion of material [62], this has been shown to 

be greater at higher energy densities and is undesirable in LDED, as it reduces material 

efficiency and promotes inconsistent geometry. Pores can reduce the structural integrity of 

the fabricated component and are therefore undesirable. LDED is therefore performed in the 

laser conduction mode, with lower energy densities and large spot sizes as compared to other 

metal laser processing techniques. 

After the material has melted the laser heat source is removed (traverses past the region of 

interest). As the heat is highly concentrated in laser material processing, the thermal gradients 

are high, and the heat will begin to dissipate quickly, mainly conducting into the surrounding 

material. The presence of material surrounding the melt pool and its temperature largely 

govern the cooling rate. Pinkerton et al. showed that Rosenthal’s equations can be used to 

model this conductive heat loss in LDED, showing that this can be used to develop predictive 

models [35]. As the material cools it will begin to recrystalise. The cooling rate will dictate 

the material phases which are present in the material as various phases solidify at different 

temperatures. Directional solidification occurring in the direction of the thermal gradients 

means that columnar or dendritic crystals forming in the vertical direction are common in the 

LDED of steels [63] (discussed further in Section 2.5).  

The overall mechanisms at play when a bead, and following this a track, are formed are 

complex and dynamic due to the fast-moving nature of heat and mass transfer during the 

process. These interactions including their effects on track geometry and properties are 

discussed further in the following sections. 

2.3.2 Laser Attenuation 

Where suspended powder intersects the laser beam an attenuating effect occurs, whereby 

some of the energy in the beam is absorbed by the particles. This effect was long theorised in 

laser cladding, and comprehensively proven by Gedda et al. [64]. The amount of attenuation 

is often determined simply by the size of the shadow which a particle casts on the clad zone, 

therefore it is commonly referred to as laser shadowing. Greater laser shadowing therefore 

occurs when denser powder streams and larger powder particles are presented. 
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This shadowing effect can cause the melt pool to stabilise, thus reducing the porosity caused 

by material vaporisation in keyhole mode. However, the opposite is also true in LDED. High 

velocity powders entering the melt pool can lead to an increase in gas entrapment, in turn 

increasing porosity, as has been observed using in-situ X-ray imaging [26]. This introduction 

of matter and gas means that the melt pool in DED is inherently less stable than in processes 

such as laser welding, hence the melt pool dynamics in DED can be aggressive, especially 

when penetration depth is high in keyhole mode. 

Gedda et al. measured the energy redistribution in laser-powder DED, showing that when 

using stainless steel and a CO2 laser, 10% of the total laser energy is reflected by the powder 

cloud [64]. The proportion of this energy which is wasted depends on the powder catchment 

efficiency, as less of this energy is lost when more of the heated particles enter clad. Other 

factors which play a key role in laser attenuation by the powder cloud include: the particle 

diameter, with bigger particles absorbing more energy, but less energy compared to their 

mass; the absorptance of the powder; the wavelength (and therefore source) of the laser [65] 

and the mode in which melting takes place [61]. 

Molten workpiece reflectance is also dependant on a myriad of different factors. With some 

alloys, such as steels exhibiting higher absorptivity at greater temperatures, whilst the 

opposite is true of aluminium. The thickness of the oxide layer can also increase the 

absorptivity, meaning that absorptivity is greater when laser power is high, with higher laser 

power, but reduced with greater scanning speed [66]. Absorptivity naturally increases with 

greater substrate roughness, as internal reflectance within pits causes absorptivity to approach 

that of a black body [67] (a theoretical material with complete absorptivity), hence it is 

common to grit blast substrates before they are used. A small quantity of energy is also lost to 

convection of the melt pool to surrounding gases, depending on shielding gas parameters 

which lead to greater or lesser forced convection depending on the flow rate. Although the 

role of forced convection is sometimes disputed, Gouge et al. showed that when it is included 

in modelling the accuracy of models is improved [68]. 

After accounting for all losses, as little as 40% of the original laser power may be used in 

heating the substrate (much of which will be conducted outside the clad zone) and only 10% 

may be used to melt the cladding material. Although, absorption values for CO2 lasers appear 

to exaggerate the effects of reflective losses when compared to modern fibre lasers with much 

shorter wavelengths [69]. The distribution of this energy is therefore of critical importance to 

achieving geometrically accurate depositions. Changes to laser shadowing caused by 
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differences in the powder flow change the energy provided to the melt pool, hence the 

consistency of powder flow is important to energy absorption. The effect of changing the 

powder distribution and flow rate on laser absorptivity has not been well researched, hence 

this is an area of potential future research.  

2.3.3 Laser Power Distributions 

Historically, CO2 lasers have been common in LDED due to the high energy density that they 

can provide. But fibre lasers have become much more common as they are more efficient 

than CO2 lasers at melting metals. The ability to carry the beam via a fibre optic in fibre 

lasers also enables more system flexibility. The efficiency improvement comes from the 

difference in wavelength. A CO2 laser operates at a wavelength of around 10.64 μm, whilst 

Nd:YAG lasers have wavelengths around 1.06 μm which is absorbed much more readily by 

metals [5].  

The effect of laser power distributions on the quality of LDED depositions has received an 

increasing level of attention recently. Toyserkani, suggested that circular beams with a 

uniform (tophat) power distribution may be better for laser cladding using pre-placed powder, 

as this allows a consistent amount of energy to be deployed to the powder [5]. This is in 

contrast to with coaxial blown powder, in this case a Gaussian power distribution is normally 

used. This is because the blown powder commonly has a Gaussian concentration distribution, 

so using a matching laser power intensity means that the power level is suitable for the 

amount of powder which is present radially away from the centre. Although in practice the 

diameters of the laser spot and powder distribution may be different, meaning the difference 

in distribution does not have the expected effect. This theory appears not to have been 

rigorously proven, but is commonly applied as is discussed below. 

In general, three different laser power distributions are used in coaxially blown powder 

LDED. Power distributions are classified by their transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode. 

These TEM modes apply to cylindrical laser beams and low order modes are generally used 

in LDED. TEM00 refers to a power distribution which has a greater power intensity at the 

centre of the beam, these are normally Gaussian in intensity as shown in Figure 2-5. In 

contrast a TEM01 refers to a power distribution which has its greatest intensity in a ring 

around the centre of the beam, commonly referred to as donut or ring lasers [70]. The third 

type of laser power intensity commonly used in LDED, is the tophat power distribution [71]. 

This distribution is still described as being TEM00, but the intensity drops off much more 

quickly with radial distance from the centre. A perfect tophat laser beam is one which has a 
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uniform intensity across the spot, however in practice this is not possible using conventional 

optics which focus the beam via lenses [72]. In LDED, where highly coherent laser beams are 

used a diffractive optical element (DOE) is often used to shape the beam into a tophat profile. 

The beam quality parameter (M²) is used to assess the drop in intensity, with a value close to 

1 indicating that the beam is Gaussian, with a M² approaching infinity suggesting that the 

beam is operating with a tophat distribution. 

 

Figure 2-5 Common laser intensity distributions in LDED. 

Experimentally, works using the different laser beam intensity distributions in Figure 2-5 show 

that there is little change in the external (above substrate) geometry due to the power 

distribution of the beam. Bax et al. showed that fundamental parameter relationships do not 

change the external geometry with the beam profile when analysing data from the literature 

[71]. This consistency is likely due to heat transfer causing the melt pool to remain the same 

shape and the powder being introduced similarly even when different TEM modes are used. 

On the other hand, the geometry of the dilution zone can change considerably. Goodarzi et al. 

showed that with a symmetrical Gaussian laser distribution the dilution zone is deep in the 

centre [30] with many other works suggesting that the deposit may be poorly bonded at the 

edge of the melt pool [38], although the amount and velocity of incoming powder can also be 

the cause of inconsistent and asymmetric dilution [30]. It is therefore sometimes preferred to 

operate the laser out-of-focus to achieve a doughnut shape laser distribution, as is suggested in 

ASTM F3187 [73]. The effect of these various laser beam TEMs has been confirmed even in 

axially fed powder with a coaxial (annular) laser beams [39]. In the case of annular beams, it 
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was also suggested that a distribution between Gaussian and doughnut may be the best solution, 

particularly as it did not result in a plasma plume, which can deflect incoming powder.  

Gibson et al. take this idea further, suggesting that even with uniform energy distribution, as in 

a tophat beam, an undesirable thermal history can be produced [72]. This is because a circular 

profile means that the centre of the deposition will receive energy input for a longer duration, 

leading to a slower cooling rate in the centre and hence larger grains. They also suggest that 

modifying the energy distribution so that less energy is input at the centre will reduce the 

doming of beads, meaning less overlap would be required to manufacture thick walls, also 

potentially improving layer stacking, and reducing the side surface roughness of walls. They 

used a diffractive optical element was used to generate a beam profile which is square, with 

much higher intensity on two opposing edges, and a minimum intensity along the centreline 

between these edges. This was successful in producing tracks which were less domed, and 

squarer shaped by reducing convective flow within the melt pool. This experiment was done 

using pre-placed powder to eliminate the effect of using Gaussian blown powder distributions.  

A few other works have attempted to change the external geometry of laser clad beads by 

altering the laser beam intensity profile more significantly. Liu et al. used a diode laser to 

produce a wide laser beam (14 mm x 2.5 mm) which is rectangular in shape [74]. This produced 

short, wide depositions which would be suitable when applying coatings over a large surface.  

To truly take advantage of this new beam profile and create tracks with binary, rectangular 

cross-sections the powder distribution must be altered. By delivering more powder at the edges 

of the melt pool it may be possible to create tracks which have still steeper sides and require 

minimum overlapping. This will reduce processing time and increase productivity whilst also 

reducing wall roughness and therefore move LDED closer to being a net-shape process. 

2.3.4 Powder Distributions in Coaxial Nozzles 

Many works have discussed the powder distribution of continuous and discrete coaxial 

nozzles and how this effects the geometry and properties of LDED tracks. Older lateral 

feeding nozzles produced a diverging powder trajectory which was not conducive to good 

powder catchment efficiency (as low as 10% to 40%) as shown by Partes [75]. In discrete 

coaxial nozzles the many orifices are designed at such an angle so that the powder jets meet 

at a specified focal distance, this creates a column of high powder concentration which is 

around 1.6 mm in height (in the case of Zekovic et al.)  [37], this is shown in Figure 2-6. In 

this converged column a Gaussian concentration distribution of powder is apparent. The long 

focal area created using this method has been proven to allow passive stability in laser 
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cladding, even when the programmed layer height does not exactly correlate to the actual 

layer height [54]. Though use of discrete nozzles has been shown reduce powder catchment 

efficiency compared to continuous nozzles [33], this may be because the powder is more 

dispersed, although Singh et al. suggested it is due to the greater particle velocity in 

continuous nozzles [6]. 

 

Figure 2-6 Collimated powder stream from a discrete coaxial nozzle. Processed image from 

Fearon & Watkins [76]. 

The concentric cones in continuous coaxial nozzles have been shown to result in a consistent 

convergent trajectory. Powder exits the aperture between the cones in a converging cone 

shaped stream with a void in the centre. The powder converges into a round spot at a distance 

from the nozzle. The concentration of the powder at this powder focal point is Gaussian, with 

the greatest amount being on the central axis. Pinkerton and Li used a geometric-numerical 

model to correctly predict the distributions at various points along the central axis [34], this is 

in agreement with similar work conducted by Eisenbarth et al. [36] and is shown 

schematically in Figure 2-7.  
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Figure 2-7 Powder concentrations with distance from the nozzle tip; a) showing powder 

concentration at various points, b) shows a luminance image from the cone tip. From 

Pinkerton and Li [34]. 

Naturally, the powder catchment efficiency would be greatest when the powder is 

concentrated into the melt pool at the powder focal distance (C in Figure 2-7) assuming the 

ratio of the melt pool diameter to powder focus diameter approaches 1 [77]. Modifying the 

angle of the powder nozzles alters the powder focal distance, with a steeper angle of injection 

leading to an increase in the powder focal distance [34]. Arrizubieta et al suggested that 

powder will only converge in this manner if there are guiding features in the nozzle [78], and 

a similar effect was observed by Medina et al. [79], but this is likely because a very steep 

injection angle was used in their work. Consensus suggests that these powder guiding 

channels are not required to produce a convergent stream, and this has been shown by 

imaging the powder stream. Takemura et al. used CFD modelling to suggest that the powder 

focal distance should be shorter than the laser focal distance to improve catchment efficiency, 

as this will produce an advantageous power distribution. It is well known that operating the 

laser out of focus can improve deposition [73], though this is often done beyond the laser 

focal point rather than before it [80]. 

Notably, many works, such as Fearon & Watkins [76], which use imaging to analyse the 

powder stream use the light reflected from the powder to quantify powder concentration. 

However, this may neglect any small particles fractions which cannot be seen due to the 

difference in brightness between these and the denser parts of the powder stream. This means 

that the powder distribution is only comparable in terms of brightness and does not account 
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for rogue particles which will be included in calculations of powder catchment efficiency 

based on mass. 

Modifying the powder trajectory after it has left the nozzle has sometimes been attempted 

using a secondary gas feed around the edge of the annulus [32] with few results published. 

Otherwise, no attempt has been made to modify the powder trajectory after it has left the 

nozzle. Doing so would enable a significant improvement in LDED as the stand-off distance 

may be changed to match the desired laser characteristics and build up off powder at different 

locations could be better controlled. This would lead to surface quality improvements which 

are similar, but more precise than those demonstrated by He et al., where powder flow rate 

was increased at the edge of bulk depositions to improve the sidewall surface roughness [81]. 

2.3.5 Powder Entrapment 

Following the powder exiting the nozzle and being distributed as discussed in the previous 

section it should become trapped in the melt pool in order for the powder to be included in 

the deposition. 

Particle entrapment in blown powder DED can occur in three different scenarios: 

1. When solid powder is travelling at sufficiently high velocity, it breaks through the 

surface tension of the melt pool and is absorbed by the melt pool, where it is melted 

by the heat present there. 

2. Particles which interacted with the laser beam before getting to the melt pool and have 

become molten or partially molten are absorbed on impact with the melt pool, or bond 

to solid metal upon impact [82]. 

3. Solid particles with insufficient velocity to break into the melt pool can be captured 

on the surface of the melt pool [83] (as shown in Figure 2-8). 

Naturally, where solid particles strike a cold solid surface no entrapment takes place.  

Material with sufficient kinetic energy will ricochet, whilst slower moving particles may stay 

where they fall, without bonding. Other grains, which are travelling too slowly to overcome 

vapour plumes given off by the melt pool will be deflected before reaching the melt pool, as 

shown by Wolff et al. in X-ray imaging [26].  
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Figure 2-8 Powder Absorption in DED [83]. 

Particles travelling at a velocity of up to 0.6m/s have been observed to be deflected before 

reaching the melt pool [26], whilst particles travelling more quickly, at around 1 m/s, 

successfully enter the melt pool [84]. This necessitates the powder to be fed into the melt 

pool at speed. This is normally done through the use of an inert carrier gas, although some 

gravity/ultrasonic vibration feeding has been demonstrated successfully using high powder 

feed rates [19]. Normally, the effect of gravity on powder momentum is considered negligible 

when the particles are travelling at least 1 m/s [82], due to the velocity of particles due to 

carrier gas being significantly greater (commonly quoted as around 2-5 m/s [83]).  

Aside from the pressure supplied by the shielding gas, pressure also plays a key role in 

particle entrapment in DED, vapour plumes have been shown to push molten material out of 

the melt pool [62], particularly when higher laser powers are used. This vapour plume can 

also have detrimental effects on powder entrapment, causing particles up to 1mm away from 

the melt pool, on a collision path to be absorbed to be deflected. The reverse is also true, 

where particles interact with the laser beam before a subsection of the particles on the “bright 

side” can be vaporised, with the pressure of this vaporisation propelling the particles into the 

melt pool at increased velocities (as shown in Figure 2-9), aiding powder catchment [26]. In 

contrast, when shielding gas is travelling very rapidly hot particles have been observed to 

ricochet from solid surfaces much more readily [77], the difference between these 

phenomena is that increasing gas flow also causes the powder stream to diverge, whereas the 

opposite has been observed when partial vaporisation occurs. 
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Figure 2-9 Particle Entrainment Via Laser Due to Powder Vaporisation [14]. 

Those particles that reach the melt pool are all absorbed, previously particles have been 

theorised to ricochet off the melt pool surface [77], Kovalenko at al. therefore suggests that 

reducing powder velocity therefore increases catchment [85]. However, high speed cameras 

have shown that particles which impact the melt pool are readily absorbed [83], more likely a 

reduction in powder velocity reduces the powder stream diameter improving catchment. 

Using a bigger melt pool results in the same effect, of increasing powder catchment [76], 

particularly if this melt pool is larger than the powder cloud at the substrate. A larger pool 

simply means more of the width of the powder stream will be into the molten pool. Upon 

being captured by the melt pool, powder grains continue to be affected by the new forces 

which are present there, as discussed in the following section. 

The mechanics of powder entrapment must be well understood in order to effectively modify 

and improve powder catchment efficiency, as the ratio of powder which is integrated is 

dependent on the mechanisms of how this takes place. New methods of powder entrapment 

may be required to continue to improve catchment efficiency, for example by manipulating 

powder velocity and trajectory as it approaches the melt pool using field forces. 

2.3.6 Melt Pool Dynamics 

Within the melt pool, motion occurs mainly due to convective forces. The effects of 

Marangoni convection on melt pool dynamics, motion and cooling has achieved much 

attention, due to its complex, dynamic nature.  

Prasad et al. used a high speed camera to determine how melt pool turbulence affects the 

motion of particles trapped on the melt pool surface [83]. They suggested that particles 
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trapped on the melt pool surface will either be quickly accepted into the melt pool after 

floating on the oxide layer; or the particles form aggregates after moving together, before 

being incorporated. Some particles were also observed to remain trapped on the surface of the 

melt pool oxide layer, forming surface roughness. This lends credibility to the theory that 

particles require sufficient momentum to impinge on the melt pool, especially as those are 

incorporated in a mean of only 2.97 ms. It was also suggested that particles move at around 

0.52 m/s along the melt pool surface, towards the centre of the laser spot, with those that are 

added at the front of the melt pool always then being incorporated. This suggests that the 

position of particles when entering the melt pool also affects whether it is absorbed in 

addition to its momentum and size. The flow patterns are captured when the melt pool 

solidifies and can be observed in cross-sections of clads readily [86]. It is evident from these 

patterns, and the theory of surface tension in different alloys, that the flow depends on both 

the temperature and composition of the alloy being used, although generally similar melt pool 

geometry can be expected, especially among similar alloys and energies [58].  

Marangoni convection is often discussed in relation to LDED. This fluid flow phenomenon 

occurs when there is a thermal gradient through the melt pool. The central region will be 

hotter, with decreasing temperature towards the melt pool edge and the solid boundary. This 

thermal gradient means that there is greater viscosity and higher surface tension at the edge of 

the melt pool. While the higher temperature in the centre causes this region to expand. The 

edge of the melt pool therefore exerts an outward force on the central region. As the material 

is forced outwards it begins to cool, and sink causing a turbulent region to form towards the 

edges of the melt pool. This is best shown in images from modelling done by Khamidullin in 

Figure 2-10 [87]. 

 

Figure 2-10 Fluid flow due to Marangoni convection; a) and b) from a CFD model of copper, 

c) showing the grain structure which sometimes occurs as a result. Adapted from 

Khamidullin et al. [87]. 
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Gan et al. used simulation to suggest how increasing powder flow rate can influence 

Marangoni flow, changing the geometry of the dilution zone. When powder flow rate is 

reduced the energy available is distributed over a smaller mass, the temperature and surface 

tension gradients are greater and hence there is more turbulent flow. Increasing powder flow 

rate caused the flow direction to switch from an inwards to outwards, leading to a uniform 

convex dilution zone rather than deeper penetration in the centre. This effect was also 

observed when altering the energy input accordingly. The change in flow pattern was also 

shown to alter the sulphur content across the height of the track, where increased Marangoni 

convection meant more sulphur from the substrate was carried higher into the bead [88]. 

Recirculation does little to normalise the cooling rates in the melt pool as it happens for such 

a short time before solidification begins to occur. Hence in single tracks the grain 

morphology is often inconsistent, as shown in Figure 2-10c. These flows clearly affect the 

grain morphology in the melt pool in other ways and have been confirmed to increase 

dendrite spacing in super-nickel alloys [89]. 

Work by Bachman et al. used a combination of electric and magnetic fields to disrupt the 

normal fluid flow present in laser welding, showing that the motion of fluid could be retarded 

and the temperature distribution could be disrupted [90]. This was consistent with CFD 

modelling they produced. By using Lorentz forces to slow the flow in the molten pool they 

showed that spatter could be reduced and reduced workpiece deformation. The potential to 

manipulate the formation of grains in LDED and thereby improve the mechanical properties 

could be extremely beneficial to the process, therefore this is an area of research which 

should be explored further. 

2.3.7 Powder Rheology 

Several works have examined the effect of powder size, quality, recycling and manufacturing 

method on the directed energy deposition process. These studies have revealed that the 

morphology of powder can have a significant impact on the end products. 

Gas atomised powders are most commonly used in LDED because they are both spherical 

and cheaper than using other alternatives. In gas atomisation molten material is dripped from 

a crucible and a stream of gas is used to break the molten stream into droplets and cool the 

material. The quality of powders is often determined by a few factors: powder porosity, 

powder sphericity and the satellites present (globules on the particles surface) [91]. Porosity 

is caused by the presence of the atomising gas in the powder particles and can lead to defects 

in the manufactured component. Whereas poor sphericity and a high number of satellites 
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cause poor powder flowability as the particles may mechanically interlock, causing jams [92]. 

Powder flowability is generally measured using the Hall flow rate, where the time taken for 

50 g of powder to run through an orifice with a known geometry. Other test methods have 

also been developed, though they normally rely on the same principle [93]. This includes the 

Carney flow method, where a larger orifice is used to measure the flow rate of powders with 

poor flowability [94]. Water atomised particles can be used in LDED, though generally this is 

avoided because these powders are plate like in shape and are generally expected to have 

poor flowability. Though Pinkerton et al. showed that the other characteristics of water 

atomisation, such as high laser absorptivity, mean that layers bond together better and the 

microstructure can be more refined [95]. In contrast, plasma atomised powders are highly 

spherical, but are only available for some materials [91]. 

Particles between 50 – 150 μm are normally used for LDED [6]; smaller particles (100 μm 

compared to 160 μm) have been shown to reduce voids and crack initiation [96], likely due to 

a reduction in gas entrapment. Though conversely, sometimes it has been suggested that too 

small powders do not have enough momentum to enter the melt pool [97] and therefore 

reduce catchment efficiency. Smaller particles are often associated with agglomeration, 

which can cause inconsistent powder flow in the process, forces which have only minimal 

effects on large particles, such as those caused by electrostatics, have a proportionally greater 

effect on smaller particles. Whereas larger particles are considered to have better flowability 

and therefore lead to more consistent geometry. Therefore, selecting the correct size powder 

is important to the LDED process. Although the size and shape of powders required for 

directed energy deposition is generally not as constrictive as it is for other metal additive 

manufacturing techniques, such as PBF the process. LDED is more resilient to poor packing 

densities and larger powders can be used. 

Provided effective powder recycling is possible, improvements to catchment efficiency 

become less important, as the cost of materials is not truly wasted. A few works have 

examined the use of recycled materials in LDED, normally this includes powder which 

passed through the nozzle, but was not consolidated. This powder is then collected and 

reused. Recycling powder has produced variable results, some indicate that it does not affect 

the deposition [97], whilst others imply that it is severely detrimental [21]. This has 

sometimes been reported even in the same material (SS 316L), therefore it is important that 

the relevant application limiting property is measured directly as although the deposition may 

appear not have any more defects properties such as elongation failure may be greatly 
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reduced. Currently, the literature does not reach an adequate consensus on this topic, though 

it is clear that powders reused up to 10 times can often still be used in both LDED [98] and 

powder bed fusion processes [99], great care must be taken if the components will be 

operating in critical applications, because an apparent lack of defects may not mean the 

performance is equivalent. Most studies do agree that if the powder passes through the nozzle 

(close to the heat source) then the powder may agglomerate and change shape, reducing the 

flow rates. But, this is not the case if powder simply goes through the system up to the nozzle 

[57]. More guidelines on how powder can be recycled must be developed across alloys in 

order to properly qualify recycled powder for critical applications. It is important that the 

amount of powder which is utilised and can be recycled is not overstated, resulting in green 

washing [100]. Therefore, there is still great potential for further research in this area. 

Meisnar et al. summarised some of the key metrics and measurement methods which can be 

used to identify the quality of powder for additive manufacturing [101]. This includes 

standard test methods and more novel ones. Particle size distribution is the most common 

measurement done on powders; more recent works normally involves laser diffractometry to 

determine the percentage volume density of different powder diameters. This is governed by 

BS EN ISO 8130 the light scattered by a sample of powder is detected by a multi array 

detector, this is then mathematically converted into a volumetric proportion [102]. This 

method is advantageous as it can take place in a matter of minutes, using off the shelf 

apparatus and only 3 – 5 g of powder is required. Laser diffractometry is a useful method as 

common metrics can be used. The diameter of powder which is at 10% (D10), 50% (D50) 

and 90% (D90) of the volumetric distribution is normally quoted. This allows for effective 

comparison between powder sizes provided the distribution of diameters is similar (normally 

Gaussian). Sieving analysis should be conducted according to BS EN ISO 4497 for spherical 

metallic powders. When laser diffractometry is not available particle size analysis may be 

done using this simple powder sieving method. This data is often provided by manufacturers 

as it requires the least costly equipment. This test requires that 100 g of powder is sieved 

through successively smaller aperture sizes, the weight of powder which is retained by each 

sieve is measured [103]. This method makes particle size comparison more difficult because 

different sized sieves are used depending on the manufacturer. Further techniques for particle 

size analysis use microscopy, BS 3406 suggests standardised test methods using optical 

microscopy [104], but in practice SEM is now more common. Meisnar et al. suggest that 

SEM is the most accurate method of measuring particle size, however the amount of time 
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taken to measure the particle sizes is prohibitive [101]. Though use of image analysis 

software can significantly expedite this task. This method also allows standardised 

proportions to be used (D10, D50, D90), but without mathematical manipulation these will be 

given as numerical proportions instead of volumetric ones. Therefore, the PSD will be 

skewed towards smaller particles. 

Powder shape, size and the resulting flowability are clearly important factors in DED. As 

they can change both the materials and processing properties of the technology. Though 

powder recycling has received some attention, this requires more work to be properly 

understood. Alternatively powder utilisation efficiency (and therefore powder catchment 

efficiency) could be improved to eliminate waste before it is allowed to accrue. This may also 

avoid some of the cost and complexity of qualifying components made from recycled 

powder. 

2.3.8 Powder Mixtures 

The ability to change the properties of materials locally was recognised as an advantage of 

additive manufacturing almost from its conception and has been suggested as a method to 

create components which have enhanced material properties [69]. Powder directed energy 

deposition is one of the most promising methods to do this, because the material is fed into 

the process at the time of deposition.  

Several methods have been examined to mix materials in-process. The most common method 

used is to use multiple powder feeders which feed into a single nozzle, and by changing the 

quantity of powder fed from each hopper the composition of the feed material can be varied 

across and within layers [6]. This method has been shown to be effective in grading material 

compositions gradually between Ti6Al4V and AlSi10Mg, leading to an even distribution 

when changing the composition in a layer wise fashion [105]. The hardness of the samples 

was also shown to vary following the grading, showing that the phases and resultant 

mechanical properties change as expected. This has great potential for uses when different 

properties are required throughout a material or as bonding layers in weld joints of dissimilar 

materials. However, additive manufacturing already requires a greater level of evaluation of 

components than conventional ones [106] and functional grading requires further 

qualification. 
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Bespoke alloys may also be created by mixing together powder without functionally grading 

them. It is relatively common in research to pre-mix powders, so that the desired alloy is 

formed in the melt pool itself.  

Li et al. demonstrated that choosing the correct particle size is important to obtain a well-

mixed powder during deposition. When a poorly optimised mixture of powder size 

distributions was used, separation occurred, but this was mitigated by selecting particles with 

an optimised diameter. For mixtures of two powders the Equation 2-2 can be used to choose 

powders which will not separate during deposition [20]. 

Equation 2-2  
𝑑1

𝑑2
= √

𝜌1

𝜌2
   

Where d1 and d2 represent the powder diameters and ρ1 and ρ2 represent their densities. 

However, the option of optimising particle diameters is not always possible. When only a low 

volume fraction of one element is required, obtaining a mix of powders which have 

compatible diameters but still allow homogenous melting is difficult. This is because if the 

powder wt.% in the mixture is low, but large particles are required to avoid separation (due 

difference in material density) then the melt pool will sometimes receive no particles and an 

inhomogeneous material will be made. When this is the case composite powders may be 

used. The use of composite powders, which have two materials bonded together avoids 

problems of powder separation but comes with additional powder preparation steps. Li et al. 

demonstrated this concept using nano TiB2 particles in an AlSi10Mg matrix, but a complex 

and expensive process of alloying and gas atomisation was required [107]. This led to the 

SLM processed material having an improved tensile strength of 530 MPa. By using a simpler 

process Tan et al. showed that they could use LDED to similar effect [108]. The process 

known as powder satelliting involves using an aerosolised binder to bond a small TiB2 

satellite particle (<3 μm) to a larger AlSi10Mg parent particle (15-45 μm). When depositing 

using this technique a uniform distribution of TiB2 was produced and the strength of the 

material was increased. Powder satelliting has seen limited further applications in research. 

Some of the notable findings from this work includes creating titanium aluminides, resulting 

in a 40% material cost reduction as compared to purchasing the equivalent alloy powder [48]; 

and to determine that iron can be used as a grain refiner in Ti6Al4V manufactured by SLM 

[109]. A similar satellite powder feedstock has been made by ball milling a parent particle of 

Ti6Al4V with 5 wt.% B4C for two hours, these powders were shown to have reduced 
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flowability compared to the parent powder, mechanical interlocking of satellites was 

suggested as the reason for this [92]. 

The potential benefits of satellites allowing small volume fractions to be mixed into alloys 

whilst retaining material homogeneity have been elucidated. Various satelliting processes are 

therefore beginning to be understood, however much more work is required to properly 

characterise the effects of using satellite powders on additive manufacturing processes and 

compare these methods. Properties of satellite powders, such as flowability, have not been 

systematically characterised, meaning this process has not yet been adopted widely. 

2.3.9 Summary of Mechanisms of Material Deposition 

• The substrate acts as a heat sink, therefore cooling rates in LDED are typically high. 

LDED should take place with the laser in conduction mode. 

• Only a small portion of the laser energy melts the input material due to attenuation 

from the powder cloud and the reflectance of the material. 

• Laser power is commonly Gaussian in distribution, though donut lasers may give 

better dilution at the edges of depositions. Sometimes lasers are operated outside of 

the focal distance to achieve this. 

• Powder distribution is also Gaussian in distribution from coaxial nozzles and 

converges at a focal distance.  

• Either the powder or the substrate must be molten for powder to become trapped. The 

speed of powder and carrier gas flow rate must be optimised to ensure entrapment. 

• Marangoni flow occurs in the melt pool, this may be retarded by electric/magnetic 

fields. 

• Powders should be spherical and be between 50 – 150 µm to achieve high flowability. 

• Both the density and diameter of powders determines whether mixtures will 

segregate, satelliting may be used to mix incompatible powders. 

2.4 Physical & Processing Quality in DED Products 

2.4.1 External Track Geometry 

Many works exist which link the geometry of tracks to specific parameters in the LDED 

process. However, these are commonly inconsistent, and it has been suggested that this may 

depend on the specific design of the machine being used. Though some works have made 

generalised statements based on the available literature [71]. Figure 2-11 shows some 

commonly used measures of track geometry. 
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Figure 2-11 Schematic of measurements of track geometry. Where h is the deposition height, 

θ are the wetting angles of either side of the track, A is the area of the track cross-section, w is 

the track width and d is the depth of the dilution zone. 

The literature is generally in agreement that an increase in the laser power or laser spot size 

leads to an increase in the width of tracks produced [110–114]. This is due to the increase in 

available energy creating a larger area which is at high enough temperature to melt material. 

The track bead spreads to the width of this melt pool due to gravitational pressure. The 

increase in power also increases the size of the dilution zone, as more energy being available 

naturally leads to an increase in both the depth [111] and width of the melt pool below the 

substrate surface. More energy is available to melt the substrate even if some proportion is 

absorbed by the incoming powder. This means that slower scanning speed can also increase 

the width of tracks, but instead of increasing the energy available, the time that the energy is 

supplied is reduced when scanning speed is reduced. This results in greater energy per unit 

length and hence a wider track [71]. Given this fact, a larger laser spot size causes a larger 

melt pool to form, this also increases track width [113]. 

The effect of laser power on the height of depositions is more ambiguous. Sreekanth et al. 

reported that laser power had no significant impact on the height of depositions at two 

different stand-off distances [111]. Zhong et al. suggest that height actually decreases with an 

increase in laser power, however their results suggest only a slight change in track height 

[110]. In contrast to this, Jinoop et al. suggest that when laser power is increased, then the 

height of tracks also increases [114], this is similar to Zhang et al. who suggested that 

increasing both laser power and spot size increases track height [112]. This discrepancy may 

be explained by Ansari et al., who showed that there are parameter regions where power has a 

greater influence and those where it is less influential on track height [115]. When looking at 

the literature as a whole, this appears to be true. Works which use high laser powers (around 

1 kW or higher) tend to suggest that laser power has little influence on track height. Whereas 
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those which use lower laser powers (<1 kW), suggest that increasing laser power leads to a-

large increase in track height. This is most obvious in work from Zhang et al. where at some 

spot sizes the effect of laser power on height appears to reach an upper limit [112]. This 

difference is due to the deposition rates at which the effects are studied. LDED is sometimes 

split into two categories: high deposition rate (HDR) and low deposition rate (LDR <0.5 

kg/hr or 8 g/min). The process is often expected to behave differently depending on the 

deposition rate, although there is sometimes overlap between the two, as such power has a 

much greater effect on track height in LDR. In general experiments in HDR do not show that 

laser power has a large effect on track height. Instead powder feed rate (ṁ) is considered to 

have the greatest effect on height [71].  

Scan speed (v) is also considered to be an important factor. As both feed rate and scan speed 

are time dependent, the combined parameter of line mass (ṁ/v) can be used to better predict 

the height of tracks [75,111]. Line mass is therefore the quantity of powder which is 

deposited over a given length. Using line mass allows comparisons to be made when both 

scanning speed and powder flow rate are varied. Conversely it also allows line mass to be 

kept constant while one of the constituent parameters (e.g. powder flow rate) is varied, to 

ensure that the same quantity of powder is deposited at different scanning speeds.  

In contrast to in other laser additive manufacturing processes simple measures of volumetric 

energy density such as global energy density (GED) is not considered to be a good predictor 

of melt pool dimensions [116]. This is because laser power and powder flow rate have 

different types of relationship (linearly increasing vs exponentially decreasing)  with melt 

pool dimensions. Unlike in other additive manufacturing processes, the effects of laser 

attenuation in the powder cloud the variations in powder density therein mean these make 

GED a bad indicator of melt pool geometry. 

Other combined parameters exist, such as 𝑃 ∙ 𝑣− 
1

2 which can be used to predict track width 

[71]. These other combined parameters are not in common usage, but can be useful for 

predicting track geometries. In addition to track width and height, the aspect ratio of tracks is 

sometimes used to compare the size and shape of tracks [33]. This is generally only useful for 

comparative purposes, as the factors which change these variables differ. 

Apart from the height and width, the shape of tracks is particularly important to ensure that 

when successive tracks are overlapped voids between them are minimised and the bulk 

product is fully dense and well bonded. Wetting angle has commonly been used to assess the 
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shape of tracks [5]. The wetting angle is defined as the angle between the substrate 

(horizontal) surface and the angle tangential to the side of the track. This is shown 

schematically in Figure 2-11 and is commonly referred to as θ. Some works have 

successfully linked wetting angle to parameters or a combination of parameters. In their 

foundational work Toyserkani et al. suggest that the wetting angle is related to the interfacial 

surface tensions which are present around the melt pool. Changes to the balance of these 

surface tensions are expected to cause greater or lesser spreading of the melt pool and hence 

change the wetting angle [5]. However, in practice this relationship is not generally 

considered in research because the temperature of the melt pool, the materials and oxides 

present will considerably alter the substrate wetting. As each machine and process parameter 

will differ based on the specific use case, study of the interfacial energies is rarely applied 

practically. Instead, the wetting angle is more readily modelled by linking it to combined 

parameters [117]. In experimental research it has been shown that an increase in the laser 

power or scanning speed will reduce the wetting angle of the track, and an increase in the 

powder flow rate will increase the wetting angle. This is because any increase in the power 

will increase the size of the melt pool, allowing the melted powder to spread over a wider 

area, whereas any increase in the line mass will cause more powder to be present over the 

same melt pool area, causing the track to bulge upward [110]. Hence, the wetting angle is 

best described using the combined parameter P¹V-¹F1/2 and a linear regression model [115]. 

Wetting angles cane be optimised to reduce issues with defects when overlapping tracks, the 

optimum angle is between 30 – 70°. However, as stated by Bax et al. in practice the wetting 

angle is a poor measure of track geometry [71]. This is because wetting angles are often 

inconsistent and can be much more ambiguous than when shown schematically. Furthermore, 

equations which are sometimes used to determine the wetting angle (such as Equation 2-3) 

assume the track is round instead of measuring the angle, comparison between measured and 

calculated wetting angles is less meaningful. The wetting angle also does not qualify the 

overall shape of the track, only the angle of the edges. Therefore, Bax et al. suggest an 

alternate combined measurement of ws²/Ac where ws is the width of the contact of the track 

with the substrate and Ac is the proportion of area occupied by a cross-section of a track in a 

square. Where the square is defined with ws as the bottom side. The larger this measurement 

the less chance of defects, although a value of 3.5 is suggested as a good compromise 

between track size and shape. This parameter is a useful measure of the track shape, but is 

difficult to comprehend without extensive analysis and experience, so has not yet been fully 

accepted into the literature. 
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Equation 2-3 𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝐻

√𝑊2+𝐻2
)  [118]  

The measurements discussed above are generally considered to describe the external 

geometry of LDED clad tracks. These will be the initial considerations where external 

geometry is discussed throughout this work. Some works also discuss the skewness of tracks 

which is dependent largely on other factors and is discussed in Section 2.4.2. Furthermore, 

there are a few other measures which are used to characterise other aspects of depositions, 

these are described further in the following sections. 

2.4.2 Skewness 

The skewness of a DED track refers to how symmetrical the track is along its length. If a 

track is skewed the cross-section will show that there is more material on one side of the 

centreline. Skewness is rarely studied directly, however a few examples of this measure being 

used exist in the literature. The measure is important for a few reasons. Firstly, if a track is 

significantly skewed to one side of the centre then as successive overlapping tracks are added 

there will be greater build up on one side [36] and voids may be expected on the opposite 

side. Also, as skewed tracks are stacked to create thin (or thick) wall structures the sidewall 

surfaces will be poor [81] and the successive layers may not bond together properly, there 

will also be a loss in the accuracy of the wall and the side wall surface will not be smooth. 

Skewness has mainly been investigated for tracks on inclined surfaces. However, Eisenbarth 

et al. showed that if the coaxial flow of powder is not well aligned to the laser beam skewed 

tracks will be manufactured [36]. To improve the laser-powder alignment a simple method to 

determine the alignment was realised using a small orifice and a load cell. In the Standard 

Guide for Directed Energy Deposition of Metals (ASTM F3187) [73] the importance of 

nozzle alignment is also discussed, showing its importance. Most nozzles allow some change 

to their alignment, so provided alignment is systematically checked this should be easily 

achievable.  

Aligning the powder flow with the laser beam over inclined angles is more difficult. When 

using continuous coaxial nozzles the powder stream has been shown to become skewed when 

tilting the head, whereas Ramiro-Castro et al. showed that this is not a problem with discrete 

nozzles [33]. Lin and Hwang also showed this by measuring the luminance of the powder 

streams at different inclination angles, they showed that at an angle of 60° the peak 

luminance shifted by up to 0.8 mm [9]. 0.8 mm is a significant margin when laser spot sizes 

can be in the order of magnitude ~1 mm. Various studies have shown that tilting the nozzle 
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causes a skewed track to be produced at varying inclination [7,8,119]. However, the track 

skewness is often blamed upon the effect of gravity on the molten pool. Even though the pool 

is only molten for a very short duration. Some works have suggested that gravity effects the 

balance of surface tension in this pool, causing the skewness [7]. But, changing the powder 

concentration has been shown to change the track geometry [81]. Decoupling the two effects 

has not been attempted for an inclined substrate, this is therefore an area of potential future 

work. 

Different measures of track skewness are used, the most common of these is to take the cross-

section of the track and measure the distance between the centre of the track and the peak 

[8,120]. Though Lin and Hwang use a slightly altered method, where rather than measuring 

the offset from the centreline, the distance from the peak is measured (D) and the total width 

(w), they then calculated an offset factor (D/w) [9]. These methods are not very robust, 

because there is significant variation in the peak placement even on flat surfaces, also they do 

not properly identify the volume of material which is asymmetric, just the area in one slice. 

Localised deviations can play a large part in these measures. Alya et al. used a more robust 

measure, where percentage skewness is determined by calculating the percentage of the total 

cross-sectional area either side of the centreline, thereby considering all the material not only 

local peaks [7]. However, all of these methods use slices of the track only, so there is 

potential for the data to be unreliable unless a very large number of slices are used. 

2.4.3 Dilution 

The geometric definition of track dilution is the material added which is below the surface of 

the substrate in the first layer. The optimum dilution depends on the use case, in traditional 

laser cladding where coatings are required, generally low dilution is required so that both the 

coating and the substrate material remain compositionally independent. This is desired 

because the coatings are required to have different properties to the bulk material. In contrast, 

in additive manufacturing a greater level of dilution is normally intended, this indicates that 

the track is well bonded to the substrate. Also, greater dilution implies that successive layers 

will be well bonded, thus improving mechanical properties in the direction of the build [5]. 

There is no standardised measurement for dilution zone size or shape. Depth of the dilution is 

commonly used, this is useful in that it gives some indication of how well bonded the track is 

to the surface, but reduced dilution is common at the edges of clad tracks [121] especially 

when using common gaussian laser distributions [38]. Therefore, it is more helpful to use the 

area of the dilution zone to determine the bonding, this is a better measure than depth, 
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because where there is deep dilution only in the centre of the clad tracks this will be better 

reflected [30]. Sometimes the dilution zone area as a proportion of the total track cross-

sectional area is also used, this helps quantify whether adequate dilution has been achieved 

considering the overall size of the track [121]. Ideally the optimum shape of dilution zone is 

one which exhibits uniform depth across the width of the track. However, in practice this is 

unlikely, because surface tension and convection currents in the melt pool dictate the melt 

pool shape along with the laser power distribution. Therefore, even when using donut laser 

distributions, greater dilution still occurs in the centre of the track [6]. Defects with the 

dilution zone often refer to the shape rather than the size. Lange et al. characterised the 

different dilution zone shapes and which of these may be preferred. Four types of dilution 

zone were identified: limited dilution, where the track appears to sit on the substrate surface; 

symmetrical burn in, with a deeper dilution zone in the centre; double peak dilution, where 

there is a maximal dilution size either side of the centre; and asymmetric dilution, where the 

peak is greatly offset to one side of the centre [80]. Lange et al. suggest that asymmetry is 

caused by the high powder velocity of side feeding nozzles causing an increase in pressure 

and pushing the dilution zone away from the nozzle. Goodzari et al. suggest that Marangoni 

convection is the cause of the double burn in shape and is dependent on the size of the melt 

pool and the laser power [30]. Many works have shown that laser power is mainly 

responsible for the size of the dilution zone, with a few suggesting that there is a more 

complex interaction at play. Power appears to be the dominating factor; however line power 

and powder feed rate also reduce the dilution size when reduced. A greater velocity (and 

resulting momentum) of the powder has been shown to increase the depth of the dilution zone 

[6]. This has also been shown for off-axis powder feeding, where side feeding causes an 

increase in the dilution zone opposite the nozzle [30]. 

If the distribution and velocity of powder could be controlled in a more deliberate way, it 

may be possible to alter the size and shape of the dilution zone. Making it closer to the ideal 

shape by manipulating pressures in the melt pool. If convective flows and surface tension 

could be controlled this may be possible, or if the speed of powder could be increased at the 

edges a then more consistent dilution may be achieved. A force field may be capable of doing 

this given the correct parameters. This is a niche area of research which is not well 

documented, this is discussed further in Section 2.6. 

Despite laser power having the greatest effect on dilution size and layer bonding. 

Practitioners should be wary of simply increasing laser power to attempt to improve 
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intralayer fusion. Increasing the specific energy can cause the process to operate in keyhole 

mode, this increases the chance of defects such as keyhole pores which weakens the bond in 

the build direction. A balance must be found, as keyhole pores have been observed when 

dilution area increases above 30%, whilst lack of fusion can occur when dilution  is under 

10% [45] (in the limited dilution case). By dynamically changing laser power and powder 

feed rate together it may be possible to manipulate dilution more deliberately, allowing 

practitioners to control the geometry and dilution of tracks throughout a build or change the 

dilution in a more precisely controlled manner. The use of force fields is an area of future 

research which may help to achieve this. 

2.4.4 Track Porosity 

Porosity is a common defect in components manufactured by DED. Porosity is potentially 

problematic because pores can act as stress risers, encouraging crack formation and 

propagation. Therefore, it is important to understand how porosity occurs in the process, as 

well as to understand how pores can be quantified and mitigated. 

Studies often quote that builds are “fully dense” this implies that there are no pores or voids 

in the manufactured track or component [37,95,112]. This description is used to suggest that 

LDED components are equivalent to cast components and can be treated with a high level of 

confidence. In truth the presence of pores is highly dependent on the material being used and 

the processing parameters. Fujishima et al. noted some of the mechanisms of pore initiation 

in Inconel 625 [122]. They determined that adjusting parameters can often reduce porosity by 

acting on these mechanisms. It is suggested that incomplete powder melting causes pores to 

form and therefore increasing laser power can reduce porosity. Furthermore, this relates to 

the balance of energy and mass, as reducing the powder flow rate has the same effect. They 

also conclude that an increase in the gas flow rate can increase porosity via gas entrapment. 

Kuriya et al. suggest that an increase in the solidification time is responsible for this, as it 

allows gas to rise to the surface and be released [123].  Keyholing should be avoided 

however, as Webster et al. suggested that increasing the combined parameter of global energy 

density will also increase porosity [124]. Tan et al. also suggest that gas entrapment from 

moisture evaporating may be a cause of circular pores in stainless steel [125] and noted that 

most pores are present closer to the top of multi-layer depositions, suggesting that re-melting 

aids void removal. 

Common engineering steels and nickel superalloys have their composition adjusted to reduce 

pore formation and growth. For example, even commercially pure nickel alloys contain 1.5% 
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aluminium and up to 3.5% titanium to restrict pore formation through the formation of solid 

oxides when used in welding [126]. This is due to nitrogen and oxygen having low solubility 

in nickel, but the addition of aluminium and titanium improves this, allowing the nitrogen to 

form a solid solution. Alloys in more common usage include other components which reduce 

porosity further. High porosity is not generally expected in the deposition of high toughness 

steels which frequently used in this work, with porosity of below 0.4% being produced when 

using parameters which are not significantly optimised [70,127]. 

Khanzadeh et al. used in-situ imaging to determine the shape and cause of pores and help to 

predict when they will appear [128]. They propose using porosity prediction based on melt 

pool temperature and shape monitoring instead of through destructive testing or time 

consuming X-CT. Importantly, the study identifies that porosity can be reduced through 

parameter optimisation without online monitoring. They noted some major pore contributors 

including: lack of fusion due to insufficient track overlap, and keyhole porosity where deep 

melting causes vaporised elements to become trapped. Hosseini et al. showed that pore size 

and shape depends on its formation process, they show that gas pores can form at high 

cooling rates as gas does not have time to escape the solid lattice. Shrinkage cooling is also 

shown to be a factor, where different cooling rates cause different shrinkage rates in certain 

phases, leading to voids [129]. In the alloy used (LM13) higher cooling rates (5 – 50 °C/s) 

produced a 0.8% area fraction reduction in porosity. They suggest this is because the grains 

produced at higher cooling rates are smaller, leading to fewer shrinkage pores. The samples 

with fewer pores demonstrated a higher tensile strength, showing the importance of 

manufacturing fully dense components. 

Going beyond parameter optimisation, novel research from Zhang et al. has shown that the 

use of electric and magnetic fields can change the percentage porosity and distribution in 

DED tracks [130]. By using these fields, a force is exerted on the gas in the melt pool. This is 

then used to either retain the pores or force them out of the molten pool depending on the 

field orientation. With a current of 120 A the porosity could be reduced by 65% or increased 

by 144% which also increased track height. There is potential that this method could be used 

to produce porous structures using DED, a potential area of future research. 

2.4.5 Surface Quality 

Surface roughness analysis is not normally of primary interest in the literature on LDED, this 

is because the process is generally considered to be near-net-shape, meaning final machining 

will be required, which will produce the final surfaces. This is primarily because the large 
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layer size and use of powders with large diameters results in both high waviness and 

roughness compared to other metal manufacturing methods [11]. Study of surface quality in 

DED is therefore performed either to help to understand the underlying mechanisms better, or 

to push the process towards net shape capability. 

In powder LDED surface roughness is attributed to partially melted particles being present on 

the surface of the tracks. The mechanism by which this takes place has been assumed [131] 

for some time, but was confirmed by high speed imaging by Prasad et al.. They confirmed 

that when powder is captured by the hot (but not molten) part of the track behind the melt 

pool it may sinter to the track surface, causing local roughness [83]. Therefore, carefully 

controlling the powder trajectory could have beneficial effect on surface roughness, but no 

study has specifically investigated this. This would represent a logical and novel approach to 

measure the efficacy of such methods, whilst potentially reducing the requirement for post-

machining. 

Chen et al. show that the average roughness (Ra) is generally poor in LDED and they 

measured it as at least 100 μm on the surface of tracks [29]. This was shown to increase to 

150 μm when process conditions are sub-optimal, in-situ X-ray imaging suggested that this 

was due to irregular melting and the flow within the melt pool. Higher laser power, traverse 

speed, or a reduced powder feed rate all improved the surface roughness of tracks, due to the 

increase in line energy. They suggest that perturbations are larger when the powder feed rate 

is greater than the capacity of the melt pool, as this increases turbulence in the melt pool. 

Importantly, this showed that roughness was a metric for other aspects of the process which 

are harder to quantify, such as melt pool turbulence. 

When producing overlapping tracks for bulk deposition there are some common issues which 

effect AM widely, DED is not immune to these issues. As each track has a round upper 

surface, when these are combined together, even with carefully selected overlap proportions, 

the surface will exhibit waviness transverse to the direction of deposition. Ocelík et al. 

showed that by increasing the overlap ration to as much as 80% of the track width the 

absolute waviness could be reduced from 0.316 to 0.249. However, increasing overlap ratio 

also increased the height of deposition by 3-4 times, reducing the vertical resolution [132]. 

Similarly, when creating components which have sloped (rather than vertical) surfaces the 

stair step effect means that surfaces are wavy along the slope, this becomes worse at 

shallower slope angles. Rombouts et al. proved that by re-melting the top surface of flat 

component the waviness could be dramatically reduced [42], as the individual tracks merged 
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into one cohesive surface. Using this method, the waviness in the direction transverse to the 

deposition direction could be reduced from over 30 μm (Rt) to around 4 μm, whilst along the 

scanning direction roughness was reduced from 20 μm to around 2 μm. However, re-melting 

does reduce the process productivity. 

He et al. showed that the powder distribution plays an important role in the sidewall surface 

finish in LDED. They reason that in the centre of objects the accumulation of material from 

overlapping tracks means that there is more material there. Whereas, at the edge of 

components less material is available, leading to an inconsistent amount of powder causing 

roughness of around 30 μm (Ra). By increasing the powder feed rate by 1.2 times the 

roughness was reduced to around 20 μm [81].  

Innovations in improving the surface roughness in DED products mean that the process is 

moving closer to being one which is considered to produce net-shape components. Current 

methods of roughness measurement are not designed for AM processes which have such 

significant directional differences in roughness. New areal measurements of roughness have 

been developed, however these have not generally been used in DED, using these new 

measurement techniques may reveal more about the mechanisms at play in AM and allow 

surfaces to be more readily related to parameters [133]. 

2.4.6 Catchment Efficiency 

Catchment efficiency is defined as the mass of powder consolidated in the deposition as a 

proportion of the total mass of powder fed into the system. There is consensus that catchment 

efficiency is one of the most important processing characteristics in LDED, with it often 

being suggested that it is the primary characteristic to optimise parameters for. This is 

because catchment efficiency is a significant driver of cost. A kilogram of unusual powder 

can be 250 €/kg for industrial customers [98] and Inconel powders are commonly quoted at 

up to 400 £/kg. With LDED being used to make metre scale near-net shape components [11] 

this cost quickly accumulates. By improving catchment efficiency and reducing powder 

wastage the manufacturing and environmental costs can be significantly reduced. 

Improvements in catchment efficiency have a potentially significant impact on costs. When a 

comparatively small 10kg component could have material costs of £5,700 with high powder 

catchment efficiency (70%) or £20,000 at lower efficiencies (20%). 

In addition, Ocelík et al. noted that catchment efficiency fundamentally effects the geometry 

of tracks to the point where it defines whether the deposition will be stable or unstable [132]; 
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whilst Lin et al. state that poor catchment efficiency is one on the main problems in DED 

[134]. In addition to governing process stability, track geometry, and quality; catchment 

efficiency is one of the primary drivers of cost. Especially when expensive materials such as 

nickel superalloys are used, powder wastage exacerbates existing problems with poor buy-to-

fly ratios, because catchment efficiency is often reported to be as low as 30% [6]. Powder 

recycling is also uncertain, and its efficacy depends on deposition parameters, the material, 

and its use. Saboori et al reported a 50% reduction in elongation failure when using recycled 

316L powder [21] whilst Terassa et al. suggested that the build properties and number of 

defects were unchanged when recycling the same material [97]. In any case it would be better 

for powder reprocessing to be avoided and catchment efficiency to be improved. Especially 

because extra non-destructive testing which may be required when using non-virgin powders 

is prohibitively expensive [106]. 

A simple model of powder catchment efficiency was developed by Lin in 1999 [77]. Lin 

showed that increasing the stand-off distance, or the powder stream velocity reduces the 

catchment efficiency [135]. Since then, many studies have used parameter optimisation to 

improve catchment efficiency. Fearon & Watkins showed that catchment efficiency could be 

optimised by ensuring the standoff distance placed the densest concentration of powder into 

the melt pool [76]. On the other hand, Eisenbarth et al. showed that too small stand-off can 

lead to unstable deposition [36]. Fearon & Watkins also investigated the effect of particle 

velocity on powder catchment efficiency, a topic which is often debated [6]. The effect of 

powder velocity on entrapment is discussed in Section 2.3.5. Particles that move either too 

slowly or too quickly are likely to not be integrated into the melt pool. Commonly carrier gas 

with a velocity between 2 – 5 m/s is used to convey the particles with sufficient velocity [83]. 

This means that the conveyance gas is supplied at 3 – 10 l/min [76]. Takemura et al. used 

CFD simulation to show that using a lower gas flow rate (4 l/min) will reduce the powder 

focal distance by reducing powder velocity. Therefore to ensure stand-off distance remains 

minimised, lower gas flow rates should be used, leading to an improved catchment efficiency 

(66%) [136]. Nagulin et al. also showed that higher gas flow rates (above 10 l/min) can lead 

to turbulent powder feeding which defocusses the powder stream and reduces catchment 

efficiency [137]. Another parameter which effects powder catchment efficiency significantly 

is the powder feed rate, increasing the feed rate clearly leads to an increase in track mass 

[77]. However, this increase in feed rate does not always correlate to an increase in catchment 

efficiency. Work by both Dias da Silva et al. [31] and Lee [138] suggests that catchment 
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efficiency does not vary significantly with changing powder feed rate. However, the ratio of 

laser power to line mass has been shown to do this [121]. This is an expected result, because 

the balance of scan speed and power change the melt pool size and larger melt pools have 

been shown to improve catchment efficiency. Saturating the melt pool with an excess of 

material would also be expected to reduce catchment efficiency and the size of the melt pool, 

but the introduction of increased laser power alleviates this. In practice, using too great a 

powder feed rate leads to tracks being improperly bonded, causing them to peel from the 

substrate, therefore this is easily noticed and eliminated [71,139]. The effect of laser power 

on powder catchment is twofold, as the increase in power also increases the melt pool size. 

An alternative is to use novel meandering or trochoidal overlapping toolpaths to increase the 

heat input, melt pool size and cooling rates, in turn improving powder catchment by 15% 

[140]. Toyserkani stated this basic concept succinctly as “minimising impact between the 

solid particles and solid surfaces” [5]; the inverse is also true, by maximising the solid-liquid 

impact catchment efficiency is optimised.  

Using parameter optimisation alone has capped deposition efficiency in conventional nozzle 

designs to around 55% - 70% [141], whilst this is often as low as 30% [6]. Therefore, some 

works have attempted to improve the nozzle design in minor or more significant ways, as 

discussed in Section 2.2.3. The most notable works are those which use a coaxial laser beam 

with centrally fed powder, leading to catchment efficiency of around 80% [38,39]. However, 

methods which require complex and expensive laser optics have not been significantly 

studied yet.  

An alternative solution is to change the manner in which powder is directed, this has been 

done using alternatives to gas feeding with catchment efficiency reportedly up to 100% using 

vibration feeding [28]. Whist others have suggested that vibration feeding does not give 

particles the necessary velocity to enter the melt pool [26]. Further study of novel new 

technologies is therefore required to improve catchment efficiency further. Manipulating the 

powder stream so that it is compressed and catchment efficiency improves is an interesting 

avenue which has been attempted by adding gas flows [32], but future research should find 

other methods to do this which are more effective and easier to dynamically control. 

2.4.7 Summary of Physical & Processing Quality in DED Products 

• The width of tracks is mainly determined by the laser power, whereas the effect of 

power on track height depends also on the deposition rate. 
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• There are a number of methods to measure skewness, the area each side of the 

centreline is more reliable than some others. 

• LDED can produce fully dense products, though porosity can form in certain alloys or 

with some parameter combinations. 

• The rough surfaces produced by LDED is due to partially melted powder and stair 

stepping, re-melting may reduce this roughness. 

• The size and power of the laser spot greatly influence catchment efficiency. 

Optimising stand-off distance can help to improve catchment efficiency, though 

improving nozzle design has also demonstrated this. 

• Catchment efficiencies have peaked at around 60 – 70 % in most cases, new methods 

must be used to further improve this issue. 

2.5 Materials Properties of LDED Products 

The research gaps highlighted so far show that manipulation of the powder prior to entering 

the melt pool has a significant effect on the LDED process, though the use of traditional 

methods of changing this via gas flow has mainly been studied. Novel methods have been 

proposed here that use magnetic fields to control the trajectory of powder instead.  

In this initial work on magnetic control of powder trajectories two classes of alloy are the 

clear candidates for experimentation. These materials include those that are naturally 

ferromagnetic, meaning a force may be readily applied to them via a magnetic field. These 

materials are also widely used in applications which LDED is a contending process for 

manufacturing. Steel was chosen as the primary research material because it is the most 

widely manufactured metal and ferromagnetic phases such as the ferritic phase are useful in a 

broad spectrum of applications. The second class of alloys consists of those which are based 

on nickel. Nickel is also ferromagnetic and super-nickel alloys are used in high value 

components such as in turbine engines. Though many of these alloys are not ferromagnetic, 

this provides an additional avenue of exploration. As LDED is most applicable to low 

volume, high value production such as for large turbine components, this provides a suitable 

secondary alloy class to examine. Hence, these two alloy materials will be considered here in 

this review. 
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2.5.1 Properties of ferromagnetic steels 

2.5.1.1 Material Properties and grain morphology 

High strength low alloy (HSLA) steel  is used in the nuclear and aerospace industry for its 

high toughness properties and resistance to fatigue at high temperatures [70]. AISI 4340 steel 

in particular has been investigated thoroughly in recent years due to its utility and 

availability. Contributions such as those made particularly from the University of Michigan 

[70,127,142] have shown that the material is suitable for processing via LDED and the 

resulting products have been well characterised. 4340 is also a ferromagnetic alloy which has 

had its magnetic properties somewhat characterised in regards to phases [143]. These studies, 

and its large range of applications, means that AISI 4340 is a material which is well suited for 

use in new innovative processes as the results can be compared to pre-existing literature. 

Other designations for AISI 4340 exist (such as UNS G43400), though the material will be 

referred to as 4340 here. 

From LDED manufacturing of 4340, Bhattacharya et al. showed that the phases consist of 

Ferrite (α), martensite (γ), and cementite (FE3C), with retained austenite being present at the 

grain boundaries (Figure 2-12) [127]. In Figure 2-12 the martensite appears to mainly have a 

lath morphology, though plate martensite was also present in the samples. 

 

Figure 2-12 Retained austenite in LDED 4340 [127]. 

The rapid cooling in LDED, due to the small thermal mass under the laser and surrounding 

material acting as a heat sink, means that metastable phases such as martensite are to be 

expected. They show that needle shaped martensite is present at the top layer, with rounded, 

tempered (plate) martensite being present in the lower layers due to thermal cycling. 

Hardness was shown to decrease (from 681 Hv to 480 Hv) in the lower layers due to this 

tempering effect (as shown in Figure 2-13). The high hardness of 4340 produced by LDED is 
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generally attributed to the presence of brittle martensite formed at high cooling rates [144]. 

XRD did not reveal the presence of retained austenite, however this is frequently reported as 

being present, particularly at grain boundaries and in the heat affected zone and is clear in 

Figure 2-12 [17,70,127,142,145].  

 

Figure 2-13 Hardness of AISI 4340 with distance from the substrate. This indicates that 

hardness is greater at the top layer, where the phase is untempered martensite and has not 

undergone thermal cycling [127].  

Subsequent work from Sun et al. investigated how altering the processing parameters in 

LDED changes the grain morphology [70]. It is noted that the clad is free from defects such 

as cracks and pores. In this work, samples were produced at a high feed rate (45 g/min) with 

higher scanning speed (1100 mm/min) and laser power (3.2 kW); and with low power (1.4 

kW), speed (600 mm/min) and powder feed rate (22 g/min).  The lower power experiment 

also used a smaller spot size. Previous tracks are said to have a preheating effect on 

subsequent ones which are close by, reducing the cooling rate this leads to an increase in the 

amount of retained austenite, tempered martensite, and carbides. The specific energy (energy 

density divided by scanning speed) is lower for the specimens produced at higher parameter 

settings, this increased the cooling rate in this specimen, and also led to an increase in the 

amount of austenite present. From this research it is clear that the specific energy and 

scanning pattern can alter the allotropes present in LDED 4340 samples. Substrate preheating 

has also been shown to reduce the number of defects, such as cracks and pores, when 

cladding Stellite 1 onto 4340 [146]. 

AISI 4340 manufactured by LDED is also of interest because the mechanical properties have 

been shown to be improved by heat treatment, meaning products manufactured using this 

method are more versatile. G. Sun et al. used a furnace treatment to relieve the residual stress 
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in deposited 4340 by heating the samples to 600 °C for 40 min [142]. The heat treatment 

changed the phases present, decomposing the retained austenite so this could not be detected 

after heat treatment. Some of the martensite also decomposed to ferrite and cementite, which 

was found in the heat-treated sample. This aligns with conventional understanding of phases 

in steel as shown in the phase diagram in Figure 2-14.  

 

Figure 2-14 Equilibrium phase diagram for Fe-C AISI 4340, as marked by the arrow [127]. 

Α represents the ferrite phase and γ represents the austenite phase. 

This heat treatment was shown to reduce the microhardness of the samples by 43.7%. The 

elastic modulus was also reduced from 237.6 GPa to 206.3 GPa, whilst both hardness and 

elastic modulus was higher for LDED depositions than for an annealed product. Ultimate 

tensile stress (UTS) was found to be 88% greater (1399 MPa) in the LDED sample than in 

nominal annealed samples reported in literature, whilst engineering strain was 92.4% 

reduced. Solid solution strengthening and grain refinement are suggested as the reason why 

UTS increased. The porosity in the samples produced by LDED (3.3%) was blamed for the 

poor ductility in the material, with the stress relieving treatment being found to improve this. 

The authors state that even this low level of porosity would be expected to reduce the fatigue 

performance of the material, although this was not measured in this study. 

Grains, particularly dendrites are known to orientate themselves along the direction of 

cooling; hence in the first layer LDED dendrites tend to orientate themselves towards the 

substrate, because heat dissipates through the substrate depth more quickly than in other 
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directions [145]. Whereas, lenticular and cellular structures tend to exist in higher layers, as 

preheating of the layer by previous depositions and subsequent thermal cycling reduces the 

effect of directional solidification [127]. 

2.5.1.2 Magnetic properties 

The magnetic properties must also have been characterised for the chosen materials in order 

to suggest they may be used as representatives for a class of alloys in a new process. Few 

works have investigated the magnetic properties of 4340 specifically. This is because 4340 is 

not an alloy which is particularly designed for any magnetic purpose and the relationship 

between material composition and magnetic properties is generally well understood. Ferrite 

and martensite are ferromagnetic phases (magnetic permeability above 1) and therefore will 

permeate a magnetic field. Austenite on the other hand, is paramagnetic and is therefore not 

readily magnetised [147]. Alloys which are designed to be primarily austenitic, such as 

common stainless steels, are therefore paramagnetic. As such these common stainless steels 

(304, 304L, 316) all have a relative magnetic permeability (μr) of approximately only 1.02 

[148].  

AISI 4340 has been suggested for use when materials are required which are magnetically 

soft, have higher strength and are cheaper than maraging steels. Ajus et al. showed that using 

different heat treatments effects the saturation magnetism in 4340, using this to quantify the 

presence of the austenite phase in the material. To maximise saturation magnetism austenite 

was transformed into bainite by quenching between 860 °C and 960 °C, then tempering at 

300 °C [143]. Tempering at temperatures at or below 200 °C significantly reduced the 

saturation magnetisation in samples which were quenched at or above 1060 °C, whilst those 

which were quenched at lower temperatures (860 °C and 960°C) demonstrated high 

saturation magnetisation (above 205 Am²/kg) even when tempered.  

Though the properties of LDED deposited 4340 have been extensively investigated in the 

literature, no work has explored the effect of magnetic fields on the material properties of this 

material during processing (as discussed in Section 2.6). Indeed, unlike in paramagnetic 

alloys, no work has investigated the effects of magnetic fields on the properties of any 

ferromagnetic material manufactured via LDED under a magnetic field. 

2.5.2 Nickel Alloys 

Elemental nickel is also ferromagnetic and is used in high value, critical applications such as 

in the nuclear industry and in alloys in turbine engines. Therefore, this material is also of 
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interest to the application and development of the proposed magnet based studies. Two nickel 

alloys are considered in this work, the aerospace alloy Inconel 625 and the common heating 

element nichrome (80 wt.% nickel 20 wt.% chromium). Broadly, and particularly in terms of 

magnetic properties, Inconel 625 is representative of many super-nickel alloys. Whereas 

nichrome is commonly used as a heating element in electrical applications. Nichrome is 

mainly considered for its similarity to Inconel 625 in composition, both being nickel mainly 

alloyed with chromium. Both of these alloys are paramagnetic due the presence of chromium, 

which causes solid solution strengthening creating dislocations, which break up the magnetic 

domains [149]. 

Many works have considered the laser directed energy deposition of Inconel 625 whereas 

none have investigated nichrome. Clearly this disparity is due to the plethora of high-value 

use cases for Inconel 625 whereas there are few for nichrome at the component scale. In this 

work nichrome is used to demonstrate the feasibility of using a novel satellited feedstock to 

create alloys using the developed process, due to the simplified composition.  

Paul et al. initially showed that Inconel 625 could be deposited into a bulk product without 

major defects using mid-range parameters (7.6 g/min powder feed rate, 500 mm/min scan 

speed, 1.5 kW CO2 laser power) [150]. They showed that depositions of this nature 

manufactured products with few pores, which they suggest are caused by trapped gases. Also 

having a primarily dendritic microstructure in the direction of deposition, with some cellular 

microstructures occurring due to the reduced cooling rates in multi-layer depositions. High 

hardness was found to be due to the rapid cooling rate in LDED, as confirmed by the 

reduction in hardness after annealing. The study suggests that Inconel 625 manufactured by 

LDED had improved tensile and elongation properties as compared with conventionally 

manufactured samples, whilst having similar toughness. Lia et al. confirmed that the grain 

morphology was dendritic along the deposition direction and showed that increasing the 

energy density increased the cooling rate [151]. Unlike Inconel, nichrome is not designed for 

its mechanical properties, hence grain boundary sliding means that nichrome is ductile and 

susceptible to creep, with deformation being difficult to predict [152]. This is because 

nichrome lacks the alloying elements which give Inconel its high strength and resistance to 

creep. Although chromium will add some solid solution strengthening to the product, without 

the addition of aluminium, titanium or niobium no precipitates of the geometrically closed 

packed intermetallic γ’ (Ni3Al) phase or γ” (Ni3Nb) phases form. This means that there is no 
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precipitation strengthening in nichrome. Without precipitates dislocation motion is 

uninhibited and resistance to creep is therefore limited.  

Studies have considered in-situ alloying of Inconel in additive manufacturing [153] 

previously due to the potential for additive manufacturing to be used in aerospace 

manufacturing. The use of nichrome as a simplified material to examine manufacturing 

processes may be a novel method to expedite the development of in-situ alloying in additive 

manufacturing. 

2.5.3 Summary of LDED Material Properties 

• The high cooling rates in LDED mean that the grains often align with the build 

direction (normally vertically). Grain size and shape can vary throughout a single 

layer. 

• In AISI 4340 mainly ferritic phases are produced, though some martensite and 

retained austenite may sometimes be present. 

• The magnetic properties of the material depend on its phase and the ability to form 

magnetic domains. 

2.6 Fundamentals of Magnetic Attraction 

This work presents a novel solution to improve the catchment efficiency and track geometry 

in LDED, by using magnetic fields to alter powder trajectories. Magnetically manipulating 

the trajectory of ferromagnetic powder particles is theorised due to the principles of magnetic 

attraction as described here. 

The magnetic properties of materials depend on a large number of different factors, including 

the composition, stress, thermal history, grain morphology and orientation [149]. The 

strength of a magnetic field is known as the magnetic flux density (B), this is commonly 

represented by the density of flux lines which pass through a given region of interest. 

Ferromagnetic materials require an external magnetic field to magnetise the material, this 

magnetic field strength, H is known as the magnetising field strength. Magnetic permeability 

is the ability of a material to sustain a magnetic field when an external one is applied. Thus 

permeability (μ) is defined: μ = B/H. As B and H both have the same units (T) permeability is 

unitless.  The strength of the induced field depends on the strength of the magnetising field; 

therefore it is often useful to plot the B-H curve. The maximum strength of field which can be 

induced in a given material is described as the saturation induction (Bs). When the applied 

magnetic field (H) is increased the induced field (B) will increase following the B-H curve, 
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when this external field is then reduced there is a lag in the reduction of the induced (B) field. 

This is known as magnetic hysteresis, [149] the magnetic hysteresis curve of cold rolled 

carbon steels with different levels of plastic strain are shown in Figure 2-15. This work is 

primarily interested in materials which represent either high permeability which are classed 

as ferromagnetic (permeability greater than 1.1), and materials which display negligible 

permeability (approximately <1.1). Due to the B-H curve described above, the permeability 

depends on the strength of the applied (H) field. 

 

Figure 2-15 Magnetic hysteresis loop for cold rolled carbon steel sheets with different 

percentage strains, B is replaced with J here [154]. 

Domain theory governs whether a given material is ferromagnetic, paramagnetic or 

otherwise. This is the idea that materials consist of many atomic scale dipoles, which align to 

form magnetic domains. When these domains are aligned this causes the material to have 

bulk magnetic properties. Ferromagnetic materials may not have bulk magnetic properties in 

their natural state as the domains are randomly orientated, meaning the net magnetisation is 

zero. Applying a magnetic field to a ferromagnetic material causes the domains to orientate in 

the direction of the magnetising field, inducing a net magnetisation according to the 

hysteresis loop. In iron magnetisation can be induced most easily along the direction of the 

cubic axes (100) in the crystals, whereas in nickel this occurs in the most diagonal directions 

(111). These domains can align either by rotating or by changing in volume when a magnetic 

field is applied [155]. In iron and steel the γ FCC (austenite) phase is paramagnetic whilst the 

BCC α phase (ferrite) is ferromagnetic due to the quantum property spin [156]. This is in 

contrast to nickel, where the FCC phase is ferromagnetic. This relationship between crystal 

structure and magnetic domains means that both strain, composition and heat treatment can 

have significant effects on magnetic properties including permeability. For example, with 
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decreasing carbon content the packing of ferrite BCC crystals becomes more distorted. This 

lattice distortion reduces the alignment of the grains, meaning that the magnetic permeability 

is reduced. Nickel acts as an austenite stabiliser in steel, which causes many grades of 

stainless steel to be paramagnetic. Small concentrations of impurities, such as oxygen carbon 

and sulphur, can also have a detrimental effect on permeability. Whereas annealing may 

increase permeability. Indeed, in a very regular lattice even changing the measurement 

direction can appear to change the permeability [149].  

When a ferromagnetic material is magnetised, the domains are aligned with the magnetising 

field. The ferromagnetic material will therefore be attracted to the magnetising field. This 

means that a torque and force will be applied to the magnetically charged material. This force 

can be modelled using the Biot-Savart law [157]. Even static magnetic fields can therefore be 

used to control the path of ferromagnetic bodies in free space. Some work has therefore been 

conducted on the manipulation of small bodies such as micro-bots using magnetic fields. 

Abbott et al. developed a simple model to predict this movement using the principles of 

magnetisation and the resultant forces and torques on ellipsoid bodies [158]. This work 

clearly demonstrates that the acceleration and the path divergence of magnetic materials 

depends on the different gradients of fields present. This has also been demonstrated 

practically in particles as small as 4 μm for biomedical research, allowing researchers to sort 

particles [159]. Methods similar to this one are commonly used to sort particles [160] and 

droplets [161] electrostatically, but research using magnetic fields is less common. Therefore, 

the use of magnetic fields to control additive manufacturing processes is not a widely 

considered concept. The use of magnetic fields to control levitated substrates has been 

proposed [162] and simulated [163] very recently, but has never been attempted in practice. 

Here it is suggested that instead of using magnetic fields to control the motion of substrates, it 

may instead be used to control the velocity and acceleration of metal particles. The use of 

magnetic fields in additive manufacturing is a burgeoning field to affect the material 

properties that emerge as the melt pool solidifies, as described in the following chapter. 

However, it has not been examined in terms of particle trajectory and control as the 

fundamentals of ferromagnetism allow. 

2.6.1 Summary of Magnetic Attraction 

• Magnetic attraction relies on ferromagnetic materials becoming magnetised and being 

drawn to the magnetic source along the gradient of increasing magnetic field strength. 
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• Magnetic permeability and the resulting magnetic hysteresis governs how strong a 

ferromagnetic material is magnetised. 

• Magnetic fields have been used to control both small ferromagnetic objects and 

substrates in additive manufacturing, but not experimentally on powder. 

2.7 Effect of Magnetic Fields on Metal Processing 

Several works have investigated the effects of different types of fields on various melting 

phenomena in LDED. These primarily focus on the effect of magnetic and electrostatic fields 

on the melt pool, how this results in changes to grain morphology, porosity and mechanical 

properties. The first study on the effect of magnetic fields on deposition in LDED was 

conducted in 1997. Kovalenko et al. used an alternating electromagnetic field to agitate the 

melt pool [164]. The fluid motion in the melt pool was reportedly increased in an alloy steel, 

changing the residual stress and increasing the wear resistance of coatings.  

Lu et al. investigated the effect of using electric and magnetic fields on the cooling of 

austenitic steel in LDED [165]. 

 

Figure 2-16 Hardness in 316 steel when deposited using different fields. SE - static electric 

field. RE - rotating electric field. SM - static magnetic field. RM - rotating magnetic field. 

SEM - static electric and magnetic fields. REM - rotating electric and magnet fields. 

Magnetic field strength 62.5 mT. Electric field strength 1209.3 V/m [165]. 

They found that that a static magnetic field of only 62.5 mT could constrain the plasma 

produced in the deposition process, as determined by imaging of the process. It is suggested 

that the plasma containment reduced heat loss, which increased the melt pool size and the 
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average hardness in the track. In contrast to this, the authors suggest that a rotating field had 

the opposite effect, causing the plasma to be disturbed, increasing cooling time. The effect of 

cooling time on the phases present is suggested as a reason for the change in hardness, with 

reduced cooling time leading to more austenitic material than mixed austenitic-ferritic as in 

the case of the slowly cooled static magnetic field. Longer cooling speed was expected to 

produce harder materials, but it is suggested that a reduction in tensile residual stress caused 

hardness to increase when static fields were used (as shown in Figure 2-16). Use of an 

infrared pyrometer confirmed the thermal history of the materials. 

Together Bachman et al. [90] and Du et al. [89] showed static magnetic fields can be used to 

slow fluid motion in the localised melting of aluminium and Inconel 718 respectively. This is 

because the applied magnetic field induces electric currents and Lorenz forces which act in 

the opposite direction to Marangoni flow. This was shown to make the weld bead smaller and 

reduce spatter in keyhole laser welding and reduced the spacing of dendrites in LDED of 

nickel superalloys. Though in both cases the effect on material properties were not 

investigated. With more study this technique may lead to beneficial material properties in 

material consolidation, widening the applications of laser processes. 

To date only two works have only simulated the use of magnetic fields for particle control in 

additive manufacturing and these have been published only in the thesis repository of the 

University of Waterloo. Therefore, there is scope for significantly more work in this area. As 

a chapter of his PhD thesis, Yuze simulated using magnetic fields to induce Lorenz forces 

and narrow the powder stream in DED when considering non-magnetic particles. The 

modelling suggested that using strong electromagnetic fields (~ 1 – 1.5 T) could be used to 

concentrate large particles with radii (300 – 1000 μm) using this a Halbach arrays of 

permanent magnets [166]. The reduction in magnetic field strength towards the centre of the 

Halbach arrays combined with the magnetic fields induced in the particles by Lorenz forces 

means that the particles are repelled from the edge of the magnetic field and concentrate 

towards the centre of the Halbach array. However, Yuze states that particles with a diameter 

smaller than 200 μm cannot be concentrated using this method, due to eddy currents having 

been limited by the available space. Therefore, they conclude that using permanent magnet 

Halbach arrays cannot be used to concentrate non-magnetic particles in LDED as they are too 

small. No analysis is made of either ferromagnetic particles or other types of magnetic 

sources. 
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The other study suggested that this may be possible when using ferromagnetic particles. 

Dombroski stated that a combination of square and round neodymium magnets may be able 

to move a particle by up to 1 mm, increasing powder concentration in DED [167]. 

Dombrovski used two distinct methods to analyse the problem, using a mathematical 

geometric model in MATLAB and finite element analysis in COMSOL Multi-physics to 

determine the forces on and displacement of ferromagnetic particles due to magnetic fields. 

This work suggests that using either solenoids or a combination of permanent magnets, a 

lensing effect could be produced to focus powder into a narrower distribution and hence 

improve catchment efficiency. The study suggests that particles will be drawn to the centre 

axis of the field to a greater extent with increasing distance from the central axis. It was 

shown that larger particles would also be more affected by the field, the study concludes that 

125 μm particles could be altered by up to 1 mm by the correct arrangement of permanent 

magnets, where a small cylindrical permanent magnet was stacked upon a larger one. 

Although the study is an effective feasibility study it is fundamentally limited for the 

following reasons: the study was entirely theoretical with no experimental work; it was 

assumed that particles would be 125 μm in diameter which is at the upper limit of what can 

be used in LDED (the normal range is from 5 – 150 μm); only the path divergence of 

particles was considered, without consideration of particle collision with each other, the melt 

pool or thermal/melting effects; only soft iron particles were considered which have much 

greater magnetic permeability than most functional alloys; finally iron core solenoids were 

not included in the analysis. This work is useful in suggesting that “ferromagnetic path 

divergence” is likely to be possible under the correct conditions though. Experimental study 

using real conditions must be carried out to determine whether any change to LDED can be 

affected by using magnetic fields. Both of the works investigating magnetic control of 

powders are available in theses only, with the investigation not being very comprehensive. 

There is therefore significant scope to uncover whether these methods can practically be used 

in DED. There is still much more scope for the development of these methods, even basic use 

of iron core solenoids has not been examined. The investigation is also limited by the 

suggested potential applications and outcomes. Examination of whether using magnetic fields 

may change track geometry or whether it could be used dynamically as an adaptive control 

technique were not conceived or discussed. The simulations are also limited to considering 

particle trajectories, without being applied to melt pool dynamics, or mechanical properties 

and the unintended consequences and other mechanisms which using magnetic fields are not 

discussed. This technique has the potential to change concentration and operation of DED 
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significantly, by offering improvements to catchment efficiency and powder stream 

concentration, therefore needs much greater consideration. 

2.7.1 Summary of Effect of Magnetic Fields on Metal Processing 

• Magnetic fields can change the hardness of LDED samples, likely by increasing the 

compressive residual stress. 

• Combined magnetic and electric fields can also be used to reduce liquid flow in the 

melt pool. 

• Some simulation has been carried out to suggest that magnetic fields may be able to 

alter the trajectory of particles in LDED, but this is incomprehensive and only 

simulation was used. 

 

2.8 Literature Review Summary and Research Gaps 

The fundamentals of the LDED have been discussed here to determine the research gaps and 

present the current state-of-the-art. Each aspect of the laser system has been explained in 

terms of the holistic process. The advantages of modern fibre lasers have been described, 

including that their wavelength means less radiation is reflected and flexibility in delivery is 

enabled. The introduction of material as powder has also been explained, powder is generally 

metred and delivered pneumatically, using an inert gas. The addition of powder at the correct 

speed and distribution is important to the process stability and catchment efficiency. With 

stable flow being more difficult to achieve than is sometimes imagined, the use of closed loop 

control is beginning in LDED and has the benefit of improving track consistency. But this 

requires further development to resolve some of the issues with powder feeding. Other 

methods of adapting the process dynamically to improve performance are more common as 

they are easier to adjust with low latency, hence power adjustment has shown some positive 

results in improving track consistency. Many different nozzle designs have been attempted, 

but generally only slightly alter the concentration of powder from coaxial nozzles. To further 

improve powder concentrations, this area has become saturated resulting in diminishing 

returns in terms of catchment efficiency improvements and new methods must be examined. 

Though recent developments using coaxial laser delivery with axial powder injection show 

promise in improving catchment efficiency more significantly.  

Developments in the precise mechanisms which take place at the melt pool have also been 

examined, showing their importance in the development of mechanical properties and how 
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magnetic fields may alter the normal behaviour. The shape of the melt pool and the resulting 

track geometry has already undergone some study, though this mainly affects the dilution 

zone. To further improve the capability of the process in terms of resolution and productive 

manufacturing, advancements in the precise delivery of powder concentrations are required, 

with their influence on outcomes being categorised. Generally, both energy distribution and 

powder distribution are commonly Gaussian, with the designed stand-off distance and 

powder injection angle having the greatest effect on the distance of the powder focus from 

the nozzle tip. Modifying powder concentration is normally done by changing the nozzle 

design, but altering the concentration after it has left the nozzle has not been attempted except 

through the use of additional gas flow. Many other factors affect powder entrapment, though 

at least one component must be molten for powder to be consolidated. The velocity of 

powder is important to trapping powder in the melt pool, with lower velocity powder being 

deflected by gas plumes. Altering the powder velocity and trajectory after leaving the nozzle 

may therefore also change powder entrapment mechanisms and would benefit from further 

study. The most dynamic effect in the resulting melt pool is Marangoni convection which can 

cause changes to the grain morphology in the products of LDED and is clearly observable. 

Some research has studied whether magnetic and electric fields can change the flow inside 

the melt pool. Experimental work on how this may affect mechanical properties is missing, 

however.  

The quality of the powder input to the process does affect the outcome. Powder size, shape 

and sphericity all affect the powder flow, whilst porosity in the powder can lead to defects in 

the component. Whether recycled powder may be used depends on the application the 

product will be used in, and the material it consists of, more research is required in order to 

fully characterise this across materials. When mixing feedstocks, powders with matching 

diameter-density ratios should be selected to avoid segregation. Where this is not possible 

satelliting is a novel method to obtaining these composition combinations and represents a 

novel new method, which is not widely used. 

Tracks are generally geometrically characterised by their height and width, with track width 

being most associated with laser power. Combined parameters such as line energy are better 

parameters to determine the expected geometry given the complex interactions in the process. 

Furthermore, robust metrics for track geometry have only just been developed and the 

continued improvement in characterisation techniques is vital to further process control. 

Controlling porosity and dilution are intertwined by the parameter which has the greatest 
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effect on them, laser power must be balanced so that high dilution with low porosity is 

achieved. An ideal dilution zone size which avoids porosity, whilst ensuring track bonding is 

about 20% of the total volume of the track. Increasing dilution and track bonding can lead to 

porosity, making this a difficult balancing act. Some works have used force fields to control 

porosity directly, and with further development this may allow the processing zone to be 

expanded. 

Powder catchment efficiency is of vital importance in LDED, generally this is governed by 

the ratio of the powder focus diameter and the melt pool diameter. Though surface quality 

would be expected to vary with the same ratio, this has not been investigated yet. The overall 

distribution of powder is also important and changes to nozzle design have intended to 

improve this. Improvements to catchment efficiency have stagnated (at around 60% - 70%) in 

recent years, as these nozzle designs have become well developed. Further improvement may 

now be made using more novel approaches, which should be researched further. This work 

proposes the use of magnetic fields to control the velocity and distribution of powder entering 

the melt pool, though many other methods, such as using vibrational or gravity feeding are 

also beginning to be examined. 

The grain morphology of components processed by LDED depends on the thermal history, 

which in turn affects both the magnetic and mechanical properties. Bulk defects are generally 

the greatest impediment to LDED products, with heat treatments generally giving defect free 

depositions similar properties to wrought products. This is particularly true if re-melting 

occurs. The mechanical properties of LDED products may be anisotropic in bulk products, 

due to differences in grain morphology and layer bonding/pores. Magnetic fields have been 

examined to change the porosity and grain morphology in paramagnetic materials. It has been 

shown that the magnetic field can retain or remove pores and change the thermal history. This 

has only been considered in a few select cases and materials, and requires further 

investigation, particularly in ferromagnetic materials. This is also true of particle trajectory 

diversion, which has only been studied theoretically and so is not well understood within the 

myriad of factors in LDED. 

Of the gaps in research which have been described thus far, the use of magnetic fields is the 

least well researched and therefore the area which has the greatest scope for future 

development. This is particularly true because even in the few works where magnetic fields 

have been used the works are by no means all encompassing. Works on materials affects have 

not considered mechanical properties, whilst those which examine powder trajectories are 
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entirely theoretical without any experimental comparison or much consideration of the wide-

ranging implications of such technology. There is therefore significant scope for magnetic 

fields to be used in connection with LDED. Magnetic fields should be investigated in regard 

to LDED in the following areas: 

• Powder stream concentration modification, to improve the focus of powder 

trajectories, particularly to increase the powder catchment efficiency. 

• The modification of powder trajectory and its effect on track geometry, including the 

above surface track geometry, dilution, and surface roughness. 

• Investigation into magnetic fields in relation to porosity, especially in materials 

which generally exhibit high porosity and are difficult to process. 

• Examination of whether magnetic fields may be used to decouple substrate 

inclination effects, including determining the cause of asymmetry of tracks produced 

on inclined surfaces. 

• Development of equipment, processes and parameters which enable and optimise 

magnetic particle trajectory modification. As well as understanding the technological 

barriers which may exist. 

• Determination of the effects of magnetic fields on fluid motion in the melt pool in a 

larger range of materials and the affect this has on grain morphology and mechanical 

properties of the products. 

• The use of magnetic fields as an adaptive control technique. 

The following work will systematically investigate these areas, to determine the potential for 

magnetic fields in LDED. This work will inform researchers of whether this avenue is 

worthwhile of future exploration. 
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3 Experimental  

This chapter describes the equipment and materials used for the experiments in this work, 

including the experimental, measurement and analytical techniques used. LDED depositions 

were made onto sheet metal substrates using a continuous coaxial nozzle in this work. The 

magnetic source, placed below these substrates provided the novel change to this apparatus. 

Following deposition, full geometric characterisation of tracks was performed using a range 

of techniques, including focus variation microscopy to generate 3d images for measurement, 

cross sections for metallography and mass measurements to quantify powder catchment 

efficiency. This combination of techniques was used in order to gain a complete 

understanding of the products produced using the magnetic assistance in LDED, including 

the external, internal and processing characteristic of the tracks. More detail on each section 

of the equipment and characterisation techniques is given in this chapter, discussion of the 

magnetic devices used is given in the Sections 4.2.2 & 5.2 as these were altered significantly. 

3.1 Experimental Setup for LDED Experiments 

The LDED system which was used in this work consists of a CNC bed, a laser, powder 

feeder and deposition nozzle. The different possible configurations which are sometimes used 

are described in Section 2.2. The embodiment of LDED which is used during experiments 

conducted for this work is described in greater detail in the following sections and is shown 

in Figure 3-1. 

As this work aims to improve catchment efficiency using a time effective method, lengthy 

parameter optimisation for catchment efficiency was not conducted prior to investigations, as 

this would undermine the purpose of the method. Baseline experiments (without magnetic 

assistance) were therefore conducted based on parameters which are given in the literature; 

although these may not be as effective due to slight differences in the experimental setup. 
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Figure 3-1 LDED system used throughout this work 

A one variable at a time (OVAT) approach was taken to experiments because the use of 

magnetic fields is a new field of investigation, therefore the fundamental relationships must 

be determined before statistical methods can be properly utilised. These statistical approaches 

are better suited to well-developed processes which are known to be commercially viable. 

3.1.1 Laser 

The laser used in this work consists of a 2kW Ytterbium fibre laser. The YLR-2000 laser 

manufactured by IPG Photonics has a wavelength of 1070 ± 6 nm. The laser source has a 

diameter of 100 μm and the laser beam is delivered to the nozzle via glass fibre by total 

internal reflection. The laser, power and activation are controlled independently to the CNC 

table using the LaserNET software (IPG photonics). A collimating lens is coupled with a 

focusing lens to produce the desire spot size of 1.4 mm at this focal distance. The laser is 

operated at a focal distance of 186 mm. A further window is used to protect the lens from hot 

gases and powder during deposition. A camera feed coaxial to the laser beam can be used to 

monitor the process in real-time whilst another camera is also used to monitor the deposition 

process from the side. During this work the laser was operated in the power range of 400 – 
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1200 W with a gaussian beam profile (TEM00) as measured by Laser Trader (UK). This 

analysis suggested that the reported power was approximately 88 % of the power input from 

the software. In this work, laser power is plotted directly rather than using global energy 

density, as this combined parameter has been shown not to be a useful predictor of melt pool 

characteristics in LDED as discussed in Section 2.4.1 [116]. 

3.1.2 Powder Feeder 

Powder was fed and metred using the blown powder method (as discussed in Section 2.2.2). 

In this case a rotating disk type feeder was used (TAFA Model 1264), from Praxair Surface 

Technologies (USA). In this type of feeder the powder is placed in a hopper with gravity 

allowing the powder to fall towards a rotating disk, with orifices which allow the powder to 

pass through. The speed that the disk is rotated and the size of the orifices determines the rate 

of powder feeding. After the powder passes through the disk pressurised gas conveys the 

powder to the nozzle. The disk used here has orifices of 1.5 mm in diameter spaced 1.9 mm 

apart. The powder hopper is placed at an angle of 45° to ensure powder gathers at the disk. 

The feeder features a heat blanket to pre-heat powder and is pressurised using argon to 

transport the powder through the disk and provide an inert atmosphere. The powder feeder is 

controlled independently of the CNC table and laser systems. In this work powder was 

allowed to pre-heat for 20 min before beginning deposition experiments. In all experiments 

using this apparatus argon flow rate was set at 10 l/min, this is based on a common level used 

in literature and extensively proven with this setup. 

The powder feeder used is known to have a linear relationship between disk speed and feed 

rate. This was not tested explicitly, but disk speeds and powder feed rates were collected for 

experiments produced here, this data is plotted in Figure 3-2, showing that there is a linear 

relationship between disk speed and powder feed rate when using the same material (AISI 

4340). Due to the variation in powder feed rates present at identical disk speeds the feed rate 

as measured immediately before the experiments is quoted here. To measure the powder feed 

rates powder was fed into a container and the difference in mass of the container was 

measured, powder feed rates were then calculated. In this work powder was fed for 2 mins to 

measure the feed rate. In this work, powder feed rates are primarily used in the LDR mode, 

which is more relevant to the manufacture of high value near-net components (which is the 

eventual intended use case for the technology) rather than HDR which is more commonly 

used in coatings applications. 
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Figure 3-2 Powder feeder disk speed and resultant feed rates. Showing 95% confidence 

intervals. Root mean square error is 1.26. 

3.1.3 Coaxial Nozzle 

During coaxial powder feeding experiments the Precitec (Germany) YC 50 cladding head 

was used. The argon carried powder is separated into four outlets before arriving at the 

nozzle, the powder is then fed into the nozzle via four ports which are evenly spaced around 

the circumference. This is a continuous coaxial nozzle, where the powder all passes through 

one orifice which is coaxial to the laser which is along the central axis. As in many nozzles of 

this type, this orifice between two copper cones. The gap between these cones can be varied 

using different nozzles, in this work the gap was selected as 0.75 mm to allow the powder to 

flow freely whilst minimising dispersion. This nozzle feeds powder at an angle of 60° relative 

to horizontal. This produces a gaussian distribution of powder coaxial to the laser beam. The 

nozzle equipment is operated with the nozzle tip 10 mm from the substrate surface, at the 

laser focal distance. The nozzle can be moved in the vertical (Z axis) direction using the CNC 

control discussed in the following section. Once set the nozzle was kept stationary during 

experiments. The nozzle is fixed in the horizontal direction (X and Y axes), but can be rotated 

around the Y axis to alter the nozzle inclination angle. The nozzle may be inclined from the 

vertical up to 45°. 

3.1.4 Computer Numerical Control 

Motion of the system is provided using a cartesian CNC system. This consists of a Talmont 

Control Systems LTD (UK) CNC table and an ECS 1400 D controller. The table can be 
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moved in the X and Y axes using G code programmed either manually or from an inserted 

disk. In this work, bed velocities between 200 mm/min and 900 mm/min were used. 

Substrates were clamped to the bed using bars screwed to the CNC bed, or in early chapters 

by a bolted connection through the corners of the substrates. This clamping is used to ensure 

minimal substrate distortion during laser operation whilst enabling a fast changeover of 

substrates to allow repeats to be carried in close succession. 

3.2 Characterisation Techniques 

3.2.1 Characterisation and Preparation of Inputs 

The primary material inputs to the LDED process are the powder material and the substrates 

which are used. Powder was acquired which was determined to be suitable for LDED from 

the supplier’s data. This means that matrix powders (those not used as satellite powders) must 

have a particle size distribution (PSD) between 50 – 150 μm as discussed in Section 2.3.7. 

Where possible, powder was obtained where the PSD had already been measured by the 

supplier using laser diffraction, where this was not available conventional sieve analysis was 

used. The PSD was then measured in-house using laser diffraction (Malvern Mastersizer 

3000 particle size distribution measurement machine in “general purpose mode”) to ensure 

the powder was within the specified range. Matrix powders are also required to be spherical, 

therefore only powders which manufacturers stated were spherical were purchased [73]. 

Matrix powder manufactured via gas atomisation was therefore preferred when this was 

available. The sphericity of powders was then checked using scanning electron microscopy 

(Quanta 600 by FEI) at 20 kV electron acceleration and a spot size of 4 mm. The 

requirements for the satellite powders used in Chapter 7 were not as strict - here powders 

which were between 2 – 15 μm diameter were acceptable and the sphericity was not as 

important.  

Hall and Carney flow measurements were taken according to the standards ASTM B213  and 

ASTM B964 [94] using 50 g of each powder. These methods are commonly used in both 

industry and the scientific community, with Carney flow generally being used to measure the 

flowability of powders which are not free flowing and the Hall test for those that are. The size 

morphology and flow rate of the powders used in this work are discussed in Section 3.3. 

3.2.2 Deposition and track characterisation  

The simplest and most commonly used metric of powder catchment efficiency is through the 

change in mass. Each substrate was measured before and after depositions with a known 
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length. The difference in mass was used to calculate powder catchment efficiency using the 

equation:  

Equation 3-1 𝜂 = 𝛥𝑚𝑣/𝑙𝑓 

Where η is catchment efficiency, Δm is the change in mass (g), v is the traverse speed 

(mm/min), l is the length of the track (mm) and f is the flow rate (g/min). The change in mass 

could be easily quantified through the mass of the tracks, as is commonly used in the 

literature [75]. Whilst the total mass which leaves the nozzle is calculated through values was 

first calibrated by measuring the flow rate and then calculated based on the actual length of 

track which the laser operated over, which could be directly controlled. 

Geometric data was obtained by scanning 1.5 mm (minimum) samples of each track using 

focus variation microscopy (FVM) (Infinite Focus Alicona G4 at 20x magnification), these 

samples were taken where the deposition was stable - 20 mm from the start of each track. The 

length of track scanned was consistent for each study. For the measurements taken of stable 

regions, mean profiles were taken from these sections to remove the effect of local deviation. 

Geometric measurements (height, width, area, skewness, roughness) were then made, after 

first removing any tilt angle present in the sample (MountainsMap 7.4 Digital Surf [168]). To 

obtain robust geometric data from these mean profiles the mean measurement of each 

condition was calculated. Where additional geometric data was required (e.g. where magnetic 

switching occurred) additional scans were made of each region of interest (e.g. before and 

after the magnetic state was changed). To examine dynamic changes along the track length, 

longer scans of 20 mm were taken at 10x magnification over the dynamically changing 

sections.  

Roughness analysis was conducted on the upper 30% of the FVM track of scans at 20x 

magnification. The data was filtered by form (F-operator) using a second-order polynomial 

filter and Gaussian S (short-scale) and L (long-scale) filters of 25 µm and 0.8 mm 

respectively in order to produce areal roughness measurements. This is in accordance with 

ISO 25178 [169]. 

A sample of the tracks produced in each condition was transversely sectioned, mounted in 

resin, ground, (according to ASTM E3-11 [170]) polished (with 6μm and 1μm diamond 

paste) and etched by swabbing 1% Nital Solution over the sample for 20 s or 2% Nital for 12 

s (for steel samples), then examined using optical microscopy. This revealed the dilution zone 

and grain structure. Marbles etchant was used for nickel (and its alloys) samples. Image 
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analysis software (ImageJ [171]) was used to determine the area of the dilution zones in these 

samples and confirm the accuracy of focus variation measurements. 

Vickers hardness was measured using a microhardness test machine with a 500 gf. 

Measurements were taken on one sample with the magnet on and one with the magnet off to 

examine whether large changes in hardness occurred. Then the mean was taken from rows 

and columns of indentations. Indentations were taken at a distance of at least 2x the width of 

the indentations apart. 

3.3 Materials Used 

The materials used in experiments in this work include powder feedstocks and sheet metal 

substrates. The powder material was characterised using standard test methods discussed 

below. These include, flowability tests, such as Hall flow, particle size measurement and 

microscopy, including EDX. This is because, the size of particles is not the only important 

metric in additive manufacturing. In DED the shape of particles is also important for 

flowability, this is why it is common to do microscopy on powders. This range of techniques 

was chosen in order to fully characterise the full range of powder properties relevant to each 

experiment, as shape, flowability and composition can all have a significant effect on the 

LDED process.  

Primarily ferrous materials are used in this work, either for their ferromagnetic properties, 

which were required for magnetic assistance to function, or as comparisons to demonstrate 

the effect of changes to magnetic permeability. 

The feedstocks and substrates which were used in this work are detailed below. In Chapter 7 

alternative feedstocks are created; the compositions and constituents of these materials are 

discussed there.  

3.3.1 AISI 4340 Powder 

The 4340 powder was supplied by Sandvik Osprey (UK), who also supplied compositional, 

hall flow and tap density data. The Hall flow is given as 21.0 s / 50g. The tap density of the 

powder is 4.7 g/cc. The manufacturer used sieve and laser light diffraction to give indications 

of the particle size distribution, sieve analysis is given as >75 μm 0.8%, 32 – 75 μm 96.9%, 

<32 μm 2.3%. Since the powder was used throughout this work, the particle size distribution 

was also measured using the SEM micrograph and the particle number method and using 

laser diffraction using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 particle size distribution measurement 

machine. ImageJ software was used to manually measure the size of 200 particles in SEM 
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images. Particle size distribution measurements are shown in Table 3-1. The size distribution 

as measured in-house is shown in Figure 3-3. 

Table 3-1 Particle size distribution (μm) of AISI 4340 as measured using different methods. 

Measurement Method D10 D50 D90 

Manufacturer’s data 34.3 51.9 76.9 

Laser diffraction 35.9 52.2 75.9 

SEM particle count 1.9 4.4 43 

 

 

Figure 3-3 AISI 4340 powder particle size distribution as measured using Malvern 

Mastersizer 3000 instrument. 

This indicates that there is little difference (up to 1.6 μm) between the particle diameters as 

measured by the manufacturers and in-house using laser diffraction. However, using the 

number of particles present in an SEM image gave very different results (up to 47.5 μm 

difference compared to manufacturer’s data). The units should be carefully considered when 

comparing different methods as suggested by Meisnar et al. [101] particle counts skew size 

distributions towards smaller sizes compared to volume density distribution. In Meisnar et 

al.’s work SEM imaging is described as the “ideal tool for particle morphology studies”. 

However, it is also noted that this method is severely time consuming as compared to laser 

diffractometry. 

The composition of the 4340 powder was given by the manufacturer, whilst also being 

measured via EDX. The powder compositions are given in Table 3-2. EDX is unlikely to give 

an accurate representation of the true composition, especially for carbon, this is given for 

comparison with the samples produced. 
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Table 3-2 Composition of AISI 4340 powder by different methods (wt.%). 

Measurement 

Method 

Ni Cr Mn C Mo Si P S Fe 

Standard [172] 1.7-

2.0 

0.70-

0.90 

0.70-

0.90 

0.37-

0.43 

0.20-

0.30 

0.150-

0.30 

<0.035 <0.040 95.2-

96.3 

Manufacturer 2.0% 0.92 0.79 0.38 0.29 0.23 – – Bal 

 

This powder was manufactured by gas atomisation and is highly spherical with few satellites, 

as determined by SEM shown in Figure 3-4. The high quality of the powder makes this 

material a good baseline material for experiments. 

 

Figure 3-4 AISI 4340 powder showing high sphericity and few satellites. 

3.3.2 Nickel Powder 

Commercially pure nickel powder is used for the investigations described in Chapters 5 and 

7. This powder was supplied by Alfa Aesar (USA). The manufacturer’s sieve analysis shows 

that 93% of the powder is between 74 μm and 89 μm. No other particle size distribution, tap 

density or Hall flow data was provided by the manufacturer. The particle size distribution 

was once again measured via laser diffraction and is given in Table 3-3 and Figure 3-5. In 

house Hall and Carney flow measurements were 22.1 s / 50 g and 3.0 s / 50 g respectively. 

Table 3-3 Nickel powder particle size distribution (μm). 

Measurement method D10 D50 D90 

Laser diffraction 88.4 102 117 
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Figure 3-5 Nickel powder particle size distribution. 

This powder was intended to be as pure as reasonably possible, so that it could be used to 

create alloys without contamination leading to unintended compositions. The composition of 

this powder as given by the manufacturer is shown below. 

Table 3-4 Composition of nickel powder (wt. %) according to manufacturer’s data. 

Measurement 

method 

Ni Co Fe Cu C S 

Manufacturer 99.9 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 

 

Scanning electron microscopy of this powder revealed that it was highly spherical, but had 

many satellite particles and an uneven surface as discussed in Chapter 7. 

3.3.3 Chromium powder 

Chromium powder with a smaller particle size distribution is used in Chapter 7, as the 

satellite (coating) powder on a nickel parent particle. The particle size distribution of this 

powder is shown in Figure 3-6 and Table 3-5. The composition of this batch of chromium 

powder (as described by the manufacturer) is given in Table 3-6. This powder was supplied 

by Alfa Aesar (UK).  

Table 3-5 Particle size distribution of chromium powder. 

Measurement 

method 

D10 D50 D90 

Laser diffraction 2.26 3.97 6.77 

Manufacturer - 4.41 9.99 
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Figure 3-6 Particle size distribution of chromium powder. 

Table 3-6 Composition of chromium powder by wt. % as given by the manufacturer's data. 

Cr Fe Al Si C S 

99.6 0.31 0.003 0.009 0.018 0.02 

 

3.3.4 Nichrome powder 

Pre-alloyed nichrome powder is used in Chapter 7 as the control to compare to satellited 

powder. The particle size distribution of this powder is shown in Table 3-7 and Figure 3-7. 

The composition of this batch of nichrome powder (as described by the manufacturer) is 

given in Table 3-8. This powder was supplied by Alfa Aesar (UK).  

Table 3-7 Pre-alloyed nichrome powder size distribution. 

Measurement 

method 

D10 D50 D90 

Laser diffraction 52.9 85.7 135 

 

 

Figure 3-7 Powder size distribution of pre-alloyed nichrome powder. 
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Table 3-8 Composition (wt. %) of nichrome powder as given by manufacturer's analysis. 

Ni Cr Si Fe C Mn S 

79.25 19.44 0.97 0.53 0.016 0.03 0.004 

 

3.3.5 Substrates 

Only substrates with precise thickness were used in this work, to ensure that thermal and 

magnetic effects were kept constant. All substrates were therefore measured using digital 

Vernier callipers, those which deviated by more than ±0.3 mm from the mean thickness were 

discarded. Substrates were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol on both sides before use. Except 

where otherwise discussed, substrates were not ground or grit blasted prior to use, as this was 

found to cause distortion in the substrates. Stainless steel, mild steel and pure nickel 

substrates of different thickness were used in the various chapters of this work, the 

dimensions and properties of each is presented in the relevant chapters. 
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4 Feasibility of Magnetically Assisted LDED 

4.1 Introduction 

To achieve an improved level of material and energy efficiency in LDED, understanding and 

measuring the powder catchment efficiency and track symmetry are critical. This is 

especially important when material cost is high or supply is limited, and when high accuracy 

tracks are required, such as in on-site repair or potentially for manufacturing in difficult 

environments such as space. Powder catchment efficiency is also important to avoid 

recycling  powder, given the correlation between powder reuse and formation of defects in 

AM parts [173] and the need to sieve and dry powder prior to re-use as identified in Section 

2.3.7.  

Powder catchment efficiency have been a major subject of research work in the field of 

LDED. In spite of this, until recently catchment efficiencies around 40-65% were considered 

good [36], depending on nozzle design and deposition parameters as discussed in Section 

2.4.6. Previously, design changes and parameter optimisation have been made to try and 

improve this. Wang & Li  implemented a piezo sonic based delivery system for full powder 

catchment efficiency when using nickel alloys, with an added benefit of reducing pore 

density in the final part [19]. This system also principally relies on gravity to drive powder 

flow; therefore it is likely that this process will be significantly less efficient on inclined 

planes. Axial powder feeding with annular lasers has also been shown to improve powder 

catchment significantly compared to side and coaxial feeding, providing excellent 

efficiencies of up to 80%  [39]. These promising new technologies (which are further 

discussed in Section 2.2.3) will certainly improve LDED processing efficiency as they are 

more widely adopted and developed, but the capital investment required is significant. 

Although significantly greater efficiencies have been reported, using novel techniques, this 

low level of efficiency (around 40%) is still common in industry. Furthermore, the process of 

parameter optimisation is time consuming and therefore costly. This work aims to find 

efficiency gains using a method which avoids this time consuming process. Hence, the 

baseline catchment efficiencies remain lower than the quoted optimised ones. 

For advancement of LDED to produce tracks and parts on tilted surfaces, for example as part 

of a 5-axis system or on location with vertical substrates [120], it is important to understand 

the effect of inclined deposition on LDED processing, track quality and catchment efficiency.  
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It has been shown that LDED on inclined planes does not change the mechanical properties 

of the tracks produced using a stainless steel [8], however it is widely agreed that track height 

decreases with greater inclined angles [119], whilst track width is only slightly affected. 

Powder catchment efficiency has been shown to drop markedly at inclined angles, dropping 

from 66% at 0° to only 19% at 75° inclination [7]. Alya et al. suggest that simply increasing 

the flow rate to compensate for the drop in catchment efficiency is an effective measure, 

however this further contributes to waste and could cause unpredictable track geometry. The 

symmetry of the track cross-section produced on inclined planes is another critical metric for 

LDED and has also been subject to investigation. Zhu et al. showed that the track becomes 

slightly skewed at higher angles, whilst Alya et al. demonstrated that skewness can increase 

quite significantly at higher flow rates on inclined planes. He et al. also show that peak 

displacement offset, a form of skewness, increases at higher flow rates. [9] measured 

luminance from powder stream images, showing that the powder concentration distribution is 

diverted at inclined angles, explaining the mechanism of increased skewness and reduced 

catchment efficiency. Alya et al. noted that small measured skewness is due to reduced track 

volume at higher angles, and therefore introducing more powder may not be an effective 

remedy.  

This study investigates how a magnetic field can be used to manipulate, and compensate for 

poor catchment efficiency, as well as other track characteristics including skewness and other 

geometrical properties.  

Some research in this area has been done to investigate the effect of magnetic fields on 

mechanical properties, as discussed in Section 2.7. Despite this, there has been little study so 

far, to investigate the influence of magnetic fields during LDED on the powder catchment 

and track geometry. Such a study is critical to the advancement of the process, improving 

material and energy efficiency whilst increasing our ability to accurately control powder 

placement, aiding its use in the manufacture of complex components.  

This study systematically investigates the impact of magnetic field manipulation during DED 

on the deposition of a common ferromagnetic powder feedstock – 4340 steel. AISI 4340 has 

been subject to significant research work as a feedstock for laser deposition, and its 

microstructural [127], fatigue [142] and defect [17] properties have been well characterised. 

It is an industrially useful material given its use in fatigue critical applications [142] and its 

soft ferromagnetic properties [143]. Previously, the effect of substrate material on dilution 

has been investigated, showing that this depends both on the specific alloys present and 
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thermal properties of the materials [5], with 4340 deposition on mild steel being 

demonstrated by Bhattacharya et al. [127].  

The effects of the different magnetic properties of substrates, is investigated here via the use 

of a magnetic mild steel, and a paramagnetic stainless steel. The effect of plane inclination, 

powder flow rate and traverse speed are also investigated.  

Using an off-the-shelf work-holding magnet, commonly used in subtractive manufacturing 

processes the fundamental effects of magnetic assistance could be investigated quickly, 

whilst demonstrating the use of such a simple setup for industry. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials 

The ferromagnetic AISI 4340 (approximate melting temperature, Tm, 1427˚C) powder was 

used as the feedstock material for experiments in this chapter, this feedstock is described in 

Section 3.3.1. The mean thickness of substrates was measured as 1.0 mm and 1.2 mm for the 

mild steel (Tm, 1480) and AISI 304 (Tm, 1450˚C (ASM International, 2002)) stainless steel 

substrates respectively. 

A magnetic work holding chuck was used to deliver the magnetic field. This device allows a 

magnetic field to be switched “on” or “off” by moving an array of neodymium magnets 

inside the device (Figure 4-1a). Similar chucks are described in detail by Wahab et al, with 

reference to operation, manufacture and magnetic arrangement [174].  The chuck supplies a 

theoretical 100 N/cm2 at its surface. When viewed through a magnetic viewing film with the 

chuck in the on position the lines of dense magnetic flux can be observed on the surface of 

the substrate along the width of the device. On a mild steel substrate these lines are 

approximately 1.8 mm wide. In the case of the stainless-steel substrate, accurate 

measurement of line width proved difficult, due to the indistinct edge of the lines. The 

magnetic field was measured, using a PCE-MFM 3000 Gauss Meter, as having a maximum 

magnetic field strength of 27 mT when used through a mild steel substrate. The field strength 

was shown to have a maximum strength within ±3mT on each line of dense magnetic flux, 

regardless of the position of the line in relation to the magnetic chuck.  
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4.2.2 Experimental Setup 

Schematics of the experimental setup are shown in Figure 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-1 Experimental Setup (a) shows 0° tracks and magnetic flux density, (b) shows 45° 

tracks 

0° and 90° tracks are shown along and perpendicular, respectively, to the magnetic field lines. 

This is shown in Figure 4-2 below. 

 

Figure 4-2 Direction of tracks with magnetic flux, (a) showing track direction and (b) 

showing the magnetic flux lines. 

In the inclined plane tests, the laser was rotated at the same angle to maintain a right angle 

with the substrate. Each experiment was conducted with the magnetic field in the on and off 

positions, with a laser power of 600W. Parameters which were varied are shown in Table 4-1. 

These parameters were chosen to produce high quality deposits based on preliminary trials, in 

which powder flow rate and laser power were varied over larger ranges (500 W – 1 kW and 9 

– 30 g/min) to determine a suitable parameter range. These preliminary trials were based on 

commonly used parameters in the literature for 4340 steel powder [127]. Parameters were 
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then optimised to produce large tracks as it has been suggested that effects of angle on 

skewness are greatest when tracks are larger [9]. Where incline angle was zero, tracks were 

produced perpendicular and in-line with the magnetic field lines, whereas only in-line (Figure 

4-1) tracks were produced in incline experiments.  The same disk speeds were used for all of 

the experiments with the resulting powder feed rates being measured immediately prior to 

each experiment. Powder feed rate was measured over a 3 minute time interval to reduce the 

effect of fluctuations in powder supply which can occur when the powder begins being 

supplied.  

Table 4-1 Parameters used for experiments in this chapter. 

Experiment 

# 

Incline 

Angle (˚) 

Substrate 

Material 

Powder Feed 

Rates (g/min) 

Traverse 

Speed 

(mm/min) 

1 0 Mild Steel 9.2-23.0 500 

2 0 304 9.6-22.51 500 

3 0-45 Mild Steel 10.6 & 13.1 200500 

Tracks were characterised by their mass, by FVM, cross-sectional microscopy and hardness 

as discussed in Chapter 3. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Material catchment 

Figure 4-3 shows the results of track mass per unit length using both mild and stainless steel 

substrates. Results are shown for tracks along the magnetic field (0°) and perpendicular to the 

field (90°), with magnets both on and off. The powder catchment efficiencies relating to these 

results are shown in Figure 4-4. In this chapter baseline results are shown in both directions 

because changes in direction has been shown to effect powder catchment in some nozzles. In 

addition, the laminated surface of the magnetic chuck could have a directional effect on 

deposition. 
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Figure 4-3 Effect of magnetic assistance with increasing powder flow rate on track mass per 

unit length, for tracks in both orientations and magnetic states for (a) mild steel and (b) 

stainless steel substrates. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Powder catchment efficiency with increasing powder flow rate for tracks in both 

orientations and magnetic states for (a) mild steel and (b) stainless steel substrates. 

In the case of the mild steel substrate, the tracks at 0° with the magnet on, showed the highest 

track mass per unit length and powder catchment efficiency for all powder flow rates. The 

percentage catchment efficiency reaches close to 50% at 0° with the magnet off for the mild 

steel substrate, and is slightly reduced with increasing flow rate. This can be compared to a 

maximum of 30% reached without use of the magnet. The 90° tracks with magnet on yielded 

higher mass and catchment efficiencies than the same tracks with the magnet off, although 
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this increase was lower than for the 0° tracks. No significant difference in deposition based 

on direction can be observed here. 

In the case of the stainless steel, the magnet showed less of an effect on powder catchment, 

however the 90° track with the magnet on was still the highest at low and high flow rates, 

considering error. This increase was not as clear at the medium flow rate. However, the 

results demonstrate that, generally on the stainless steel substrate, the magnetic field appears 

to have less of an influence on powder catchment as shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. 

4.3.2 Effect of field line position 

Where the 90° tracks intersect the magnetic field, localised increases in width and height 

were seen. These regions were measured separately by FVM. The effect of the magnetic field 

on this behaviour can be seen in the 3D images in Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5 3D images of example track sections at points of magnetic field intersection using 

mild steel substrates, demonstrating the effect of magnetic assistance on increased track size. 

In Figure 4-5 (b), an increase in overall size of the track is shown when magnetic assistance is 

used, in the location of field line intersection, can be clearly seen. Width in this example 

increases to ~2.2 mm, compared to 1.6 mm without the magnet. The height is also 

approximately 20% higher, reaching ~1.0 mm in height at regions of intersection.  

Given direct weight measurement of small sections of track is not possible, powder 

catchment in these areas was assessed via cross-sectional area data measured by FVM. This 

data is presented in the graphs in Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6 Effect of magnet on cross-sectional area at field line intersection points (in pink), 

compared to average cross-sectional areas of tracks. 

When considering the directly comparable experiments, for 90° axis tracks with magnet on 

(i.e. pink and red in the graphs), it is clear that the magnetic field yielded increases in cross-

sectional area which were particularly localised to regions of magnetic field intersection. In 

the case of the mild steel, the areas at points of intersection match closely, considering error, 

with the overall average cross-sectional areas of the 0° tracks, with magnets turned on. In the 

case of the stainless steel, the intersection points yielded larger cross-sectional areas, than the 

other results. Once again, the general trend of cross-sectional area of the tracks at intersection 

points is upwards with powder flow rate, reflecting the trend of all powder catchment and 

area data so far. It can also be noted that the heights and widths of the equivalent data points 

in the area graphs in Figure 4-6 were measured and followed the trend seen here very closely, 

however were not included for sake of redundancy. 

4.3.3 Track dilution 

Given the stronger effect of the magnetic field on deposition when the mild steel substrate is 

used, tracks were cross-sectioned and imaged on this substrate material. 0° tracks cross-

sectioned here, and representative cross-sectional images are shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 Cross-sectional optical images of tracks on mild steel (a) without and (b) with 

magnetic assistance, showing the effect of magnetic field on track size and dilution zone. 

Considering the representative images in Figure 4-7, it is clear that although cross-sectional 

areas of the tracks, and overall catchment efficiency is increased with magnetic assistance, 

absolute and proportion of dilution area is reduced. The difference in dilution zone sizes as a 

percentage of the total cross-sectional area of representative tracks, for two different flow 

rates on mild steel is shown in Figure 4-8.  

 

Figure 4-8 Effect of magnet on % dilution at two different powder flow rates on a 0° on mild 

steel. The magnet reduces the proportion significantly at low flow rates. This reduction is less 

at the high flow rate. 
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At both powder flow rates, % dilution was significantly reduced when magnetic assistance 

was used. This reduction is much greater in the case of the lower flow rate, reducing by 

almost a factor of 4, compared to the higher flow rate, at which dilution was approximately 

halved. It can also be noted that increasing powder flow rate significantly reduces track 

dilution. When dilution zone area is considered as a proportion of total track cross-sectional 

area, dilution zones were proportionally equal in size, although further experimentation may 

be required to definitively confirm this. 

4.3.4 Effect of inclination 

To gauge the potential use of magnetic assistance in DED for assisting more complex 

arrangements, and to determine if the effects of inclination can be compensated for, tracks 

were prepared using magnetic assistance on plane inclination angles of up to 45°. The effect 

of plane inclination on powder catchment efficiency is shown in Figure 4-9 for the mild steel 

substrate. Both powder flow rate and traverse speed were changed to produce highly different 

mass per unit length of delivery, in order to better understand skewness, as suggested in the 

literature [8]. In Figure 4-9 mass deposited per unit length is used. This is calculated from the 

traverse speed and powder feed rates in Table 4-1, and allows for more effective comparisons 

when powder deposition is altered in this manner.   
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Figure 4-9 Effect of inclination angle on powder catchment efficiency for mild steel, using 

two different parameter sets, with magnetic assistance turned on and off. 

In all cases, the addition of the magnetic field improved powder catchment efficiency. In the 

case of the higher deposition parameters, the improvement to catchment efficiency was 

greater. With increasing angle to 15°, efficiency increased slightly for all parameters, beyond 

which, the efficiency dropped. After 30°, the magnet assisted experiments showed absolute 

drop in efficiency than the non-magnet assisted experiments. At the highest inclination angle 

of 45°, magnetic assistance still showed a significant improvement in efficiency over the 

tracks produced without magnets. 

The tracks made using low traverse speed and high powder feed rate [8]  parameters were 

chosen in order to measure track symmetry, via skewness. Based on previous work in the 

literature, skewness is measured using the area method developed by Alya et al. [7] with the 

exception that data originated from FVM. Areas were measured either side of the centreline 

and the difference, as a proportion of the total cross-sectional area is used to calculate 

percentage skewness. This method is described in Figure 4-10. The results are shown in 

Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-10 a) Shows how skewness is measured by calculating the difference in cross-

sectional areas either side of the track centre, as a percentage of the total area. Microscope 

images b) and c) show representative (at 200 mm/min, 13.1 g/min) track morphologies in 

cross-sections of two tracks. The skewness was measured as 10.46% and 6.46% respectively. 
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Figure 4-11 Magnetic assistance reduces cross-sectional skewness in inclined tracks, at high 

inclination angles, in the case of mild steel. 

It is clear that the results for some measurements have a large range, represented in Figure 

4-11 by standard deviation. However, despite this, there is a clear trend of decreasing 

skewness of the tracks with increasing inclination angle, when the magnet is switched on. 

This trend is opposite to that when the magnet is off, whereby the skewness increases notably 

at 30°, and then falls at 45°, this can be clearly seen in Figure 4-10b and Figure 4-10c in 

comparison to the flat plate shown in Figure 4-7. It can be said therefore that magnetic 

assistance of the deposition process plays a key role in track skewness. 

4.3.5 Roughness & Geometry 

To understand the effect of magnetic assistance on track surface properties, and to gain 

insight from surface data on deposition behaviour, areal Sa roughness measurements were 

taken from the tops of tracks and the data from this measurement is shown in Figure 4-12. 

The process of roughness analysis is described in Section 3.2.2. 
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Figure 4-12 Effect of magnetic assistance on track surface roughness at 0 and 90° 

orientations to field lines for (a) Mild steel and (b) Stainless steel. (c) and (d) show the 

height/cross-sectional area ratios of tracks for mild and stainless steel respectively. 

In the case of the stainless steel substrate, there is no clear trend of roughness according to 

having the magnet on and off. There is only a slight increase in mean Sa roughness with 

increasing powder flow rate, but considering errors it is difficult to draw this conclusion. In 

the case of the mild steel substrate, at the highest flow rate the 0° tracks, as well as the 90° 

tracks at points of intersection yielded a similar, notably higher roughness value than the rest 

of the parameters. However, in the case of the 0° track, the standard deviation of the mean 

roughness was much higher than from any other parameter. 
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Height/cross-sectional area ratios were also calculated for all tracks with and without magnets 

at both orientations, for both mild and stainless steel. In the case of the mild steel, both the 0° 

and 90° tracks at intersection points showed a reduced height/cross-sectional area implying a 

flatter geometry, when a magnet was used. The stainless steel showed a notably lower 

height/area ratio at the 90° intersections points with magnetic assistance; however no trend 

was seen for any other parameter for this material. Large roughness variation can be observed 

at the highest flow rate with the magnet engaged and at the process limits for height/area. The 

compounding of standard deviations in the case of height/area measurements due to the 

nature of the calculation, means the method obtaining these data should be considered when 

considering these results. 

4.3.6 Hardness 

 

Figure 4-13 Microhardness of tracks produced with and without magnetic assistance along 

the track length. 

The mean hardness of the two samples is shown in Figure 4-13, at both the centre and the 

edge of cross sections. Without a magnetic field, the centre of the track had a hardness of 647 

Hv and 628 Hv with magnetic assistance. Standard deviations of between 17 and 83 Hv were 

noted. No statistically significant difference in hardness was noted when the hardness results 

were compared averaged by position.  
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4.4 Discussion 

Magnetic assistance improved both overall material catchment and powder catchment 

efficiency using an approach which can be easily and economically replicated, as can be seen 

in Figure 4-1, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. Where tracks were placed along the magnetic field 

(0°) and using a mild steel substrate the improvement in powder catchment efficiency due to 

magnetic assistance remained between 14-18%. This is in contrast to in stainless steel where 

no notable improvement in powder catchment was seen at 0°. With tracks at 90° to the 

magnets, increases in catchment were particularly concentrated at intersections between track 

and magnet. This was performed with minimum previous parameter optimisation, 

demonstrating that magnetic assistance has potential as a simple add-on which can be used to 

improve catchment efficiency in a time effective manner. However, it is unclear whether 

powder catchment efficiency could be expected to make improvements in a setup which had 

previously had parameters optimised, given that more of the powder would be caught in this 

scenario it is likely that magnetic enhancement in efficiency ay be reduced. Given the 

complex nature of magnetic assisted DED, comprising nozzle based powder delivery, a high 

energy laser beam and magnetic attraction of particles, a schematic is shown in Figure 4-14 to 

illustrate the proposed phenomena taking place during deposition. 
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Figure 4-14 Schematic of enhanced deposition behaviour using magnetic assistance with 

deposition at (b) 90° to magnets and (c) 0° to magnets, in comparison to (a) without magnets. 

In Figure 4-14 (a) a typical powder fed DED situation can be seen. Here, there is a 

concentration of powder based on the nozzle delivery beneath the laser beam and this 

material is melted and forms a track. Material not melted is thought to rebound away from the 

deposition zone and to not contribute further deposition. In (b), the same deposition scenario 

is shown, however with permanent magnets placed at 90° to the track direction. Here, 

additional concentration of powder takes place when the laser beam intersects the position of 

a magnet. In addition, the pre-loading of powder, whereby rebounded powder is attracted to 

positions above the locations of magnets, also contributes to additional material catchment. 

This results in an increased track size, i.e. increased powder catchment, at regions where the 

track intersects with the positions of the magnets.  

In Figure 4-14(c), deposition takes place in an orientation in-line with the directions of the 

magnets. Here, a generally increased track size is produced, as powder is attracted to the 

positions of the magnet, which is always under the laser beam. Due to lower latency between 

powder leaving the nozzle and powder reaching the position of the underlying magnet, there 
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is in effect, less time for a more substantial build-up of magnetically pre-loaded powder, in 

comparison to the scenario in (b), where pre-loading at intersections is more prominent. 

Figure 4-14(d) and (e) show the effect of inclination angle on powder catchment and 

skewness. In (d) the force on the powder due to gravity causes the track to become skewed to 

the downhill side, in agreement with Lin & Hwang [9]. The influence of the magnetic field is 

shown in (e), the force draws the powder towards the centre of the track path where the field 

is strongest.  The mechanisms described above, and the general trend of improved catchment 

was seen mainly in the case of the mild steel substrate, and not generally for the stainless 

steel. This is explained by the ferritic structure and resulting ferromagnetic properties of mild 

steel. These properties cause the substrate itself to become magnetised and the powder to 

therefore be more strongly attracted. On the other hand, the significantly weaker 

paramagnetic properties, with around three orders of magnitude lower relative magnetic 

permeability of austenitic stainless steel [148] means it effectively does not contribute to the 

magnetic field strength in the vicinity of the track, and can be theoretically considered an air 

gap. In this scenario, the magnetic field strength is weakened with distance more greatly in 

accordance with Coulomb’s inverse square law.  

It is proposed that pre-loading of powder plays a role in overall catchment as shown in Figure 

4-14 (b) and (c). The majority of powder which built up in the preloading effect is likely that 

which was dispersed in the air as a result of not being constrained in the melt pool. These 

particles have low velocity relative to those exiting the nozzle, and so are more greatly 

affected by the magnetic field. This effect occurs more strongly on the 90° tracks, where the 

nozzle alternates between close and far from the magnetic field. The preloading effect would 

explain why 90° tracks had greater powder catchment in the case of stainless steel, where the 

limited field strength had a reduced effect on fast moving particles directly under the nozzle, 

but slow moving, dispersed particles are affected similarly to the case of the mild steel. This 

is in contrast to the 0° tracks on stainless steel, where effectively no significant catchment 

improvement was seen. Particles which would be deflected by the vapour plume above the 

track may also retain their trajectory, also contributing to the increase in powder catchment 

efficiency. 

In general, the preloading effect may be most desirable in practical situations only where an 

equilibrium between pre-loading of powder delivered from a nozzle can be achieved, 

avoiding a net build-up of unpredictable levels of powder. This unpredictability could be 
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potentially debilitative, by causing components to have unpredictable geometry. However, 

the concentration of powder beneath the nozzle via magnetic assistance would be considered 

to be a desirable outcome in most situations. Alternatively, pre-loading may be deliberately 

used in certain areas of a component by placing magnets in these positions, although future 

work would be required to investigate this further. 

Magnetic assistance at 0° to magnet orientation once again showed an improvement to 

powder catchment when inclined angles were used. At all inclination angles, the 

improvement to powder catchment efficiency via use of a magnet, was greatest at the lower 

traverse speed, and higher powder flow rates. In other words, when more powder is supplied 

to an area per unit length, magnetic assistance has a greater effect on powder catchment 

efficiency. This implies that the effectiveness of magnetic assistance, depends on amount of 

powder reaching the workpiece. With increasing inclination angle, all results followed the 

same trend, with a slight increase in efficiency at 15°, and a large drop at 45°. At 45°, the 

impact of the magnet is lower than at 0°, for both parameter sets. This supports the previous 

statement, whereby effectively less powder reaching the deposition area reduced the efficacy 

of the magnet. This is because the usual effects of inclination are still taking place, the 

magnet will only capture a greater percentage of the powder nearby and cannot capture that 

which is already lost further from the magnetic field. 

The percentage skewness being lower at higher inclination angles with the magnet on, and 

greater than the skewness without the magnet at smaller angles is explained by the difference 

in track volume, given skewness has previously been shown to negatively correlate with track 

volume [7]. With magnetic assistance the track volume is initially very large, but catchment 

efficiency reduces with greater inclination angle and the skewness decreases as a result. The 

turning point for skewness, at 45° when the magnet is off, is also likely to be as a result of 

this reduction in track size.  

Without the magnet, powder is drawn preferentially to the lower side by gravity, leading to a 

skewed track. Whereas the magnetic field means the powder is both preloaded and focused 

onto, the centre of the track (as shown in Figure 4-14 (e)), especially as the field is stronger in 

the middle of the path. 

It was also shown that despite yielding increased powder catchment efficiency, the level of 

dilution of material into the substrate was reduced. This is expected and can be explained by 
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the divergence of laser energy into the increased level of powder material in the vicinity of 

and above the melt pool. Therefore, this factor should be carefully considered in work aiming 

to produce increased dilution deposits. A reduction in dilution could be used as a beneficial 

method to minimise dilution in coatings applications, where the coating is not intended to 

affect the base material. However, in additive manufacturing this reduction in dilution would 

be expected to reduce layer adhesion. Future work should therefore examine whether an 

increase in laser power has the usual effect of increasing dilution depth and reducing the 

negative effect. 

To further understand powder catchment behaviour in magnetically assisted LDED, 

roughness measurements of track surfaces were taken. Interestingly, only at the highest flow 

rates, and only for mild steel, did the magnetic assistance yield a statistically higher Sa 

roughness value. This may be explained by the higher flow rates increasing the likelihood of 

catchment of powder onto the cooling track, meaning there is more partially melted powder 

attached to the track surface and greater roughness. It is suggested that further work is 

conducted to characterise the near surface of these tracks to understand this behaviour to 

confirm this. Large variation in roughness was observed, primarily at the edges of the process 

window. The large variation observed at the highest flow rate in mild steel is likely due to 

instability caused by the increase in powder catchment, particularly without the typical 

practical increase in laser power to effectively melt this amount of powder fully. This factor 

in combination with the magnet potentially attracting powder to the partially molten pool, 

being dependent on the amount of powder dispersed in the atmosphere, explains this 

behaviour. Height/cross-sectional area data was also taken to understand the effect of 

magnetic assistance on the aspect ratio of the tracks. In mild steel, height/area ratio was 

notably lower with magnet assistance at 0° and 90° orientations. This effect was only seen at 

the intersection points at 90° orientation for the stainless steel. This gives some evidence that 

despite enhancing overall catchment, magnetic assistance also compresses the tracks 

somewhat, and therefore has the potential to manipulate track geometry as well as overall 

catchment. 

No significant change in the hardness of materials was noted within this experiment. Previous 

work on austenitic steel has shown that static magnetic fields as weak as 62.5 mT may have 

led to a slight increase in hardness due to an increase in compressive residual stress, however 

as in this work the difference was within the expected margin of error [165].  Other magnetic 
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and electric fields have been shown to change the hardness of depositions produced via 

LDED, so more extensive work is required to determine the effect of static magnetic fields on 

the microstructure and hardness of steels. Determination of the strength, direction and type of 

magnetic field required to begin to alter track hardness must be identified. 

4.5 Conclusions 

This work has demonstrated for the first time that beneath-workpiece magnet placement is a 

simple and effective method for manipulating ferromagnetic feedstock powders used in DED. 

The following conclusions can be made from this study. 

• Using magnetic assistance can increase powder catchment efficiency of ferromagnetic 

powder to a value of 56% on a horizontal plane, compared to a maximum of 26% 

without use of magnets. This shows that considerable efficiency improvements are 

possible using this novel method. 

• The increase in powder catchment is due to both the increased concentration of 

powder directly beneath the nozzle, as well as pre-loading of powder over the 

positions of high magnetic flux density. 

• Substrate material type plays a key role in the effectiveness of the magnet for powder 

catchment. Ferromagnetic mild steel yielded greater magnetic manipulation of powder 

and higher powder catchment. Whereas paramagnetic stainless steel, having much 

less magnetic permeability, only showed a significant effect on catchment at 

intersections of concentrated magnetic flux, suggesting that the magnetic pre-loading 

mechanism is dominant when the magnetic field is weak. 

• Magnetic assistance can mitigate the decrease in powder catchment when an inclined 

workpiece angle of 45° is used, from 20% to 39% at higher flow rates. 

• At lower traverse speeds, and higher powder flow rates, magnetic assistance has a 

greater effect on powder catchment. 

• There is evidence that magnetic assistance can increase the aspect ratio, compressing 

tracks. 

• The track skewness reduced with increasing inclination angle when a magnet was 

used. This may be explained by the reduced powder catchment at higher inclination 

angles and by the magnet aligning powder along the centre of the track. 
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• The level of dilution significantly decreased when using a magnet, particularly at 

lower powder flow rates. This is explained by the greater divergence of laser energy 

when the magnetic field is present. 

In work beyond this thesis more advanced placement of permanent magnets should also be 

considered to manufacture complex 3D parts and coatings.  Future work within this thesis 

investigates the use of more precise manipulation of magnetic fields to better control powder 

movement to achieve uniform increases in powder catchment while varying process 

parameters, also determining the extent to which magnetic preloading is the primary 

mechanism at work. 
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5 Investigation of Electromagnetic LDED 

5.1 Introduction 

As discussed in the literature review (Section 2.3.4) The ability to focus the powder stream is 

vital in reducing the feature size which may be produced [111], thereby expanding potential 

applications. Melt pools larger than the powder focus diameter, and high laser powers, are 

required to efficiently melt the material over the whole width of the powder focus diameter 

[6]. But, the high energy input required has also been shown to result in broader tracks [113]. 

Improving the convergence of powder streams is therefore critical to allowing narrower 

tracks to be produced, due to both the smaller powder stream as well as allowing smaller 

laser spot sizes and reduced powers to be used as a result.  

Bax et al. summarised a number of parametric studies on DED, contributing a statistical 

process map to convincingly suggest generic relationships between input parameters and their 

effects on tracks, [71] allowing track geometry to be optimised. As discussed previously 

(Section 2.3.7) catchment efficiency is one of the main drivers of cost in LDED. Although 

some powders may be reused, [97] this generally results in poor resource efficiency and 

inflates process cost [100]. It is known that catchment efficiency is strongly dependent on 

stand-off distance, laser power and laser spot size, [36] because high catchment efficiency 

occurs when the powder stream is focused within the melt pool [6]. Changes to both material 

and method of laser delivery have been used to improve both catchment efficiency and the 

process resolution. Rapid development in nozzle design [32] means improvements in this 

area are ongoing, leading to significant improvements in catchment efficiency, as shown by 

Takemura et al. [136]. Though even in state-of-the-art nozzles catchment efficiency is 

generally limited to around 60 - 70% [6]. Ideally a large laser spot [76] will be used with a 

narrow powder focus [77], to ensure the maximum quantity of powder is directed into the 

melt pool. Govekar et al. showed that delivering powder with an annular laser is an effective 

method to do this, and can increase powder catchment efficiency to around 80% [39]. A 

recent review from Singh et al. also promoted the use of vibrational feeding methods as an 

alternative to conventional blown powder methods, giving the user more flexibility to quickly 

change the feed rate [6].  Wang et al. also showed that this can be used to create narrower 

powder streams [19]. 

Track resolution and powder catchment however are fundamentally in opposition, as higher 

laser power and stand-off distance optimised for better catchment efficiency both tend to lead 
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to an increase in the width of the tracks produced. A choice is therefore often made between 

an efficient process and one which produces a high-resolution product. New methods which 

address either of these factors must be developed so that parameters may be better optimised 

for the other. 

Sometimes magnetic fields have been used in conjunction with LDED as discussed in Section 

2.7. Zhou et al. for example showed that by magnetically stirring the melt pool they could 

increase the hardness of a magnesium alloy by refining the grain structure [175].  This study 

uses a new approach, where the effect of a magnetic field on the macroscopic morphology 

and track geometry in ferromagnetic materials is assessed. 

In this chapter a new method of magnetic assistance is demonstrated, this represents a step 

change in the ability to control magnetic assistance. By using a solenoid coaxially aligned to 

the laser, magnetic fields may be created which eliminate the magnetic preloading effect 

which was suggested to be problematic in the previous chapter. The relationships between the 

strength supplied by this magnetic field and geometric properties may also be assessed for the 

first time, along with the effect of this new type of magnetic assistance on both geometry and 

hardness. 

5.2 Experimental 

Commercially available 12 V solenoids were used to provide the magnetic fields used here. 

Frustum cones were used to focus the magnetic field into a smaller area, so that the powder 

would be drawn towards the laser spot. The diameter of the base of the cone was equal to the 

core diameter of the solenoids. This frustum cone was placed underneath the substrate with 

the tip in contact with the underside of the substrate and the base on the solenoid core. Using 

this method, the diameter of the magnetic field through the substrate (when measured using 

magnetic viewing film and Vernier callipers) was reduced from 24 mm in diameter to 

approximately 4 mm. Further reduction in the diameter of the cone tip resulted in a drastic 

reduction in the strength of the magnetic field (using a 3 mm diameter tip resulted in the 

magnetic field strength dropping to approximately one third of that when 4 mm tip was used). 

This setup is shown schematically in Figure 5-1. Pulse width modulation (PWM) was used to 

control the magnetic field strength and an Arduino Mega (Arduino, Italy) was used to 

automate control of this magnetic field. This solenoid setup allows more advanced control 

over the magnetic field and restricts the size of the field, meaning magnetic placement can be 

varied precisely. The magnetic field strength was measured using a PCE-MFM 3000 Gauss 

metre (PCE instruments, UK) and was found to vary by only 0.5 mT within the effective 
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diameter. Only normal background magnetic field strength was detected outside the area 

measured using magnetic viewing film. Using the setup shown in Figure 5-1 magnetic 

assistance was used in single-layer depositions. 

 

Figure 5-1 Experimental setup and toolpaths. Shown in (a) for fundamental experiments, on 

the effects of electromagnetic field strength, laser power, powder feed rate and traverse speed 

with a coaxial solenoid. The magnetic flux around the solenoid is shown in (b). The different 

positions of the solenoid are shown for the solenoid position experiment (c). 

AISI 4340 (Sandvik Osprey) powder was used to examine the effects of the magnetic field on 

various parameters. This is a low alloy steel [143] and is used in the aviation and nuclear 
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industries. Powder size distributions were measured using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 and 

are available in Table 5-1, chemical composition is available in Table 3-2. Rolled mild steel 

(MS) substrates were used in all experiments in this chapter, these had a thickness of 0.8 mm 

as discussed in Section 3.3.5. Thin ferromagnetic substrates were used so that the magnetic 

field from the solenoid could be induced locally in the substrate and to avoid magnetic 

shielding. The real measured magnetic field strength at the substrate surface is given for each 

of these materials, in Table 5-1, when using the setup described above. Magnetic field 

strength was reduced in some experiments as the increased material present can cause tracks 

to peel from the substrate, similar to when high powder feed rates are used.   

Experimental parameters were chosen to characterise the effects of different process 

parameters and variables on MADED. Different parameter sets and variables were therefore 

used in this study, with parameters outlined in Table 5-1. As parameter interactions are not 

yet fully understood in MADED a one variable at a time (OVAT) approach was used to 

characterise geometry before moving on to investigate novel uses of magnetic assistance. 
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Table 5-1 Summary of experimental parameters used. Field strengths are those measured on 

the surface of substrates. 

# Investigated 

Variable 

Solenoid 

Placement 

Flow 

Rates 

(g/min) 

Laser 

Powers 

(W) 

Field 

Strengths 

(mT) 

Scan 

Speeds 

(mm/min) 

Powder 

Material 

Substrate 

Material 

1 Magnetic 

field strength 

 

Coaxially 

aligned to 

laser 

15.7 900 0-93.5 500 AISI 

4340 

0.8mm 

±
0.09

0
 

Mild Steel 

2 Laser power “ 16.6 600-

1000 

0 & 32.2 500 “ “ 

3 Powder feed 

rate 

“ 10.1-

20.6 

600 “ 500 “ “ 

4 Traverse 

speed 

“ 13.0* 600 “ 200-650 “ “ 

5 Solenoid 

position 

(magnetic 

preloading) 

Static 30 

mm, & 

50mm from 

track start. 

17.5 900 0 & 93.5 500 “ “ 

 

When investigating the effect of magnetic placement (exp 5) the solenoid was fixed to the 

moving bed, so that only one portion of the track would be affected by the magnetic field, as 

shown in Figure 5-1(c). This was done to examine the difference between using a coaxial 

magnetic field and a fixed magnetic field, where the powder is allowed to accumulate (or 

magnetically preload) on the magnetic field ahead of deposition. Build duration was expected 

to play a role in the quantity of powder which would be attracted to the solenoid position 

throughout the course of a build. Therefore, the magnet was placed 30 & 50 mm from the 

beginning of the track; in an additional condition, powder was deposited with the laser 

inactive over the track start point and with the bed stationary (x = 0) for 30 s before 

beginning track consolidation. This was done to simulate a longer build. In the delayed 

condition the solenoid was also placed 50 mm from the track start to maximise the preloading 

time. 

5.3 Results 

The experiments in this section were used to determine the fundamental behaviour of the 

process of magnetic assistance. Therefore, the effects of magnetic field strength, laser power, 
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traverse speed and powder feed rate on track geometry and powder catchment efficiency 

were examined. 

5.3.1 Magnetic field strength 

The magnetic field strength experiment was designed to determine whether a coaxially 

aligned magnetic field (rather than one which covers the whole or a specific part of the track) 

could be used to change track geometry and improve powder catchment efficiency and 

investigate how the strength of such a field affects catchment efficiency and track geometry. 

The 12 V input was reduced, by 5% increments of pulse width, to determine whether a 

weaker field resulted in more significant changes. 

The improvement in catchment efficiency with increased magnetic field strength is shown in 

Figure 5-2(a), with catchment efficiency improving with greater magnetic field strengths. In 

the region between 0 mT and 10.1 mT the substrate shielded the magnetic field from the 

solenoid so that the flux was dispersed through the substrate, the laser could not be accurately 

aligned with the magnetic field using magnetic viewing film, hence no experiments were 

conducted in this range. A substantial increase in track width occurred when magnetic 

assistance is used even at the lowest strength of 19.9 mT as shown in Figure 5-2(b), this is 

then followed by a linear region of increase from 19.9 mT to 93.5 mT. Over the range tested 

there is a proportional increase in track cross sectional area as magnetic field strength 

increases as demonstrated in Figure 5-2(c) in contrast to the jump in track width when the 

magnet is switched on. This increase in cross sectional area is accompanied by a reduction in 

the cross-sectional area of the dilution zone (Figure 5-2(d)). Some representative examples of 

the dilution zones are shown to permit comparison, though as the error bars suggest this large 

change did not always occur. It is unclear whether the magnetic field causes a change to the 

deviation in results, with error bars indicating that this may be the case. The standard 

deviation in a few field strengths for dilution results is much greater than in other cases, as 

single slices must be used to measure this, whilst longer FVM sections were used for the 

above substrate morphology. 
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Figure 5-2 Effect of magnetic field strength on track properties, demonstrating that increased 

magnetic field strength leads to improved catchment efficiency, whilst dilution is reduced. (a) 

Catchment efficiency (b) track width (c) cross sectional area (d) dilution is reduced. (a) 

Catchment efficiency (b) track width (c) cross sectional area (d) dilution area. Error bars 

indicate standard deviation. 

 

Overall, an increase in magnetic field strength causes a proportional increase in the catchment 

efficiency and the cross-sectional area of tracks, whilst a proportional decrease occurs in the 

case of dilution area. A significant increase in the width of tracks occurs when the magnetic 

field is used even at low field strength, this is followed by a proportional increase in track 

width with field strength. The cross-sectional area above the substrate, Figure 5-2(c), 

validates the improvement in catchment efficiency, as this was measured in the stable region 

of the track, meaning start and stop powder build up was not included. 

5.3.2 Role of laser power with magnetic assistance 

In this experiment, laser power was varied to determine whether the changes caused by 

magnetic assistance depended on the laser power present, also investigating if the changes to 

dimensions could be replicated across a range of laser powers. 
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An increase in laser power is shown to increase track cross sectional area (Figure 5-3), track 

height, width, and dilution. The larger cross-sectional area shown in Figure 5-3(a) is in 

agreement with literature, where laser power is correlated with increased track width [71]. In 

Figure 5-3(b) a consistent and significant reduction in the size of the dilution zone is shown 

when magnetic assistance is applied at 800 and 900 W. Significant deviation at 1000 W 

means effective comparison here is less meaningful. Notably deviation in the dilution zone 

area is reduced with magnetic assistance. 

Figure 5-3 (c) shows that the height of tracks is slightly reduced when magnetic assistance is 

applied, despite changes to the laser power. The deviation in height is similar to the 

difference in height between the magnetically assisted and control conditions, suggesting that 

this correlation is not strong. The effect of magnetic assistance on height appears to be 

greatest at low laser powers. 

In Figure 5-3(d) it is shown that there is a consistent increase in the width of tracks when 

magnetic assistance is applied at all powers tested. This increase in width appears to be 

consistent even as power increases, which also increases the width of tracks. An increase in 

catchment efficiency was also demonstrated at all powers when applying magnetic assistance, 

from 56% to 60% at 1000 W. 
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Figure 5-3 Effect of laser power and magnetic assistance on (a) cross sectional track area (b) 

track width (c) height and (d) area of dilution zone. Cross-sectional area increases due to 

magnetic assistance whilst height and the area of the dilution zone decrease. Error bars 

indicate standard deviation. 

Magnetic assistance increases the powder catchment efficiency and track width even when 

power is varied by up to 400 W. In this case magnetic assistance of 32.2 mT reduced the 

dilution zone size and height of tracks compared to the control. 

5.3.3 Powder flow rate and traverse speed in the presence of a magnetic field 

Here powder flow rate was varied to determine whether magnetic assistance has a similar 

effect to increasing the powder flow rate, or whether the effect is independent of the change 

in the available powder. Scan speed is generally not considered to dominate track 

morphology [71]. By varying this parameter, the authors sought to determine whether this is 

still the case with magnetic assistance. 

Magnetic assistance is shown to increase cross-sectional area and track width, despite 

variation in either flow rate or traverse speed. In Figure 5-4(a) the increase in cross-sectional 

area is shown to be reduced at lower powder flow rates, rising towards a maximum area 

increase at higher flow rates around 19 g/min. For track width, Figure 5-4(b), there is an 
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immediate jump at 13.7 g/min which appears to peak in the case of magnetic assistance, 

whereas a more consistent increase in width is shown when no magnetic assistance is present. 

 

 

Figure 5-4 Effect of powder flow rate and scan speed on (a), (c), cross-sectional area and (b), 

(d) track width. The effects of magnetic assistance are consistent with regard to scan speed, 

but vary with flow rate. Asterisk (*) indicates powder flow rate calculated from mass of 

control tracks. Error bars indicate standard deviations. 

In Figure 5-4(c) and (d) the effects of traverse speed are shown to be inconsequential, with a 

consistent change in the size of tracks being observed when traverse speed is varied. 

Catchment efficiency follows the trends of cross-sectional area in both the cases shown in 

Figure 5-4. Cross-sectional area is a more accurate, though indirect measure of catchment 

efficiency. As catchment efficiency is determined by mass, inconsistencies in the deposition 

at the beginning and end of tracks show in the deviation of catchment efficiency, whereas 

cross-sectional area taken across a long section is independent of start and end fluctuations. 

Hence, catchment efficiency is omitted from Figure 5-4. Magnetic assistance caused an 

increase in catchment efficiency from 36% to 41% at 20.6 g/min in powder flow rate 

experiments and from 37% to 41% at 650 mm/min in traverse speed experiments. 
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5.3.4 Solenoid position 

By using the same magnetic field in both a coaxially aligned and static (magnetic preloading) 

case the mechanism of magnetic assistance can be explained more comprehensively than has 

been done previously. The experiments here are designed to determine whether this is the 

case. Allowing the deposited powder to magnetically preload in certain positions over the 

smaller fixed solenoid may also be an effective measure to change track dimensions in 

specific locations, with magnetic preloading experiments helping to determine whether this is 

possible. 

The results here are based on the solenoid positioning experiment shown schematically in 

Figure 5-1(c). In this experiment the cross-sections were measured where the position over 

which the static solenoid was placed. Figure 5-5(a) shows that magnetic preloading caused a 

greater increase in track cross-sectional area than when the magnet was aligned to the laser 

and preloading was eliminated. FVM profile measurements show that the cross-sectional area 

of tracks increased by 83% when comparing tracks magnetically preloaded in the centre of 

the track to the equivalent with no magnetic field. When the magnetic field was coaxially 

aligned the cross-sectional area increased by 23% compared to the control condition. 

 

Figure 5-5 Effect of magnetic preloading on track geometry, (a) cross-sectional area, (b) 

track height at the preloading positions. A significant increase in track cross-sectional area 

and height occurs when using magnetic assistance in the preloading condition compared to 

where the solenoid is coaxially aligned to the laser. 

Figure 5-5 (b) shows that the height of tracks is also increased due to magnetic preloading, 

with a mean track height increase of 31% when preloading in the centre of the track, with 

only a 1% increase when the solenoid was coaxially aligned with the laser. The width of 

tracks also increased, by 52% in the case of central preloading compared to 49% when 
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coaxially aligned. There is some variation in both the cross-sectional area and height of tracks 

when the magnetic field is off and on depending on the position. Although height appears to 

increase with distance from the track start, this effect is not significant given the deviation in 

results. 

5.3.5 Hardness 

The hardness of tracks produced in the magnetic field strength experiment was assessed using 

a Vickers microhardness testing machine as described in Section 3.2.2. A total of 72 

measurements were used to quantify how magnetic field strength affects the hardness of track 

manufactured using this method. Two samples were used in each condition to quantify the 

hardness of the tracks and measurements were taken in similar locations in both samples. The 

data gathered from these samples is shown in Figure 5-6. 

 

Figure 5-6 Hardness of cross-sections produced at different magnetic field strengths with the 

magnetic field coaxially aligned. 

The significant deviation in the results means no firm conclusions can be drawn on whether , 

an increase in magnetic field strength leads to an increase in the microhardness of the track 

cross-sections. An overall increase in magnetic field strength may have a slight effect on the 
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hardness of tracks, but more work is required to confirm this. There may be slight increase in 

hardness when applying a stronger magnetic field compared to not using one at all. 

5.4 Discussion 

Critically, this work has shown that magnetic assistance can increase powder catchment 

efficiency by up to 25.0% with a magnetic field coaxially aligned to the laser, and up to 

74.2% using only a small magnetic field of 109.1 mT produced by a 12 V solenoid. The mean 

cross-sectional area was also increased by up to 83% via magnetic preloading. As powder 

catchment efficiency has been shown to be proportional to the magnetic field strength, this 

suggests that there is a strong case for further development of magnetic assistance in DED 

systems. Figure 5-7 shows the effect of the magnetic field on the powder stream without the 

laser. Turbulent and rebounding particles are constrained onto the substrate even without a 

melt pool. This is demonstrated in Figure 5-7(e) by the high baseline of brightness close to 

the substrate which is not present when the magnetic field is active. The angle of illumination 

explains why the brightness is consistently greater on the left-hand side. Figure 5-7(c)-(e) 

show that the powder concentration trends towards a gaussian shape at the powder focal 

distance close to the melt substrate. In the area measured (0 – 7 mm from the nozzle tip) the 

only difference observed in concentration was due to the powder rebounding, although 

measurement could not be taken very close to the substrate (<3 mm away) due to the noise 

created from rebounding powder and that which is attracted to the substrate. Reduced 

rebounding and deflection are therefore likely at least part of the causes of increase powder 

catchment efficiency. However, whether the powder stream is also reduced in diameter was 

not measured here. 
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Figure 5-7 Images of the powder stream exiting the nozzle without an incident laser; (a) 

shows with no magnetic assistance, (b) shows with 93.5 mT magnetic assistance after the 

magnet had been switched on for 0.12 s. The brightness of these images was measured across 

the nozzle width to generate (c)-(e). The 3d plot of pixel brightness (c) demonstrates that the 

powder converges from a bimodal to a gaussian distribution, whilst (d) shows a slice of the 

distributions at the orifice as the powder exits the nozzle and (e) shows the distributions 5mm 

after exiting the nozzle. 

The catchment efficiency increases as more powder is consolidated at the edges of the tracks, 

also making the track wider in MADED. This is clear because the height of tracks remained 

more stable, and a slight reduction, of 50 μm or 5% of the total height, could sometimes be 

observed (Figure 5-3(c)). In contrast, increasing powder feed rate is normally associated with 

an increase in track height. An increase in track height was sometimes observed. When 

magnetic preloading is allowed this becomes significant as shown in Figure 5-5(b). A specific 

combination of parameters (such as high powder feed rate and low power) may cause the 

relationship with height to change in the case of a coaxial magnet, this is likely related to the 
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powder feed rate, as height is more greatly affected by powder feed rate when deposition 

rates are high, though further work is required to determine this.  

Increased powder feed rate is normally associated most strongly with an increase in track 

height. Because increasing magnetic assistance is more closely linked to an increase in width, 

sometimes with a slight reduction in height, the mechanism of magnetic assistance on track 

geometry is different to simply increasing powder feed rate. This is demonstrated in Figure 

5-2 & Figure 5-4, as track width increases much more significantly than catchment efficiency 

or area.  

Magnetic field strength is inversely proportional to the square of distance, so the magnetic 

field strength is greatest at the substrate surface, closer to the source. The highest change in 

magnetic field strength will also occur at the substrate surface, as the substrate is magnetised. 

Ferromagnetic particles will experience the greatest force due to the magnetic field where this 

gradient is greatest [158]. This means the particles are preferentially attracted across the 

width of the magnetised part of the substrate rather than increasing the concentration directly 

in the centre of the magnet. This could explain an increase in the width of the track rather 

than the height. With the particles further from the centre of the field (but still close enough 

to experience it) experiencing the greatest displacement towards the centre. Although the 

gradient of magnetic field strength will also be greatest at the edge of the field, the field is 

much wider than the melt pool (at 4 mm diameter compared to track width ~2 mm), so no 

powder is melted here. Powder which is not immediately melted will also be retained due to 

the field, meaning there is more time for powder which does not melt immediately on impact 

to be consolidated by conduction, this could also be the cause of the increase in width. More 

investigation, such as melt pool and powder imaging is required to fully understand why 

width increases more than other dimensions. 

An increase in the peak height, which appeared in the switching experiment, could be 

expected if either more powder is attracted evenly to the whole of the melt pool, or more 

powder is attracted to the centre. Direct imaging of the powder flow is required to determine 

why width is increased preferentially. If powder is attracted to the centre, fields narrower than 

the melt pool could be used to reduce the width of tracks and thereby manufacture finer 

features, providing surface tension can be overcome.  

Figure 5-4 suggests that the effects of magnetic assistance on the increase in size of tracks is 

largely independent of both scan speed and powder feed rate. This is not true of the track 
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width, at a feed rate threshold around 13.7 g/min the track width increases substantially and 

then largely levels off, this is likely due to the limited energy available to the powder, as 

power has been closely linked to melt pool diameter and track width. This supports the theory 

that the powder distribution on the substrate is increased across the powder stream. It is likely 

that an equivalent increase in laser power would allow the track to expand further, as 

suggested by the positive linear correlation between width and power, in Figure 5-3(d).  

The area of the dilution zone also appears to be reduced with magnetic assistance. Increasing 

powder feed rate has been shown to attenuate laser energy both at the melt pool and on the 

track surface, [176] and hence the increase in powder due to magnetic assistance would be 

expected to reduce the energy available to melt the substrate, as has been previously 

suggested. Magnetic assistance therefore has an equivalent effect to increasing powder feed 

rate on dilution. In Figure 5-3 additional power was shown to increase the dilution, and so to 

retain consistent dilution power should be increased when using magnetic assistance. Or 

instead, magnetic assistance could be used to reduce dilution intentionally. 

This work has shown that improvements to catchment efficiency are not limited to the 

preloading condition. As shown schematically in Figure 5-8 below, this could not be 

determined by previous work. This finding is important to the practical implementation of 

magnetic assistance, as the potential time dependence of preloading means that magnetic 

assistance would result in unstable deposition if this were the only mechanism present. In 

Figure 5-5 preloading is shown to lead to a much greater increase in catchment efficiency and 

deposition height than coaxially aligned magnetic assistance, but a significant increase is still 

present using a coaxially aligned magnetic field.  

Preloading may not be completely eliminated in this setup, as the magnetic field radius (2 

mm) could not be made as small as the laser spot (0.7 mm). However, the magnetic field only 

extends 1.3 mm ahead of the edge of the laser spot (with the melt pool being even bigger than 

this), so there is only 0.15 s before the laser reaches the edge of the magnetic field. Hence the 

mechanism must be negligible compared to the 37.2 s delay time in the fixed position 

solenoid, delayed laser condition. 

Whether the amount of magnetic preloading is dependent on the previous deposition time 

remains unclear, as the increase in area with time is small and close to the deviation. If a 

relationship is present, it is likely to be weak. 
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Figure 5-8 Mechanisms of powder capture via magnetic assistance, (a) where preloading is 

eliminated via a coaxial aligned solenoid. (b) Where preloading is encouraged using a 

solenoid in a fixed position relative to the substrate. Both have been shown to increase the 

dimensions of tracks. 

The slight change in hardness and particularly the increase in hardness variation when 

applying increasing magnetic field strengths suggests that the magnetic field strength has an 

effect on the cooling of depositions. In steel cooled from molten under these conditions an 

increase in hardness is most commonly associated with an increase in the cooling rate. Lu et 

al. conducted a similar experiment using paramagnetic steel to determine the effects on 

cooling rate and hardness [165] and suggested that use of a static magnetic field increased the 

cooling time of the melt pool by restricting the size of the plasma plume, they suggest that 

this can cause the cooling rate to decrease and encourage larger grains to form  by prolonging 

the time of solid-state transformation. The magnetic field decelerating fluid flow in the melt 

pool via Lorenz forces is also suggested as a reason for a reduced cooling rate as less fluid 

motion means convection would be reduced. A decrease in the cooling time would be 

expected to reduce the hardness as it is likely to increase grain size and reduce martensite 

formation. They suggest that this is because there is an increase in compressive residual and a 

reduction in tensile residual stress in the samples where static magnetic fields were applied, 

because the longer cooling time allows tensile stress through the track to dissipate. Validation 

of the Lu et al.’s findings on hardness means more work is required to confirm that the 

mechanism they have suggested is correct. The similarity of the peaks in XRD analysis 

suggested that there is little difference in phase between the samples produced with and 

without magnetic assistance, implying that any small change in hardness is not due to a 

difference in phase. Overall, the hardness results in this work are inconclusive and more work 

is required to confirm any changes in this property. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

Magnetically assisted directed energy deposition has proved to be an effective method for 

modifying and deliberately varying track geometry by altering powder behaviour beyond the 

nozzle tip, at the melt pool. The relationships between magnetic field strength, scanning 

speed, laser power, powder feed rate and track geometry have been explained. A solenoid 

coaxially aligned with the laser has been used to demonstrate magnetic assistance, 

manipulating track dimensions in a ferromagnetic steel. The key conclusions can be 

summarised as the following. 

• Coaxially aligned magnetic assistance may be used to increase powder catchment 

efficiency by up to 25%. 

• There is a positive linear relationship between the magnetic field strength at the 

substrate surface and both the catchment efficiency and track width.  

• Using a solenoid fixed to a specific location along the toolpath can be used to increase 

the cross-sectional area of tracks by up to 83% in specific positions. 

• An increase in hardness of 20 – 40 Hv occurs when a 93.5 mT magnetic fields are 

applied compared to without one. 

Further work beyond this thesis should determine whether more advanced electromagnets can 

be used with similar effects, without constraining the deposition to a single layer as is done 

by placing the magnet below the substrate. Building on the experiments in this chapter, the 

following work will investigate the effect of using alternate materials, to expand the process 

beyond only steel. Furthermore, more advanced uses of magnetic assistance will be studied, 

including whether overlapping tracks may be created, whilst retaining the improvements to 

catchment efficiency. The use of a dynamic magnetic field will also be investigated, towards 

the development of magnetic assistance as an adaptive control technique. 
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6 Expanding the Applications of Magnetic Assistance 

6.1 Introduction 

Adaptive control techniques have sought to improve track geometry and consistency by 

monitoring parameters and products and altering inputs to modify this in real time. On-line 

monitoring can be used to actively feed models based on the dimensions, grain structure and 

distortion of components, allowing parameters to be altered in real time to improve these 

properties. Because of the high level of responsiveness required, laser power and scanning 

speed are normally the parameters which are controlled in this manner rather than controlling 

powder feed rate, [10] though powder feed rate has been shown to significantly affect track 

height and consistency, [71] meaning this is an area of growing interest. Arrizubieta et al. 

tested a system using a fast response solenoid valve to stabilise the powder feed rate, showing 

that this method could be used to make track height more consistent when used in straight 

line tests and when changing direction, [57] crucially allowing flow rate to be controlled 

closer to the nozzle tip. As identified in Section 5.5 magnetic assistance is a potential method 

to do this, the concept will be investigated here. 

In Section 2.2.5 adaptive control techniques are discussed for LDED, and a lack of control 

over the powder feeding was identified. Controlling powder catchment directly at the melt 

pools is a potential approach for enhancing efficiency. This would be beneficial in reducing 

inconsistencies in flow which can occur between the nozzle tip and the melt pool, particularly 

due to the effects of the laser on the path of powder flow in-flight and irregular vibration 

caused by the CNC movement. Laser-powder interaction has been observed, in high-speed x-

ray imaging, to both increase and reduce powder catchment depending on the mechanisms at 

play; either increasing powder velocity towards the melt pool via partial vaporisation, or 

shadowing the laser and reducing consolidation at the melt pool [26]. Having direct control 

over the geometry of the mass addition would also allow new deposition strategies to be used, 

where track geometry and powder catchment are more closely controlled so that they may be 

changed based on the specific features of components, granting the ability to vary track 

dimensions and shape without altering the powder feed rate. No work has so far attempted to 

adaptively control the powder catchment at the melt pool itself. The previous chapter showed 

that increasing the magnetic field strength of a solenoid allows more powder to be captured 

and increases the size of tracks whilst reducing dilution. In combination with this knowledge 

switching the solenoid dynamically has potential for dynamic control over track geometry. 
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As discussed in Section 2.5.2, many works have also investigated the manufacture of nickel 

alloys in LDED. The field has therefore become quite well developed and has been 

investigated through every manufacturing stage. Bax et al. created process maps for Inconel 

718 with predictive capabilities [71]. Gradl & Protz demonstrated that the materials were 

useful to make state-of-the-art components, showing that LDED rocket nozzles allowed 

integration of features and improved upon existing manufacturing techniques [11]. This 

demonstrates the industrial need for the process in these materials. As has been previously 

demonstrated here, magnetic assistance improves powder catchment efficiency, reducing 

waste and therefore saving costs. If this can be achieved in nickel alloys this would open the 

process up more widely. Therefore, in this chapter nickel is used as a powder feedstock to 

provide the foundation for later experiments using nickel alloys. 

In this chapter several other techniques are tested which build upon the results demonstrated 

in the setup in the previous chapter. To evaluate the use of magnetic assistance as an adaptive 

control technique, the magnetic field was switched from full strength (93.5 mT) to 0 mT 

midway along the track. This has potential to be used to change the track geometry 

dynamically throughout a build, using a toolpath algorithm with varying magnetic field 

strength. Furthermore, to assess whether magnetic assistance could be used in more complex 

manufacturing scenarios, meandering toolpaths were used. This also allows examination of 

whether meandering toolpaths can still be used to improve powder catchment (as has been 

previously shown by Soshi et al. [140]) when magnetic assistance is also employed. Thick 

wall experiments, using overlapping tracks was also investigated, as this may be expected to 

affect the magnetic flux density and therefore track geometry. It is vital that magnetic 

assistance be applicable to thicker depositions as single thickness walls are rarely 

manufactured via LDED. To expand the applications of the process, experiments were also 

conducted using ferromagnetic elemental nickel powder to determine whether the process 

may be used in non-ferrous ferromagnetic materials.  

6.2 Experimental 

The experiments in this chapter develop upon the ideas examined on the apparatus used in 

Chapter 5. The same configuration was used here, with the solenoid being coaxial to the laser 

underneath the substrate as shown in Figure 6-1. In this chapter more complex toolpaths and 

different materials are used. The compositions of the different feedstock and substrate 

materials are shown in Table 6-1.  
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Table 6-1 Composition of materials used in Chapter 6 (wt. %). 

 

Some magnetic and thermal properties are shown in Table 6-2 to aid the reader with 

comparison throughout this chapter. It should be noted that permeability depends on the 

applied magnetic field strength, therefore the values shown in the table may not precisely 

predict that magnetic field strengths measured. 

Material Ni Cr Mn C Mo Si P S Co Cu Fe 

4340 

powder 

2.0 0.92 0.79 0.38 0.29 0.23 - - - - Bal 

Ni powder 99.9 - - <0.01 - - - 0.03 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 

Ni 

substrate 

>99.0 - - - - - - - - - - 

MS 

substrates 

0.20 0.15 0.50 0.10 0.06 0.10 <0.040 0.05 - - Bal 
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Figure 6-1 Setup of experiments used in this chapter. (a) shows the physical setup, (b) shows 

the magnetic field, whilst (c) - (f) show the toolpaths, magnetic and feedstock parameters 

used. 

During the magnetic switching experiment the magnet was initially switched on, before being 

automatically switched off after 3.5 s, at the centre of the track length (Figure 6-1(c)). In the 

thick wall experiment (Figure 6-1(d)), 3 tracks were deposited successively, with each track 

beginning at the same end of the substrate. A stepover distance of 1.2 mm was used between 

the centre of each track in both magnetically assisted and the control condition. For the tracks 

where meandering toolpaths were demonstrated (Figure 6-1(e)), 4 sections of 4 arcs were 
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separated by 3 mm of straight path. The radius of each bend was 0.75 mm.  This meandering 

path was then followed by a 24 mm straight path. The parameters used in each experiment 

are elucidated in Table 6-3. Commercially pure nickel powder (Alfa Aesar) was used to 

examine whether non-ferrous ferromagnetic materials behaved similarly, with a view to using 

more advanced alloys in future. 

Table 6-2 Magnetic and material properties of materials used in this study [148,177]. The 

magnetic field strength, measured at the substrate surface, is shown for comparison. 

Material Curie 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Melting 

point (×10³ 

°C) 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(W/m.°C) 

Relative 

permeability 

- μr (unitless) 

Magnetic field 

strength through 

substrate (mT) 

4340 

Powder 

770  1.43 – 1.51 35 – 50  600 – 1100  - 

Nickel 

Powder 

360 1.44 – 1.45 73 – 91 600 - 

0.5mm 

Nickel 

Substrate 

360 1.44 – 1.45  73 – 91  600 79.6 

0.8mm MS 

Substrate 

770 1.49 – 1.53  50 – 54  2420 – 3800 101.1 

0.6mm MS 

Substrate 

770 1.49 – 1.53  50 – 54  2420 – 3800  109.1 

 

In the nickel powder experiment (exp 4), the substrates were sanded with P120 grit abrasive 

to reduce the reflectivity of the nickel substrates, as grit blasting caused the substrates to 

warp. MS substrates were also prepared in this way in this experiment. 
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Table 6-3 LDED parameters used in each experiment conducted in this chapter (Chapter 6). 

# Investigated 

Variable 

Solenoid 

Placement 

Flow 

Rates 

(g/min) 

Laser 

Powers 

(W) 

Field 

Strengths 

(mT) 

Scan 

Speeds 

(mm/min) 

Powder 

Material 

Substrate 

Material 

1 Solenoid 

switching 

Coaxially 

aligned to 

laser 

19.4 600 0 & 32.2 500 AISI 4340 0.8mm 

±
0.09

0
 

Mild Steel 

2 Thick wall  “ 16.2 600 “ 500 “ “ 

3 Meander 

toolpath 

“ 19.4 900 0 & 93.5 500 “ “ 

4 Nickel 

powder 

“ 15.75 500 0, 79.6 

(nickel) & 

109.1 

(MS) 

500 Commercially 

pure nickel 

0.5 mm 

±
0.07

0
  

nickel 

& 

0.6 mm 

±
0.07

0
 MS 

 

 

6.3 Results 

To demonstrate the applicability of the technology, some potential novel applications of 

using a programmable solenoid in MADED were explored. By changing the solenoid 

position, it was determined that the using a preloading solenoid (where the solenoid is fixed 

to a position on the substrate) could be used to increase powder capture in those positions. 

Solenoid switching demonstrated that magnetic assistance could be used as an adaptive 

control technique to dynamically change the powder capture in-process. The use of 

meandering toolpaths and thick walls also demonstrated that magnetic assistance was 

effective not only in single line tracks, but also where toolpaths were more complex. The use 

of nickel powder also expands the potential magnetic assistance to much wider applications, 

including to the manufacture of nickel superalloys. 

6.3.1 Solenoid switching 

In the solenoid switching experiment, the magnetic field was reduced to zero approximately 

halfway along the track (3.5 s after deposition began). This was done to determine whether 
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magnetic assistance could be used as an adaptive control technique, potentially with the 

ability to control the volume of powder entering the melt pool independently of the powder 

feed rate or at specific locations along the toolpath. Switching the solenoid off resulted in 

tracks becoming narrower, shorter and with a smaller cross-sectional area as shown in Figure 

6-2. 

 

Figure 6-2 Effect of dynamic magnetic switching on track morphology. The magnetic field 

was reduced to zero halfway along the track; starting with 32.2 mT of magnetic assistance 

(left), before being switched to 0 mT (right). The mean (averaged in the y direction) cross-

section of the box indicated in (a) is shown in (b), this shows how the peak height changed in 

one example across the transition. All dimensions are taken from the mean profiles in FVM 

measurements. Experiment conducted at 600 W, 500 mm/min, 19.4 g/min. 

When compared to a control track without any magnetic assistance the sections of track with 

the magnet switched off have similar dimensions. The mean cross-sectional area with the 

magnet off was found to be within 2.4% of an equivalent track and the mean of the area (1.70 

mm²) fell within the margin of error for the mean area of the non-switched track (1.66 mm² ± 

0.051). The mean width and height of the sections increased by 5.8% and 2.8% respectively. 

Although this is outside the standard deviation for width and height of the equivalent track, 

this level of variation in height is common among tracks produced in similar conditions, 

despite the width still being larger than the expected range. The cross-sectional area and 

height of the track are therefore close to the nominal of around 1.96 mm after the magnetic 

field is switched off. Whilst operating at 500 mm/min this suggests that the effects of the 
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magnetic field took 0.24 s to entirely recede. Distortion of the substrates may also explain the 

difference between dimensions in the “off” section of the switched tracks and the control 

tracks without magnetic assistance. As the substrates deformed by a few millimetres close to 

the ends of the tracks, possibly causing a change to the laser focus and hence the geometry 

there. This area was only measured in switched tracks, so may explain the discrepancy 

between the dimensions in the control track and the off section in the switched track.  

The region where the magnetic field was present was larger than the equivalent control track. 

This control track (with coaxial magnetic assistance along the whole length) had an area of 

1.77 mm², width of 2.36 mm and height of 1.09 mm. The dimensions of the magnetically 

assisted region of the switched track are outside the expected deviation of the equivalent 

magnetically assisted tracks. 

6.3.2 Thick walls & meandering toolpaths 

The experiments in this section were conducted in order to determine whether magnetic 

assistance is suitable for applications beyond straight, single line tracks. Case studies were 

used to examine whether complex toolpaths and overlapping tracks inhibit the efficacy of 

magnetic assistance. 

  

Figure 6-3 Dimensional changes in bulk depositions due to magnetic assistance. (a) shows an 

FVM render of the sample with magnetic assistance, in (b) the effect on dimensions are 

shown. Both samples were produced with 1.20 mm stepover. 
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The mass and dimensions of tracks produced in experiment 2 are shown schematically in 

Figure 6-3. The powder catchment efficiency measured was 25.1% without magnetic 

assistance, increasing to 28.5% with magnetic assistance applied. The mean catchment 

efficiency for equivalent single-track depositions were 40.0% and 45.9% without and with 

32.2 mT of magnetic assistance respectively. The equivalent single tracks without magnetic 

assistance had a width of 2.01 mm and a height of 1.00 mm whilst with magnetic assistance 

width was increased to 2.41 mm and height was reduced to 0.92 mm. 

These results suggest that magnetic assistance increases the dimensions and catchment 

efficiency for thin walls more than in thick walls, though using the same stepover distance is 

uncommon when producing tracks of different widths. 

 

Figure 6-4 Meandering toolpaths with magnetic assistance. FVM height colour map (a) 

without magnetic assistance and (b) with 93.5 mT magnetic assistance, (c) shows the 

difference in catchment efficiency. The meandering toolpath is overlaid on (a) and (b). 

The use of 93.5 mT magnetic assistance with the toolpath shown in Figure 6-1(c) increased 

catchment efficiency from 51.7% to 61.9%, compared to when using a linear toolpath with 

equivalent parameters where catchment efficiency increased from 42.4% to 61.3%. Once 

again, the efficiency improvement was reduced in this practical application as compared to 

the purely experimental one, though in this case the magnetically assisted catchment 

efficiencies are similar. 

6.3.3 Nickel powder 

This work ultimately aims to prove magnetically assisted DED as a generically applicable 

adaptation to enhance deposition of magnetic materials. To reach this goal it is important to 

understand the behaviour of different ferromagnetic feedstock materials, and different 

substrate types. Here the deposition of nickel powder onto both nickel and mild steel 
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substrates was conducted. While magnetic assistance was applied, the track in Figure 6-5(a) 

underwent fluctuations in track height from 0.99 mm to 2.08 mm, whilst width varied from 

2.41 mm to only 2.51 mm. In comparison, the mean dimensions of a tracks produced without 

magnetic assistance, but otherwise equivalent conditions, were consistently close to 0.92 mm 

high and 1.66 mm wide. This variation was only apparent in some tracks using nickel powder 

on both nickel and mild steel substrates. It should be noted that the width along the whole 

length of the inconsistent track is significantly greater than the equivalent without magnetic 

assistance, though the height deviated from a similar number to approximately double. 

 

 

Figure 6-5 The role of magnetic assistance when using pure nickel powder on different 

substrate materials. (a) shows an image of a nickel track with an inconsistent surface, 

produced on a mild steel substrate, (b) catchment efficiency with magnetic assistance using 

different substrates. The magnetic field was measured as 79.6 mT whilst through the MS 

substrate this was measured as 109.1 mT. 500 W laser power was used for the nickel powder 

and 900 W for the 4340 powder. 

Figure 6-5(b) demonstrates that magnetic assistance is effective in increasing catchment 

efficiency of pure nickel on both nickel and mild steel substrates. On the nickel substrate the 

catchment efficiency increased from 22.2% to 32.8%, whilst with nickel powder on mild steel 

the catchment efficiency improved from 27.0% to 46.4%. Macroscale pores were seen in the 

sections of all nickel tracks (examples shown in Figure 6-5(b)), though the pores were found 

to be larger in tracks where the magnetic field was used. For the tracks produced from nickel 

powder and on nickel substrates, pores occupied a mean area of 19.9% of the cross-sectional 

area without magnetic assistance and of 32.8% of the area of the tall sections on magnetically 

assisted tracks. Porosity was reduced on the shorter sections in magnetically assisted nickel 

tracks. In general, porosity is an expected phenomenon when laser welding pure nickel, [126] 
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even in inert atmospheres [178]. Alloying with chromium, titanium or aluminium reduces 

porosity [126] but this would reduce the magnetic permeability of the material significantly. 

It is important to note that catchment efficiency is calculated via mass, therefore the effects of 

porosity are inconsequential to the graph displayed above. Overall, the catchment efficiencies 

using nickel powder were significantly reduced compared to those using 4340 powder on a 

0.6 mm mild steel substrate (49.2% catchment efficiency rising to 74.2% with magnetic 

assistance).  

6.4 Discussion 

The experiments in this chapter are aimed at moving magnetic assistance to a higher 

technology readiness level, whilst also demonstrating the breadth and capability of the 

technique. The switching of magnetic fields has the potential for implementation in practical 

and novel settings, given the increase in the catchment efficiency and track width, 

accompanied by the reduction in size of dilution zones. In this simple setup, and under the 

conditions used here, the magnetic field was shown to cease its effects ~1.96 mm (or 0.24 s) 

after being switched off. This delay in changes to dimensions was expected given the large 

radius of the magnetic field compared to the laser spot (shown in Figure 6-2). Given that 

powder is attracted across the width of the magnetic field, more powder will be concentrated 

on the substrate as the axis of deposition approaches, meaning even after the magnetic field is 

switched off there will be marginally more powder concentrated on the substrate ahead of the 

laser. Use of a smaller diameter field could therefore reduce the size of the transition zone 

significantly. Magnetic hysteresis may also cause this; although the current has ceased to 

flow, the core and magnetic focusing cone are both imperfect magnetically soft materials, 

remaining magnetised for a short time after the solenoid is not. Therefore, there may be some 

residual magnetism still present in the substrate even after the coil is de-energised. The effect 

of this is shown in Figure 6-6. This could be solved by using a more sophisticated setup, 

using magnetically soft materials for the focusing cone or more advanced magnetic control, 

including the use of air-core solenoids. These results indicate that unless the effect can be 

negated more quickly, manipulating the magnetic field over a discrete range (as in the 

magnetic field strength experiment) and using magnetic assistance as an adaptive control 

technique may not be possible except when long duration fluctuations are present. If the 

delay in eliminating the effects of magnetic assistance can be reduced, magnetic assistance 

could be used to stabilise or alter tracks adaptively. The use case depends on whether more 

consistent deposition, or a change in feature size is required. 
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Figure 6-6 Demonstration of switching magnetic assistance, showing cross-sections of while 

magnetic assistance was applied (a) and when this was switched off (c). A render of the 

centre section of a switched track is shown in (b). 

In the thick-wall case study, magnetic assistance also led to an improvement in catchment 

efficiency and an increase in track width in the example tracks. The catchment efficiency of 

both the control and magnetically assisted walls was reduced compared to single track 

depositions. This is expected when performing overlapping tracks. The increase in catchment 

efficiency due to the magnetic field was also reduced (from a 5.9% improvement down to a 

3.4% improvement using 32.2 mT) due to the effect of the first track on the magnetic field. 

Where there is already a track present, the effect of the magnetic field is reduced. This is 

because the existing track would be expected to distort the magnetic field in an undesirable 

manner, reducing localisation of the magnetic flux. The use of the same stepover distance in 

the control and magnetically assisted deposition is necessary for direct comparison, but 

stepover would be expected to increase with the width of the tracks produced, hence 

marginally larger increases in efficiency are likely when using an optimised stepover 

distance. 

The use of a meandering toolpath has previously been shown to improve catchment 

efficiency significantly, [140] hence the baseline improvement in catchment efficiency was 

an intended consequence of using a meandering path. This case study demonstrated that 

magnetic assistance remained effective when using meander toolpaths. The catchment 
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efficiency increased to a value which is close to that achieved in linear toolpaths (61.9% 

compared to 61.3% respectively). This suggests that using complex toolpaths has little effect 

on the overall catchment efficiency. Therefore, this should simplify the design of toolpaths 

intended for use with magnetic assistance. 

The improvement in catchment efficiency is most pronounced in a coaxially aligned solenoid 

in the case of 4340 powder deposited on a thinner mild steel substrate. The efficiency in this 

case increased from 49.2% to 74.2%, an increase of 25.0%. This significant improvement is 

due to the combination of a high strength solenoid and a thin substrate, leading to the greatest 

magnetic field strength on the substrate surface (these values can be compared in Table 6-2). 

This result is an expected outcome based on the field strength experiment in Chapter 5. The 

smaller permeability of nickel (values are described in context in Table 6-3) means that the 

induced magnetic field is not as strong, both around the nickel substrate and powder, meaning 

the effect of magnetic field strength is reduced in this material, as shown in Figure 6-5. 

High porosity (up to 32.8%) was observed in both sets of samples manufactured in high 

purity nickel. This porosity is common when welding commercially pure nickel and is caused 

by contaminants of either nitrogen or oxygen [126]. The pores cause unstable deposition to 

occur only when the magnetic field was applied. Within the taller regions of the tracks, larger 

pores are present. Large bubbles of gas forming in the magnetically assisted clad therefore 

explain the height variability. When these bubbles become too large, they reach the outside of 

the melt pool and are expelled, hence the tall track sections being followed by shorter 

sections. The consistently increased width of the magnetically assisted nickel depositions 

shows the resilience of the magnetic assistance. Because a change in width similar to when 

the magnet is switched off (as in Figure 6-6) did not occur.    

As the proportion of the track cross-sectional area consisting of pores increases (from 19.9% 

without magnetic assistance to 32.8% on the taller sections with magnetic assistance) this 

suggests that the larger pores are not simply as a result of a larger deposition volume. Lu et 

al. have shown that magnetic fields can manipulate the plasma plume in the deposition of 

paramagnetic austenitic steel, causing it to be compressed and short [165]. In this case the 

magnetic field appears to be trapping plasma inside the melt pool, disrupting the usual 

behaviour of gas expulsion, and causing pores to grow. This is similar to previous work 

showing that electrostatic fields vary porosity [130]. No difference in macroscale porosity 

was observed in sections of the steel deposits, therefore it is likely that the magnetic field is 

exacerbating pores rather than explicitly causing them. In Zhang et al.’s work an Ampere 
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force was applied using the combination of magnetic and electrostatic fields which then acted 

on the plasma plume. For the same mechanism to apply here the plasma must be charged, 

such as by friction with the powder/apparatus. An increase in porosity could also be caused 

by an increase in the velocity of particles meaning more gas is trapped, but this would also be 

expected in the steel depositions. More work examining electrostatic forces and gas 

entrapment is required to validate either of these theories. With a nickel-based alloy 

composition which does not encourage porosity the effect is likely to be less pronounced. The 

aluminium, titanium and chromium which are normally added to nickel alloys are effective in 

reducing porosity through oxide and nitride formation, [126] but these additions would 

reduce the magnetic permeability of the material and inhibit magnetic powder control. 

Therefore, if magnetic assistance is to be used when manufacturing alloys via DED a new 

method of alloying is required. 

In summary, the ability to alter track dimensions dynamically over the course of a build 

opens new possibilities in DED. The possibility to do this in both ferrous and nickel-based 

alloys makes magnetic assistance a useful addition to the LDED process. Further 

investigation and development is required to increase the value and intricacies of magnetic 

assistance. The solenoid placement used here only allows a single layer to gain the benefits of 

magnetic assistance, further experiments should develop this, extending the applications to 

multi-layer components. In its current form the process would benefit from high-speed 

imaging to determine the exact path divergence of particles. More sophisticated materials 

must also be developed for use in the process, including exploration of in-process alloying to 

manufacture non-magnetic materials. This is examined in the following chapter. The effects 

of magnetic assistance on material properties should also be considered with this new method 

in mind. 

6.5 Conclusions 

• A programmable solenoid was used to dynamically change the track dimensions even 

when switched during operation, suggesting magnetic assistance is a valid technique 

of adaptive control. 

• By removing the magnetic field during deposition there is a short transition zone 

before the track returns to normal operation, this is due to magnetic hysteresis of the 

magnetic focusing cone and the large diameter of the magnetic field. 
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• Magnetic assistance was shown to improve powder catchment efficiency even when 

several track wall thicknesses were used. Although the significance of the 

improvement was reduced in both cases. 

• This work showed for the first time that magnetic assistance could also be effective on 

non-ferrous ferromagnetic materials, with powder catchment efficiency being 

improved from 27.0% to 46.4% on a mild steel substrate. 

The clear next step, after determining that nickel could be used in the magnetically assisted 

process, is to show that alloys of nickel can also be used. This presents a further challenge, 

because these alloys are only paramagnetic. A method of compositing powders in order to 

manufacture these alloys whilst retaining the benefits of magnetic assistance is demonstrated 

in the following chapter. Here it has been shown that magnetic assistance can be used 

dynamically, other work should also investigate the use of magnetic assistance as a fast-

acting adaptive control technique to encourage stable depositions in-spite of unstable powder 

flow rates. 
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7 Manufacturing Non-Magnetic Alloys using Magnetic 

Assistance 

7.1 Introduction 

The benefit of magnetic assistance to improve powder catchment efficiency and enlarge 

tracks when using pure ferromagnetic powders has been documented in laser directed energy 

deposition. These benefits include improved powder catchment efficiency and the ability to 

dynamically control track size during deposition. However, so far, the magnetic assistance 

has only been shown to be effective in ferromagnetic materials such as ferritic steels and pure 

nickel. For magnetic assistance to be utilised more widely, it must be demonstrated in a 

greater range of materials, including the manufacture of non-magnetic alloys. This work 

examines the possibility of making and using composite powders via the powder satelliting 

process. In the powder satelliting process, smaller “satellite” particles are adhesively bonded 

to a larger “parent” particle, these composite powders are then melted in-situ to produce alloy 

materials. In order to use magnetic assistance to deposit non-magnetic alloys this work uses a 

ferromagnetic nickel parent particle with satellite particles of non-magnetic chromium. The 

hypothesis is that by adhesively bonding these particles together the trajectory of the 

composite powder will be altered similarly to as it is when using pre-alloyed ferromagnetic 

powder, meaning that the powder catchment efficiency and track width is increased. This 

theory is shown in Figure 7-1. This section will investigate whether use of satellited powders 

enables the previously demonstrated improvements to powder catchment efficiency and track 

geometry whilst manufacturing a non-magnetic alloy. The tracks produced using satellited 

powder are compared to those produced using pre-alloyed nichrome powder with the same 

composition which is non-magnetic. 

  

Figure 7-1 Hypothesis of magnetically assisted DED using satellited powder. 
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Powder satelliting has previously been examined for a small range of cases, generally these 

are focused towards using the method to create new alloys in small batches to develop new 

alloys for use in additive manufacturing processes. In principle, the satelliting process 

involves coating a parent particle (~ 100 μm for LDED)  in finer satellite particles (~5 – 10 

μm) [179]. The particles are bonded together using an aerosolised binder solution. Metal 

matrix composites have been manufactured using this method for both directed energy 

deposition [108] and PBF, with microstructural homogeneity being observed compared to 

mixed feedstocks. Farayibi et al. first demonstrated the use of this method in LDED, showing 

that using satellite TiB2 bonded to Ti-6Al-4V could be used to manufacture homogenous 

material, whereas simply mixing the powder led to microstructural segregation and the 

detrimental clustering of TiB2 and Ti-6Al-4V over sections of the deposits [179]. This 

microstructural segregation means the material has inconsistent properties and makes 

qualifying it for use difficult. In contrast, satellited feedstocks can be used to create alloys 

which have similar microstructures to those produced using pre-alloyed feedstocks in Ti-6Al-

4V in powder bed fusion. Microstructural segregation, porosity and coarse grain structures 

were found to be more severe in mechanically mixed powders as compared to satellited ones, 

due to the segregation of particles materials due to the difference in the size and density of 

powders being used causing the feedstock to pack poorly and absorb energy unevenly [180]. 

Satellited feedstocks have also begun to be used as a tool to study new alloy compositions, 

with iron satellites having been used to effectively refine grains in the Ti-6Al-4V [109]. This 

has potential to reduce anisotropy in additive manufacturing processes by reducing the size of 

grains and therefore reducing the effects of their directionally solidified orientation. As more 

than 3 % iron no longer has a refinement effect only small quantities of this were required, 

but because this percentage should be included homogenously satelliting was used. This 

meant that costly, small-batch pre-alloyed powder did not have to have to be manufactured, 

when it has been shown, by Gasper et al., that the use of satellite powder can reduce material 

costs by around 40 % [48]. To date, satelliting has mainly only been used to investigate a 

small range of materials, either using titanium alloys or metal-ceramic composites. An 

example of this being, Al-Thamir et al.’s examination of satellited tungsten carbide cobalt 

powder, which showed that tungsten carbide could be deposited in a cobalt matrix in laser 

powder bed fusion [181].  With the materials palette in aerospace engine components being 

an important and growing area of alloy development in additive manufacturing [182] this 

should be studied further. By combining the cost reduction of using satellited material with 
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the improvement in material efficiency of using magnetic assistance there is a clear cost 

incentive for using this technique. 

 The composition of the target alloy (nichrome) has been chosen as a precursor to the more 

complex compositions of nickel aerospace alloys. These nickel aerospace alloys, such as 

Inconel 625, are commonly studied  in additive manufacturing applications, [182] due to the 

potential for light weighting and cooling of turbine components which is enabled by the 

manufacturing flexibility of additive manufacturing [150,183]. This is because the layered 

approach of additive manufacture allows complex lattice structures to be manufactured more 

easily. Catchpole-Smith et al. examined the use of different infill structures and their ability 

to conduct heat more effectively, showing that a greater spacing between structures increased 

the ability of these structures to dissipate heat [183]. Improved cooling could be 

advantageous to increasing the efficiency of engine turbines while lattice light weighting 

reduces the payload. Inconel 625 has a simplified chemical composition compared to some 

other alloys, such as Inconel 718, therefore a proto-Inconel 625 (with only the two main 

elements, nickel and chromium included) has been chosen as the target material for this work 

because satelliting several different elements has never been examined and is beyond the 

scope if this work. Inconel 625 consists mainly of ferromagnetic material (nickel), so it is a 

good material to initialise investigation in this area, particularly as the high cost of Inconel 

625 in powder form means there is a fiscal priority to improving powder catchment efficiency 

in this material.  

In addition to determining how ferromagnetic powder bonded to non-magnetic powder reacts 

in magnetic assistance, an improved method of manufacturing satellited powder is 

determined and the effects using this method on the track geometry and composition of 

depositions will also be examined and quantified. This work will inform future work in this 

area which uses the techniques explored here to create products using functional alloys, 

future work will be able to then tailor powder characteristics to meet the demands of 

products.  

 

7.2 Experimental 

To examine the effects of using satellite powders a nickel superalloy composition is 

simplified to enable analysis whilst remaining relevant to the application of aerospace alloys. 

These alloys typically contain a significant quantity of chromium, with other elements in 
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smaller quantities and the bulk of the alloy being nickel. To this end, nichrome (Ni 80 wt. %: 

Cr 20 wt. %) was chosen as the target composition.  

Table 7-1 shows the compositions of the powder materials used in this work as stated by 

manufacturer’s analysis. Inconel 625 is also included for reference and comparison purposes. 

Table 7-1 Powder compositions used in this section (wt. %). 

Material Cr Co Fe Cu C S Si Mn Mo Nb Ta Ni 

Inconel 

625 

(nominal) 

20.0 - - - - - - - 8.0 3.15 0.05 58.0 

Nichrome 

powder 

19.4 - 0.53 - 0.02 0.004 0.97 0.03 - - - 79.3 

Chromium 

powder 

99.6 - 0.31 - 0.02 0.02 0.01 - - - - - 

Nickel 

powder 

- 0.08 - - - 0.03 - - - - - 99.9 

 

In this section the same experimental setup was used as in Chapters 5 and 6 with two 

changes. A 400 μm fibre was used to carry the laser, meaning the laser spot diameter was 0.6 

mm, this is due to damage to the 600 μm fibre in unrelated work. The same solenoid and 

magnetic field strength were used as in Chapter 6, leading to a magnetic field strength of 79.6 

mT at the substrate surface. 

Table 7-2 shows the parameters which were used for experiments in this chapter. 
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Table 7-2 Experimental parameters used for satellited powder experiments. 

Powder 

material 

Solenoid 

Placement 

Flow 

Rates 

(g/min) 

Laser 

Powers 

(W) 

Field 

Strength 

(mT) 

Scan 

Speeds 

(mm/min) 

Substrate 

Material 

Satellited 

nickel with 

chromium 

(80:20) 

Coaxially 

aligned to 

laser 

15.9 500 79.6 500 0.5 mm 

nickel 

Pre-alloyed 

nichrome 

(80:20) 

Coaxially 

aligned to 

laser 

15.7 500 79.6 500 0.5 mm 

nickel 

 

In this chapter simple straight tracks of 60 mm length were deposited onto the substrates. 

Depositions were made using the satellited feedstock and the nichrome control feedstock onto 

a 0.5 mm pure nickel substrate. This was done with the solenoid coaxially aligned to the 

laser, with the solenoid switched on and with the solenoid switched off. Three tracks were 

produced in each condition. The mass of substrates before and after deposition was measured 

and 2 mm portions of the tracks were scanned via FVM. As in previous sections, the mean 

cross-section of this FVM scan was used to measure the above substrate dimensions of 

tracks. The tracks were also cross-sectioned, ground and polished, then etched using Marble’s 

reagent to reveal the dilution zone and pores, which were then measured using optical 

micrographs and the image analysis software ImageJ [171]. 

7.2.1 Powder manufacturing 

Before using the satellited powder in additive manufacturing trials, a qualitative analysis loop 

was used to determine an effective powder. This process is described in Figure 7-2. 

 

Figure 7-2 Powder manufacturing and analysis process. Initial powder composition was 

chosen based on a nichrome 80:20 and the powder diameters described in the literature [179]. 
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The primary aim of this loop was to determine an optimum amount of binder to add to the 

mixture to adhere the two powders together adequately. The order of operations was 

examined to attempt to reduce powder diameter bimodality as demonstrated in previous 

works. This bimodality is caused by not all of the satellite powder being bonded to the parent 

particles which causes a second peak in powder size distribution at the smaller diameter of 

the satellite powder [179]. Incomplete intraparticle bonding can lead to powder segregation 

and so should be minimised. The order and number of mixing operations was varied to 

establish one which reduced the number of loose satellite particles, as determined by SEM. 

The improved manufacturing process flow shown in Figure 7-3 was then determined. Larger 

batches of powder meant that the binder was unevenly distributed and led to chromium 

agglomerates. Sieving was also added (compared to some processes described in literature) to 

ensure the powder diameter was more consistent in the final powder. 

 

Figure 7-3 Improved powder satelliting manufacturing process flow as determined by SEM. 

Once an improved process flow had been determined, the quantity of binder solution was 

varied incrementally to determine the desired quantity. The same binder solution which has 

frequently been used in literature was used here [108,179,180]. This consists of 2.7 vol. % 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in water. This binder is then sprayed into a thin layer of powder and 

mixed in as described in Figure 7-3.When too little binding solution was used the powder 

particles were not bonded and could be observed separately, with the difference in material 

being identified by EDX mapping. Figure 7-4 shows the effect of using increasing quantities 

of binder solution. At 0.04 wt. % (1.2 g binder solution per 30 g powder) the chromium 

particles (blue) appear to evenly coat the nickel particles (red) and few grains of unbound 

powder which can be observed. Whereas, when 0.7 wt. % binder solution was used, 
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chromium agglomerated into irregular branched particular structures (as shown Figure 7-4 b 

& d), both separately and on the surface of nickel parent particles. It has been shown that 

spherical powders flow better and therefore these are more desirable, whilst a more even 

coating is likely to reduce compositional segregation. In addition, work on powder mixtures 

suggests that powders with significant quantities of different sizes should be avoided to 

improve flowability [20], therefore ideally no chromium will be present which is not bonded 

to a parent particle. In practice, bonding all of the satellite particles to parent particles has not 

been achievable in other works, as shown by particle size measurement [181]. It should also 

be noted that the uneven surface (already containing satellites) of the nickel powder, as can 

be seen in Figure 7-4 b) and d), may improve satellite particle adhesion. 

 

Figure 7-4 SEM/EDX images showing the effect of increasing binder quantity on satellited 

powder; a) and b) showing 0.04 wt. % binder solution; c) and d) showing with 0.07 wt. % 

binder solution. 
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After a desirable powder had been identified (with 0.04 wt. % binding solution) the powders 

were tested for their flowability in both standardised flow tests and through the disk feeder of 

the DED machine. Importantly, when no binder was used (with the two powders being 

simply mixed) the powder did not flow through the disk feeder at all. This agrees with the 

literature around the use of differing particle sizes [20], which suggests that when using 

powders of similar density the diameters should be similar, as discussed in Section 2.3.8. 

Clearly the difference in particle sizes when the powders were simply mixed meant that the 

powder jammed in the feeder. This was attempted three times, with the machine being fully 

cleaned each time, to confirm that the powder was completely unable to flow. The fact that 

this did not occur in the satellited feedstock helps to demonstrate another reason to use 

satellited feedstock, powders of different sizes may be used without blockage. 

After 250 g of the powder had been manufactured with the improved quantity of binder 

solution, according to the process flow detailed in Figure 7-3, the powder was imaged again 

using SEM/EDX. This revealed that the powder feedstock did not appear to be as high quality 

as is shown in Figure 7-4(a). The powder was observed to have a drastically greater amount 

of loose chromium agglomerated together, with some particles having a poor and uneven 

coating of chromium over the parent particles, though some were still well coated. This may 

indicate that subsequent mixing operations may have served to remove some of the 

chromium from the parent particles, or that even the improved powder manufacturing process 

is not repeatable. Subsequent laser diffractometry shows that a small proportion of the 

volume of satellited powder had a diameter less than 10 μm whilst some of the powder being 

larger than the original nickel parent particles indicates that a significant proportion of the 

chromium existed as a coating over the nickel particles. The results of laser diffractometry 

are shown in Figure 7-5 and Table 7-3.  
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Figure 7-5 Powder size distributions of the constituent powders and the satellite powder used 

in LDED experiments. 

Table 7-3 Powder size distribution of powders used in this section (μm) as measured by laser 

diffractometry [102]. 

Powder D10 D50 D90 

Nickel 88.4 102 117 

Chromium 2.26 3.97 6.77 

Satellited 82.3 105 125 

Pre-alloyed nichrome 52.9 85.7 135 

 

Hall flow measurements were used to determine the flowability of materials, though as 

discussed in the standard B964 [94] when powder did not flow through the Hall flow 

apparatus, Carney flow apparatus was used instead. The mean of three flow rates of 50 g of 

powder are shown in Table 7-4. It is likely that the loose small chromium particles impeded 

the flow of the satellited powder through the small orifice in the hall flow apparatus, causing 

the blockage, though satellite nodules have also been suggested to impede flow by causing 

the particles to mechanically interlock [92].  

Table 7-4 Powder flow rates using standardised test methods. 

Powder Hall (g/min) Carney (g/min) 

Satellited Did not flow 702.0 

Pre-alloyed nichrome 84.7 618.1 

Nickel 135.7 992.3 

 

The satellited powder flowed freely through the larger orifice in the Carney flow apparatus, 

with the powder flowing more quickly, even faster than the pre-alloyed powder. 
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To enable fair comparison of results each powder flow was calibrated to 15.8 ± 0.1 g/min. 

The disk speed to achieve this flow rate was 2.3 rpm in the case of the pre-alloyed nichrome 

powder and 2.05 rpm for the satellited powder. With an increase in disk speed normally being 

expected to lead to a linear increase in flow rate when using the same material (shown for 

AISI 4340 in Figure 3-2) this confirms that the satellited powder is more free flowing in the 

feeding apparatus than the pre-alloyed equivalent.  

The increase in Carney flow for the satellited powder as compared to the nichrome powder 

are likely related to the larger size of this powder and tighter distribution as shown in Figure 

7-5 and Table 7-3. The satellite powder flowed more slowly than the pure nickel powder, 

likely as a result of the satellites and the mix of particle sizes present in the satellited powder. 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Deposition Geometry 

Several satellited powder tracks showed similar trends in dimensions to those experienced by 

pre-alloyed ferromagnetic powder used with magnetic assistance previously. Similar to these 

experiments, was a 26.7 % increase in the width of tracks produced using satellited powder (a 

20 - 30 % width increase was observed in previous chapters using similar setups), and an 

increase in powder catchment efficiency (from 18.4 % to 24.1 %). As well as a 37.8 % 

increase in the cross-sectional area of tracks above the substrate surface when using magnetic 

assistance. This contrasts with the non-magnetic pre-alloyed nichrome powder which had no 

significant change in dimension due to the magnetic field. The link between dilution area and 

magnetic field strength has also been confirmed when using satellited feedstock. As with 

previous experiments, the area of the dilution zone is reduced with the application of the 

magnetic field in satellited ferromagnetic materials. This was not true in the non-magnetic 

pre-alloyed nichrome. These results are shown in Figure 7-6. 
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Figure 7-6 Results from satellited material experiments. showing a) powder catchment 

efficiency, b) cross-sectional area above the substrate, c) percentage porosity and d) the area 

of the cross-sectional dilution zone. 

Unlike in Chapter 6, there is no clear link between porosity and the presence of the magnetic 

field in satellited powder, although the porosity in the tracks produced in nichrome is 

significantly reduced compared to the satellite powder. This indicates that the effect of 

chromium to reduce porosity is occurring as expected in the pre-alloyed powder, but not in 

the satellited powder. The effect of composition will be reviewed and discussed in the 

following sections.  

Though the improvement in powder catchment efficiency is reduced in satellited materials 

compared to in previous work, this is an expected phenomenon of using a weaker magnetic 

field and may also be affected by the use of a smaller laser spot size. The build-up of powder 

at the beginning and end of tracks due to the static laser also contributes to deviation in these 

results. This is discussed further in Section 7.4. 

7.3.2 Deposition Composition 

Compositional analysis by EDX was conducted on 4 samples in each condition, with two 

points in each location being used for analysis. The result of this compositional analysis is 

shown in Figure 7-7. Most obviously, the chromium content in the tracks produced from 
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satellited powder only consist of 2 – 9 % chromium, whereas the pre-alloyed powder had 17 

– 20 % chromium content. This suggests that much of the chromium content is lost when 

using satellited powders, regardless of magnetic assistance. This indicates that the intended 

nichrome composition of 80:20% nickel was not achieved from the satellited powder, 

although some of the chromium was successfully alloyed with chromium. 

Chromium content is shown to be slightly elevated in all locations in tracks produced using 

magnetic assistance and satellited powder. This is not the case in the pre-alloyed nichrome 

tracks, suggesting that the effect is likely due to an effect of the magnetic field on the powder 

rather than one taking place within the molten pool. A slight increase in chromium content 

(around 1 wt. %) is also apparent at the top and edges of the tracks compared to at the centre 

of the clad. It is clear from Figure 7-7b & d that chromium is present throughout the track 

both conditions. 

In some specific locations at the edge of the tracks (as shown by white mark on the track in 

Figure 7-7c) the chromium content was much greater than in the rest of the track. Very 

limited leaching of chromium into the substrate (rather than the dilution zone) was observed 

in all cases, with EDX suggesting that the absolute chromium content 200 μm from the clad 

layer was between 0.00 and 0.14 wt. %.  
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Figure 7-7 Compositions of satellited and pre-alloyed nichrome tracks. Showing EDX maps 

of the chromium and nickel content in tracks produced with magnetic assistance in a) a 

satellited powder track and d) a pre-alloyed nichrome track. Also shown is the composition of 

these cross-sections b) and d) at the locations marked in black. The white marks indicate 

additional compositional measurements. The colour strength of the nickel is reduced 50 % 

here compared to in Figure 7-4 to show the difference in chromium more effectively. 

7.4 Discussion 

Measurements of both the size (area and width) and mass of tracks produced using satellited 

powder and magnetic assistance indicate that magnetic assistance increases the powder 

catchment efficiency even when using satellited nickel-chromium feedstock. The size of the 

dilution zone also followed the same trend as when using non-satellited ferromagnetic 

feedstock, that is the size of the dilution zone was reduced when the magnetic field was on, 

likely due to laser attenuation from the increase in powder present, as previously discussed. 

These effects suggest it is possible to use composite satellited powder whilst retaining some 

of the benefits of magnetic assistance. The pre-alloyed nichrome powder had greater powder 

catchment efficiency than the satellited powder in all cases, likely as a result of the powder 

being more spherical and being directed towards the melt pool more effectively, or because it 

absorbs the laser power more efficiently. More work is required to determine if this is case 
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with other parameter combinations. EDX analysis also confirmed that in-situ alloying did 

occur in the depositions and that there was no measurable leaching of chromium into the 

substrate. The presence of close to 25 % porosity in tracks produced using the satellited 

feedstock is a limiting factor in the potential for the use of satellited feedstock. Previous work 

using pure nickel powder resulted in porosity up to 32.8 % under similar conditions, therefore 

the presence of porosity is not a result of using satellited feedstock. In comparison, only low 

levels of porosity were observed in the pre-alloyed nichrome tracks. The parameters used for 

both of these feedstocks were equivalent. This means that more optimisation of parameters 

may be required for satellite feedstocks compared to pre-alloyed powder, to eliminate or 

reduce porosity. Meaning pre-alloyed nichrome may have a larger processing window than 

equivalent satellited powder. However, the elemental composition of the depositions is likely 

to offer a better explanation of the cause of porosity. The significantly higher chromium 

content of tracks manufactured using pre-alloyed nichrome powder (18 – 19 % compared to 3 

– 7 % in satellited depositions) likely explains the difference in porosity. Porosity occurs in 

pure nickel due to the insolubility of nitrogen in nickel. Though porosity also occurs due to 

gas entrapped in and by the powder and as a result of the rapid cooling of the material not 

allowing time for bubbles to escape. In welding of commercially pure nickel, additives are 

used to reduce the effects of atmospheric contaminants on the formation of pores, particularly 

by increasing the solubility of nitrogen in nickel [184]. Although aluminium and titanium are 

commonly used (up to 5 % total) [126] chromium has a similar effect, especially in much 

greater quantities present in the tracks manufactured from pre-alloyed nichrome powder. In 

future better shielding, such as using higher flow rate of shielding gas [122], or addition of 

small quantities of aluminium/titanium may be used to reduce porosity in satellited tracks. 

However an increase in gas flow rate has also been shown to increase gas entrapment in 

nickel alloys [185]. Hence the need for research of nickel welding in a vacuum [186] or 

underwater [187].  Chromium may have led to the reduced porosity here, compared to in the 

previous experiments using pure nickel powder (Section 6.3.3), but the difference in energy 

density (due to a smaller fibre being used causing the different spot size) means chromium 

content is not the only new factor. 

No meaningful difference is noted between the porosity of tracks produced with or without 

magnetic assistance. This is in contrast to in the previous section (6.3.3) using pure nickel 

powder. The effect of chromium in reducing the pore area may be masking this phenomenon 
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somewhat, though in this case the large deviations make it difficult to determine whether 

there is a difference between the two cases.  

In this work the height of tracks was also increased by around 25 % on satellited powder 

tracks. In previous work the link between magnetic assistance and track height has been 

unclear. With it being inconsistent in ferritic steel and attributed to increased pore size in pure 

nickel tracks. However, the smaller difference in porosity for satellited tracks with and 

without magnetic assistance means that a significant increase in the height of tracks produced 

in nickel alloy may be due to the presence of more material, not only an increase in air 

pockets. 

The decrease in chromium content from the satellited feedstock (20 wt. % chromium) to that 

present in the deposition (3 – 7 wt. % approx.) is significant. This is likely due to the smaller 

loose chromium particles not entering the melt pool. The presence of loose satellite particles 

could not be eliminated by the improved powder manufacturing process used here, but the 

composition of satellite composition is likely to increase if better methods to adhere particles 

are developed. The very small loose particles are not well directed by the nozzle which is not 

designed for powder of this diameter. In this case they are likely to disperse at a short 

distance from the orifice. EDX maps suggested that consecutive violent mixing operations 

may have broken up the coating of satellited particles onto the parent particles. Therefore, it 

is likely that this continued to take place during powder feeding. The satellited powder was 

still able to flow through the system (unlike the simply mixed powder) which implies that not 

all of the chromium was separated from the nickel parent particles. 

Approximately 1.5 wt. % more chromium was found in all locations of the satellited powder 

tracks when the solenoid was switched on, compared to when there was no magnetic field, 

but not in the pre-alloyed nichrome tracks. As chromium is not ferromagnetic it will not be 

attracted to the melt pool unless attached to a nickel particle. The ratio of nickel to chromium 

content on a coated particle depends on the ratio of the volume of the parent particle to the 

volume of the coating. Assuming there is a uniform coating of satellite particles onto a 

spherical parent particle (and that this coating has the same thickness regardless of the 

diameter of the parent particle), the volume of the coating can be estimated using Equation 

7-1: 

Equation 7-1 𝑉𝑐 =
4

3
𝜋(𝑟3 − (𝑟 − 𝑡)3) 
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Where 𝑉𝑐 is the volume of the coating, r is the radius of the parent particle and t is the coating 

thickness. Following this, the percentage volume of each material may be calculated for a 

given coated particle. When plotted for the particle size distribution of the parent particles 

this results in a negative relationship as shown in Figure 7-8. It should be noted that this 

calculation assumes that only a single layer of satellite particles will cover the parent particle, 

so this method may be used to calculate the volume of coating comparatively (for different 

sized parent particles) but not to calculate an expected coating volume. 

 

Figure 7-8 Percentage volume of chromium content with parent particle diameter. Showing 

that as the diameter of the parent particle increases the percentage volume of the coating 

material declines. 

Therefore, the increase in the proportion of chromium found in the magnetically assisted 

satellited tracks indicates that there was a greater proportion of smaller particles (which have 

a greater proportion of chromium attached). Although domain theory suggests that larger 

particles will be attracted towards the magnetic field more strongly than smaller ones, Wolff 

et al. showed that smaller particles are more readily deflected by the vapour plume [26]. 

Therefore, it is possible that the magnetic field is reducing the number of small particles 

which are deflected, leading to a greater chromium content. This phenomena is shown 

diagrammatically in Figure 7-9, in (a) without a magnetic field the small particles are easily 

deflected, whereas in (b) the magnetic field provides an extra force which retains these small 

particles which are normally easily deflected.  A reduction in the number of sparks which are 

expelled from around the melt pool was qualitatively observed during deposition, which 

supports the idea that fewer particles are deflected with the presence of a magnetic field.  
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Figure 7-9 Small particles deflected by the vapour plume without magnetic assistance in a) 

these particles are retained by the magnetic field shown in b). 

7.5 Conclusions 

This work has shown for the first time that satellited composite powder can be used in 

magnetically assisted directed energy deposition to create alloys in-situ. It has also been 

shown that magnetic assistance improves powder catchment efficiency, in this case 

increasing the mass of tracks by 29.0 %. The following conclusions can be drawn from this 

work: 

• Ferromagnetic powder coated in satellited particles of non-magnetic powder benefits 

from increased catchment efficiency when using magnetic assistance. 

• Magnetic assistance can be used alongside powder satelliting to create alloys of the 

two powder components. 

• Using magnetic assistance with this satellited powder produces similar effects to 

using purely ferromagnetic powder, including increasing track width by 26.7 % and 

reducing dilution area by 88.7 %. 

• The tracks produced using satellited powder and magnetic assistance also increased in 

height by 33.3 %. 

• Satellited powder was found to flow freely during Carney flow tests and through a 

directed energy deposition disk feeder and coaxial nozzle. 

• The satellited chromium accounted for around 2.5 to 5 wt. % of the composition of 

tracks produced without magnetic assistance, but between 5 and 7 wt. % for tracks 

with magnetic assistance. It is therefore likely that magnetic assistance causes some 

small particles coated with a higher proportion of coating to be retained instead of 

deflected by the vapour plume. 

• Chromium content was generally between 17.5 and 19 wt. % for tracks manufactured 

using pre-alloyed powder with the same theoretical composition (80 % Ni, 20 % Cr) 
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as the satellited powder. This indicates that a significant proportion of the chromium 

satellites did not enter the molten pool in satellited powder. 

• Despite the increases in catchment efficiency introduced using magnetic assistance 

pre-alloyed nichrome powder had a higher catchment efficiency than the magnetically 

assisted satellited powder at equivalent parameters (31.3 % compared to 24.1 %). 

More work is required to develop and improve upon the use of satellited powder for magnetic 

assistance. This work showed that the composition in the deposited track has a limited 

quantity of the satellite powder, which may be due to inconsistencies in the satelliting process 

or poor adhesion between the two powders. In particular research should be conducted which 

examines whether stronger adhesives may be used to join particles and whether this improves 

the composition of tracks. New methods of applying these adhesives should also be 

examined. It is also recommended that a multi-stage satelliting process be tested to examine 

whether this increases the proportion of satellited material in the tracks.  Techniques such as 

subsequently partially melting the powders together could also be examined. More work 

could also be applied to the design of magnetic assistance systems to allow this technique to 

be used in three-dimensions. 
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8 Overall Discussion 

The novel findings on the effect of magnetic assistance on powder catchment efficiency and 

track characteristics in LDED have a number of implications on research and industry. 

Although the benefits should be weighed against potential pitfalls. The findings made are 

consistent across the different technologies used in this work. In particular, the relationships 

between track geometry and the application of a magnetic field have generally shown to be 

dependable regardless of the shape of the magnetic field or the magnetic source. In the first 

study a permanent magnetic field strength of 27 mT across the whole length of the tracks was 

used. Using AISI 4340 powder on mild steel substrates, this resulted in an increase in the 

mean cross-sectional area rising 79.8% at a feed rate of approximately 16 g/min. In the same 

material and using similar parameters and magnetic field strength, the area increased by 

17.3% when the solenoid was coaxially aligned. This indicates that magnetic preloading has a 

greater effect on catchment efficiency than using a coaxially aligned field, though significant 

increases are still observed with a coaxially aligned solenoid at higher magnetic field 

strengths. The magnetic preloading effect is likely reduced when crossing the areas of dense 

magnetic flux in Section 4.3.2 because the powder was also attracted across the whole width 

of the lines, rather than just over specific areas, as was ensured when placing the solenoid in 

specific locations. The strong effects of magnetic preloading are reinforced by the solenoid 

positioning experiment in Section 5.3.4, which showed that increases in area up to 83.5% 

when material was deliberately preloaded using a magnetic field. Here the effect of magnetic 

preloading can be directly compared to a coaxially aligned magnetic field of the same 

strength. This shows that the effect of magnetic preloading on the size and powder catchment 

of tracks is significantly greater than when using the instant, coaxially aligned magnetic field, 

which caused an equivalent increase in area of 23%. Magnetic preloading therefore 

successfully captures particles which would otherwise not be directed into the molten pool. 

Increasing the time for magnetic preloading to occur by up to 30 s was not found to increase 

the powder captured significantly when the powder was deposited 50 mm from the 

preloading area. This means that it is unlikely that this would be problematic over longer 

duration builds and may be used as a technique to selectively add powder in specific 

locations. However studies should be done which create real 2 or 3 dimensional parts to 

assess whether preloading is a problem over real build scenarios. An increase in area up to 

83.5% shows how effective magnetic preloading can be, suggesting that even if the materials 

which can be used remain limited, magnetic assistance has a niche in manufacturing of 
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ferromagnetic coatings. It should be noted that magnetic assistance is only one method of 

improving powder catchment efficiency, other methods, such as parameter optimisation or 

improving nozzle design may lead to higher levels of efficiency and be applicable to a greater 

range of materials. However, compared to the time investment required in optimising 

parameters, this study has shown how magnetic assistance may be able to quickly improve 

powder catchment without having to do lengthy optimisations. There is therefore potential in 

the technique to reduce the effort required when conducting LDED, reducing a barrier to its 

wider application. However, this will come at the cost of requiring new materials which can 

be used and potentially having to add costly magnetic modules. 

The increases in cross-sectional area above the substrate do not include powder catchment 

efficiency completely (as determined by mass), because dilution was shown to decrease when 

magnetic assistance is applied. When magnetic preloading was done when crossing over 

magnets in Section 4.3.2 and again in the solenoid position experiments in Section 5.3.4, the 

catchment could not be measured directly through mass just for those areas. Therefore 

improvements in total catchment efficiency cannot be quantified independently of the whole 

track, though the fact that small increases in the total track mass could still be observed 

(16.3% for the permanent magnet preloading experiment in Section 4.3.2) indicates that 

preloading greatly increases catchment efficiency. 

The width of tracks is also consistently enlarged throughout these experiments, when using 

the permanent magnet in the feasibility study the width of tracks increased by up to 36.3% 

when producing tracks along the lines of dense magnetic flux. In comparison, when using 

similar parameters in the coaxial solenoid experiment the width of tracks was increased by 

15.9% and up to 24.9% using a stronger magnetic field strength of 93.5 mT. Some degree of 

magnetic preloading still occurred in the permanent magnet experiments, hence the increase 

even when the field strength was greater in the coaxially aligned experiment. An increase in 

powder feed rate alone has not generally been associated with an increase in track width, 

which is limited by the power present to cause heating [71]. The increase in width is therefore 

not simply as a result of increased powder capture. It is likely that the magnetic field is 

influencing the heating and cooling in the melt pool. It has previously been suggested that 

static magnetic fields (as used in this work) can increase the cooling time of tracks by either 

reducing convectional flow in the melt pool and compressing the plasma plume above the 

track [165]. This has even been shown to increase the melt pool diameter. Therefore, this is 

the likely cause of the increase in track width. In this work, where ferromagnetic particles are 
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used, particles which are hot (but below their Curie temperature) will also be guided towards 

the melt pool rather than deflected by the plasma plume when the magnetic field is present. 

This can be observed as a reduction in sparking around the melt pool. This would also lead to 

a reduction in heat loss and hence an increase in the energy present and therefore the track 

width. An increase in track width could also be construed as a negative effect of magnetic 

assistance, because it essentially reduces the resolution of the process. An application could 

be imagined where the magnetic field is switched in intensity depending on whether wider, 

more efficient tracks where required when filling between edges, or the magnet was switched 

off for applications which are tolerance dependant. However, such a change to the process 

would require significant additions to software and CNC control and therefore requires 

massive capital investment. 

With an increase in laser power (and melt pool energy) a corresponding increase in dilution 

area and depth would also be expected. However, this was not observed, likely due to the 

increase in catchment efficiency meaning there was more thermal mass above the substrate 

and therefore less energy to penetrate the substrate. This work showed that an increase in the 

laser power could be used to remedy poor dilution due to magnetic assistance, though low 

dilution may be an intended outcome in coating applications.  

No change in dilution zone size was observed when using paramagnetic nichrome powder in 

Section 7.3.1., this powder was not attracted to the magnetic field so there was no increase in 

thermal mass. If the magnet influenced heat loss even in paramagnetic materials as Lu et al. 

suggested, then the tracks would be expected to be wider and the dilution zones to be larger 

with the magnet on. No statistically relevant difference was observed here, in any measure of 

track geometry when using the magnet or not though. The rate of heat loss is more likely 

reduced due to a reduction in the amount of hot powder that is deflected. 

The relationship between track height and magnetic assistance is less consistent throughout 

this work, when magnetic preloading is employed the height of tracks generally increases, by 

up to 52.9% when using the solenoid and 71.6% for the permanent magnet preloading. This 

was not the case for the coaxial solenoid, where the height of tracks was consistently around 

1 mm ±0.1 when increasing the magnetic field strength from 0 mT. When the flow rate was 

varied with the coaxial magnet at a constant field strength no meaningful difference in height 

was observed either. A change in height can be readily observed when switching the 

magnetic field off though, as shown in Figure 6-6. It is likely that small inconsistencies in 

track height across different tracks masks any increase that the magnetic field is causing, or 
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equally that changes to the liquid flow in the melt pool caused waviness in the switched track, 

which is responsible for the 240 µm dip immediately after the magnet is switched off. A 

slight increase in height may therefore be expected, but this is unlikely to affect the vertical 

resolution when using LDED. Having a reliable track height is very important in LDED, if 

the layers are not consistent in an AM product then it will fail to be produced. Therefore the 

effects should be better established as this has potential to limit the process application.  

Different use cases of magnetic assistance have also been demonstrated throughout this work. 

In Chapter 4 it was shown that magnetic assistance can be used to mitigate the decrease in 

powder catchment when directed energy deposition is conducted on a surface which is not 

horizontal, and it was also shown that the technique reduces the asymmetry of tracks in this 

case. In Chapter 5 results from parameter studies suggested that altering laser power may 

help to compensate for the reduced dilution which occurs using magnetic assistance and that 

placing magnetic fields in specific positions can be used as a technique to locally increase 

track size. More novel techniques were demonstrated in Chapter 6, this included the first 

demonstration of magnetic assistance being used to dynamically change track proportions 

during deposition, potentially leading to new control capabilities, whilst the technique was 

also shown to be useful when manufacturing using more complex toolpaths and nickel. In 

terms of substrate materials, it is demonstrated that using a more magnetically permeable 

substrate increases the effects of powder catchment in both Chapter 4, on stainless steel 

substrates, and Chapter 5 using pure nickel substrates. The use of nickel powder is also 

demonstrated in Chapter 6. It was shown that nickel could also be used in the process, 

although porosity proved to be a problem, likely as a result of the high purity nickel used and 

the low solubility of nitrogen in this material. Porosity is therefore a potential pitfall of 

magnetic assistance in LDED. This should be researched further to establish whether it will 

stop the process from being used. 

Chapter 7 is primarily focused on a method of using magnetic assistance, by using composite 

feedstock to create alloys in-situ. In this case it was shown that magnetic assistance could be 

used to subtly change the composition of the alloy, in this case increasing the chromium 

content by around 2%. Therefore, there is potential for the functional grading of materials by 

using the previously demonstrated magnetic switching to change material composition 

throughout a build, if satellited materials are also used. For example, a material may be 

manufactured which has greater corrosion resistance closer to the surface for applications in 

the energy industry. It was also shown that using this kind of powder compositing method 
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allowed the benefits of magnetic assistance, such as on increasing track width to still be 

applied. However, the limits of what can be done with satellited powders has not yet been 

uncovered. For example, it was shown here that adding 20% chromium satellites only led to a 

maximum of 9% in the final product, this 9% may be a limiting factor to the process, or 

adding more chromium in the initial powder may have meant the desired composition was 

reached. 

This thesis has shown for the first time that magnetic assistance can be used to enhance the 

geometry and powder catchment efficiency in the directed energy deposition process. The 

foundational relationships between parameters, magnetic assistance and deposition quality 

have been determined here and novel applications of magnetic assistance have been 

uncovered and explained. This work will inform future research on how to improve this 

process addition further, so that it may find practical industrial application. The addition of 

magnetic assistance to the LDED process has the potential to improve the controllability and 

performance of LDED whilst also improving the material processing efficiency. Research to 

advance the ability of MADED to create non-magnetic alloys, has shown that in-situ alloying 

could also prove to benefit from magnetic assistance, especially if this garners further 

attention from the research community. This research lays the foundation for this new 

technique.  

9 Overall Conclusions & Future Work 

The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate whether magnetic assistance could be used to 

improve powder catchment efficiency and change deposition geometry in laser directed 

energy deposition. This aim has been met successfully via the experimental work reported 

here. 

• Coaxially aligned magnetic assistance may be used to increase powder catchment 

efficiency by up to 42% to 61%. Using a small magnetic field strength of only 

93.5mT provided by a 12V solenoid. 

• Using a permanent magnet to provide a field of only 27 mT can increase powder 

catchment efficiency of ferromagnetic powder to a value of 56% on a horizontal 

plane, compared to a maximum of 26% without use of magnets. This shows that 

considerable efficiency improvements are possible using this novel method. 

• There is a positive linear relationship between the magnetic field strength at the 

substrate surface and both the catchment efficiency and track width.  
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• Magnetic assistance can mitigate the decrease in powder catchment when an inclined 

workpiece angle of 45° is used, from 20% to 39% at higher flow rates. 

• At lower traverse speeds, and higher powder flow rates, magnetic assistance has a 

greater effect on powder catchment. 

• The level of dilution significantly decreased when using a magnet, particularly at 

lower powder flow rates. This is explained by the greater divergence of laser energy 

when the magnetic field is present. 

• A programmable solenoid was used to dynamically change the track dimensions even 

when switched during operation, suggesting magnetic assistance is a valid technique 

of adaptive control. 

• By removing the magnetic field during deposition there is a short transition zone 

before the track returns to normal operation, this is due to magnetic hysteresis of the 

magnetic focusing cone and the large diameter of the magnetic field. 

• Magnetic assistance can be used alongside powder satelliting to create alloys of the 

two powder component whilst improving powder catchment efficiency. 

 

9.1 Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis represents the beginning of a new processing adaptation, 

therefore there is significant scope for future work to continue building on the results and 

ideas presented here. Further work in this area will confirm and strengthen the findings made 

here, whilst widening the application and usefulness of the techniques which have been 

developed. The greatest limitation of the below substrate magnetic assistance technique 

which has been used in this work is the inability of the magnetic field to permeate through 

thicker substrate materials. This means that the technique will not be able to function in 

thicker, multi-layer component manufacture. Currently industrial use for the technique would 

be limited to the laser cladding and coating of thin sheet materials, though the widening of 

tracks and increase in powder catchment efficiency would serve to reduce powder wastage 

and processing time, which is a useful outcome in itself.  

However, to act as intended and be used as a true three-dimensional additive manufacturing 

technique, development must focus on new methods of providing the magnetic field which do 

not depend on it permeating through thick layers. More complex magnetic sources will be 

required to do this whilst locating the source in an unobtrusive position. Potentially, much 
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stronger fields will therefore be required, but since only relatively weak fields were used here 

(of the order 10 – 100 mT) this is perfectly feasible. It should be determined whether using 

different and perhaps more well optimised equipment can be used to change the powder 

stream distribution in more beneficial ways. For example, it should be determined whether 

use of softer magnetic cores could be used to switch between the wide tracks produced using 

magnetic assistance and narrower ones produced without it, much more quickly than has been 

done here. Magnetic assistance may also be used to both widen and narrow powder stream or 

direct powder into a specific portion of the melt pool. Furthermore, magnetic assistance may 

be added to a closed loop control system, where the track size is monitored and a near 

instantaneous variation of the magnetic field strength allows tracks to be deposited with 

excellent geometric stability. Predetermined control may also be useful, for example the 

development of algorithms which include magnetic assistance in toolpath generation would 

allow magnetic assistance to be used to manufacture wide tracks to quickly fill in the centre 

of a shape.  

More analysis of how magnetic fields change the density of the powder stream should also be 

conducted. For example, by focusing the magnetic field on one edge of the melt pool may 

allow steep sided tracks to be produced or those with built-in asymmetry. This would 

increase the capability of the process significantly by creating components with smoother 

sidewalls by. Using very narrow magnetic fields it may also be possible to reduce the width 

of tracks and thereby improve the resolution of the LDED process. In contrast, the use of 

magnetic fields which are coaxial, but extend slightly ahead of the laser may be useful to 

increase powder catchment using the magnetic preloading technique in a controlled manner. 

The use of powder compositing and in-situ alloying as a technique to widen the materials 

palette which can be used in MADED is burgeoning. Future work may be used to improve 

the powder manufacturing process so that designed track compositions can be created. This 

may involve a multi-stage satelliting process, where the satellite material is added in 

successive steps, or an entirely different technique may be used. This work is vital for the 

development of magnetic assistance, because uptake of the process will otherwise be severely 

limited by the use of only ferromagnetic materials.   
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